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NOTE TO THE TEACHER

Welcome to Careers + Trades! If you are new to Gather ‘Round Homeschool, I wanted to take a few moments to
explain the philosophy, the backstory, and the how behind this curriculum and approach.

Who AM i?
My name is Rebecca Spooner. I have no special accreditation, and I have no certificates
of qualification lining my walls. I am just a homeschool parent like you. I am a
second-generation homeschooler who is following my mother’s footsteps. I have
lived and breathed homeschooling for as long as I can remember. As soon as my
kids were (probably not quite) old enough, I had a schedule and a plan and a full
curriculum prepared for them. I jumped in with both feet, and I floundered and
sputtered and made countless mistakes. Homeschooling my kids was harder than I
had ever imagined: there were so many kids and so many curriculum options to choose
from. Slowly but surely, my vision of my kids gathered around me like a flock of little chicks
faded into the realm of naive and impossible. I began a blog and reviewed curriculum and
bounced from one thing to the next (sorry, kids). Eventually, my little blog grew and I began traveling, speaking,
and writing books, and I even wrote my first Bible curriculum: More Than Words. My dream was to continue with
the direction I was in—review curriculum, blog, and write. But all that changed in early 2019.
It started with a healthy dose of discontent. Why on earth was I settling? I was choosing curriculum that was suiting
my kids but killing me with all the projects and activities and one-on-one (as I bounced from child to child like a
Ping-Pong ball), or I was choosing curriculum that was suiting me and compromising a love of learning to keep my
sanity. No one was winning; this couldn’t be it. One random weekend, as I was praying and asking God, “What
now? What now for my business? What now for our homeschool?” I felt like the question was bounced back at
me: “What if you could teach all your kids together?” I believe that when Jesus said He came to bring life and life
abundantly, He was thinking about our homeschools and families too. He came to bring life and joy and wonder
and curiosity and love of learning—if we learn anything from scripture, it is that God is unpredictable and wild and
adventurous and exciting. He cares about our homes and He cares about our relationships with one another. With
that one question and with my pencil poised, the entire vision for Gather 'Round Homeschool was born.
onE UnIt That TiEs In all YouR subJeCts for All your kIds, TailorEd, cUstoMIzEd, eAsY, a launchPad for
adVentuRe and lEaRnING, kIndle for ThE fIrE, and abovE all else: all about hIm And all for hIM.
Within one month, we were taking preorders for something I was still working out in my head, and we now launch
a brand-new unit every single month.

We also have mini units, a team of writers and designers and illustrators and proofreaders, and an entire
community of over 10,000 families standing with us. This is not just a mom making this—this is an entire
community creating a curriculum that is working for a vast variety of homeschoolers with a huge scope of styles
and needs. And you have just taken the first step in seeing what taking the pressure off and letting
love of learning back into your homeschool can do!
			

What is the Gather ‘Round difference?

I have personally tried and used or looked at nearly every curriculum on the market, and I can tell you there is nothing
like this to even compare to. The closest model or style that comes close to explaining Gather ‘Round is a unit study.
We take one topic and we tie all subjects into that topic. We cover nine or more subjects in every unit. Even a single
page can cross over into two-to-three subjects: science, geography, history, social studies, spelling, writing, Bible, art,
grammar, and more! However, unlike any other unit study out there, instead of merely adapting for older or younger
students, we created six student notebooks to go with each teacher’s guide. These student notebooks span the
ages from preschool all the way up to high school and blend in targeted, leveled, and age-appropriate lessons and
projects that meet individual needs. We do not put ages on the notebooks to give you discretion to place your child
where you feel they fit best. The levels and their recommended age ranges are as follows:
• Pre-reader: 3–5 years old (any student not yet reading)
• Early Reader: 6–8 years old
• Early Elementary: 8–10 years old
• Upper Elementary: 10–12 years old
• Middle school: 12–15 years old
• High school: 16–18 years old
We bring in Charlotte Mason elements: a feast of education, narration, art, summation and memory work, and—
best of all—no busywork! We also heavily bring in unschooling principles with child-directed learning based on
themes or topics that interest them and tie in connections. But for moms with lots of kiddos, we also bring in a core
principle to make the one-room schoolhouse flow more smoothly and help your kids work more independently, and I
call this the Gather 'Round difference. Let’s see it in action with a typical day!

A day with Gather ‘Round Homeschool
Read from the Teacher’s Guide (10–20 minutes)
Call all your children, young and old, to gather around and listen to today’s lesson. The lessons are engaging and
full of bright pictures and activity breaks to help hold interest. If you’d like, you can have your students color their
picture or take notes in their notebooking page while they listen. The more rabbit trails and discussions you have, the
longer this time can take. But remember, you’re snuggled on the couch in your pj’s, sipping tea or coffee, so everyone
is relaxed and chill.
Have your students work in their student notebooks (30–60 minutes)
Once you have read from the Teacher’s Guide, each student will pull open his or her student notebook and work on
the lessons. Each notebook has about five pages per day.

ThEse will INcludE PaGEs lIkE
SEATWORK
Every week has a seatwork page that gives options
for scripture copywork, spelling lists, habit trackers,
and more! This page is removable so it can be pulled
out of the student book and referenced all week!

Notebooking
A great way to write written narrations about
what they learned, draw pictures, or take notes
while they listen. These sometimes include
geography or art projects, as well.

Science
Science pages might include some reading and questions, a
visual science experiment, or a research and discovery page to
learn more about an animal or process.

Social Studies
Social studies pages could be about trade and
economy, cultures, people groups, immigration,
music, missionaries, or anything else that can be
tied in to the lesson!

History
History lessons might include reading about a
historical figure or time period and discussing it
and how it impacts us today.

math
Throughout this unit, we have decided to do a daily math page
with real life application! This math focus includes percentages
and grades, writing checks, budgeting, and so much more!

grammar
Grammar in a unit will often focus on one key concept
and bring in multiple rules (for example, comma rules or
capitalization rules). This mastery approach is repeated in
other units and built on through the progression of levels.

Writing Project
From writing postcards to learning how to write an essay or
story to making a travel journal or comic book, we bring in
monthly projects that will help grow your budding writers, no
matter their levels, without overwhelming them! Careers + Trades
focuses on preparing for a job or career. We cover character traits,
resumes, and job interviews. Students will create their own resumes
and practice job interviews together.
Bible
Bible pages are throughout our units. There might be a
missionary story or Bible story that connects to our lesson
that day, and there are even some personal reflection
questions throughout the unit for older students.

Art
Coloring, painting, shading, sketching, doodling, and more!
We try to give the framework and leave space for you to take
these art lessons as far as you want, depending on your child’s
interests.

So how long does it take?

How long this takes depends on you and your kids. If time is short, you can easily finish all your subjects in 1 1/2–2
hours. Just add math and you’re finished! If you have the time, you can use this as a jumping point to go deeper,
to research, to go on field trips and adventures, and to find videos and have rich discussions, and do this all
day! There are accompanying resources to help facilitate this: cookbooks, cursive writing notebooks, and
additional resources yet to come! There is also a Facebook group where we post resources for each
unit into a file. You can find this at http://facebook.com/groups/gatherroundhomeschool and ask your
questions and get help from other users of the curriculum.

supplies

Supplies include an atlas or globe, a pencil, colored pencils, watercolors or paint (optional), a
Bible, resources for research (books, internet, etc.), and blank pieces of paper for older students
(or a computer for paragraphs, articles, and essays). Middle and high schoolers will need a
separate journal for their prayer journal or written summaries, as well.

and that’s it!

Is this enough?

Obviously, I believe in this or I wouldn’t be creating it and selling it. But ultimately, you
have to decide that for yourself based on your goals and expectations. It takes trust.
Trust that love of learning will accomplish more than
force-feeding information. Trust that the connections in these units will mean more
to your kids than individual subjects carefully separated into the little cubicles of
their minds. Rest in the fact that the less pressure you have and the more time you
have, the more you can jump into whatever strikes your fancy and do those things
you’ve always wanted to but never had time for. This is your moment. Lay down the
comparison for one month, and let’s just bring it back to the family couch. Gather 'Round,
kids—this month is going to change everything.
May God bless your homeschooling this month. May the Creator of creativity inspire you and give
you fresh vision and motivation and excitement in your home. May this month bring you closer
together as a family and spark deep conversations that stick. And may God use what is truly His to
draw you and your kids even closer to Him.
Love,

FACEBOOK PAGE: www.facebook.com/gatherroundhomeschool
FACEBOOK GROUP: www.facebook.com/groups/gatherroundhomeschool
INSTAGRAM: www.instagram.com/gatherroundhomeschool
DOWNLOAD OUR APP: https://homeschool.disciplemedia.com
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SHOPPING
LIST

OPTIONAL
SUPPLY LIST

These supplies are not required for this unit beyond basic school supplies.
They are just given as suggestions.

Lesson 3
Ruler
Lesson 7
Toothpicks
Marshmallows
40–50 popsicle sticks (optional for
Craft glue or hot glue (optional for
Ruler
(optional for )
Stack of books (optional for )
Lesson 9
Regular calculator
Calculator with square root + percentage
Scientific calculator
Lesson 11
Yarn: at least 3 feet (1 m)
Measuring tape, yard stick, or ruler

Lesson 12
2 cups all-purpose flour
1 cup salt
1 cup water
OR modeling clay or Play Doh® (optional)
)
)

Small figurines, rocks, shells, toy cars, etc.
Lesson 20
Magazines to cut out pictures
Poster board or cork board (optional)

BOOK +

RESOURCE LIST

These books are not required for this unit. They are just given as
suggestions for further, age-appropriate and leveled reading.
Use this list or find books to assign your kids on your
own shelf at home!

hoW to UsE this lIst
Pre-Reader: Picture Books
Early Reader: Books You Can Read Together
Early Elementary: Books for Grades 2–4
Upper Elementary: Books for Grades 4–6
Middle School: Books for Grades 7–8
High School: Books for Grades 9–12

Lesson 1: introduction
When I Grow Up I Want to Be _____ by Baby Professor
Clothesline Clues to Jobs People Do by Kathryn Heling
Time to Get Started: A Story About Learning to Take Initiative by Bryan Smith
100 Things to Be When You Grow Up by Lisa Gerry
Careers: The Graphic Guide to Planning your Future by DK
What Color is your Parachute? For Teens, Third Edition: Discover Yourself, Design Your future, and Plan
for Your Dream Job by Carol Christen and Richard N. Bolles
Teens’ Guide to College & Career Planning by Peterson’s

othEr REsoUrCEs

Payday Game
Lesson 2: careers in business
Dream You’ll Be by Joseph T. Garcia
My Mommy and Daddy are Ranchers by Wrenn Pacheco
Junior’s Adventures: Storytime Book Set: Teaching Kids How to Win with Money! by Dave Ramsey
Kane’s Big Picture: An Early Intro to Entrepreneurship for Kids by Michael Fernandez Jr.
Henry Ford: Young Man with Ideas by Hazel B. Aird
The Toothpaste Millionaire by Jean Merrill
Henry Ford: A Life From Beginning to End by Hourly History
Cereal Tycoon: Henry Parsons Crowell Founder of the Quaker Oats Company by Joe Musser
I Invented the Modern Age: The Rise of Henry Ford

othEr REsoUrCEs
Better Than a Lemonade Stand! by Daryl Bernstein
Lesson 3: construction careers
What Can You Do with a Toolbox? by Anthony Carrino and John Colaneri
Let’s Explore! The Vehicles of the Town by Jolas Wittler
Build This City! by Scholastic
Iggy Peck, Architect by Andrea Beaty
The Future Architect’s Handbook by Barbara Beck
The Backyard Homestead Book of Building Projects by Spike Carlsen
From Tree to Table: How to Make Your own Rustic Log Furniture by Alan Garbers

othEr REsoUrCEs
Snap Circuits Classic SC-300 Electronics Exploration Kit
Lesson 4: Government Work
The Jolly Postman by Allan Ahlberg
Soﬁa Valdez, Future Prez by Andrea Beaty
Delivering Your Mail by Ann Owen
If I Ran for President by Catherine Stier
All in a Day’s Work: Police Ofﬁcer by Diana Herweck
Who Was Abraham Lincoln by Janet B. Pascal
World History Biographies: Gandhi: The Young Protestor Who Founded a Nation by Philip Wilkinson
Lincoln’s Mentors: The Education of a Leader by Michael J. Gerhardt
Franklin and Winston: An Intimate Portrait of an Epic Friendship by Jon Meacham

othEr REsoUrCEs
Avalon Hill Diplomacy
Lesson 5: Holistic Health Careers
Whose Tools are These? by Sharon Katz Cooper
Our Home Birth with a Midwife
What Can I Be? STEM Careers from A to Z by Tiffani Teachey
Taking Diabetes to School by Kim Gosselin
Herbal Adventures: Backyard Excursions and Kitchen Creations for Kids and Their Families
by Rachel Jepson Wolf
Encyclopedia of Herbal Medicine: 550 Herbs and Remedies for Common Ailments by Andrew Chevallier
A Book for Midwives by Susan Klein, Suellen Miller, Fiona Thomson

othEr REsoUrCEs
Encyclopedia of Healing Foods by Michael T. Murray
Lesson 6: Artistic Jobs
What Do Author’s Do? By Eileen Christelow
Where the Sidewalk Ends by Shel Silverstein
How to Spot an Artist: This Might Get Messy
The Berenstain Bears: God Loves You! by Mike, Stan, and Jan Berenstain
How to Be a Fashion Designer by Lesley Ware
Some Writer! The Story of E.B. White by Melissa Sweet
Benjamin West and His Cat Grimalkin by Marguerite Henry
The Drawing Lesson: A Graphic Novel that Teaches You How to Draw by Mark Crilley
Graphic Design for Everyone: Understand the Building Blocks So You Can Do It Yourself
by Cath Caldwell

othEr REsoUrCEs
Draw Write Now Book 5: United States, From Sea to Sea by Marie Hablitzel
Draw and Write Through History: The 20th Century by Carylee Gressman
Lesson 7: For the Mathematical Minded
Rosie Revere, Engineer by Andrea Beaty
Madison’s 1st Dollar by Ebony Beckford
Little Critter: Just Saving My Money by Mercer Mayer
How to Be an Engineer by Carol Vorderman
Adventures in Engineering for Kids by Brett Schilke
Finance 101 for Kids: Money Lessons Children Cannot Afford to Miss by Walter Andal
Whatever Happened to Penny Candy? by Richard J. Maybury
The Modern Guide to Stock Market Investing for Teens by Alan John
The Motley Fool Investment Guide for Teens by David and Tom Gardner

othEr REsoUrCEs
Awesome Brain Games for Kids by Tori Cameron
Lesson 8: Jobs in Health Care
Our Mom is a Pharmacist! by Jeffrey D Heese and Zahra Luthfi
My Daddy, the Amazing Nurse by Donald Jacobsen
I Want to Be a Doctor by Laura Driscoll
A Trip to the Dentist by Penny Smith
I Want to Be a Veterinarian by Laura Driscoll
I Want to Be a Veterinarian by Stephanie Maze
So, You Want to Work with Animals? by J.M. Bedell
How to Become a Veterinarian by Susanna Lee
Surgeon’s Story: Kids, Transplants, the Red Sox, and the Glass Ceiling by Mark Oristano

othEr REsoUrCEs
Operation Electronic Board Game
Operation Pet Scan Board Game
Lesson 9: Working with Computers
Bitcoin Money: A Tale of Bitville Discovering Good Money by Michael Caras
Web Design for Kids by John C. Vanden-Heuvel Sr.
How to Code: A Step-by-Step Guide to Computer Coding by Max Wainewright
Mighty Mommies and Their Amazing Jobs! by Donald Jacobsen
Get Coding! Learn HTML, CSS & JavaScript and Build a Website, App and Game
by Young Rewired State
Ultimate Gamer: Career Mode by Craig Steele
Web Design for Teens by Maneesh Sethi

othEr REsoUrCEs
Learning Resources Code and Go Robot Mouse Activity Set
NextX STEM projects Robotics Kit
Movie: Hidden Figures
Lesson 10: Scientific Careers
Ada Twist, Scientist by Andrea Beaty
Jessica’s X-Ray by Pat Zonta
Bones by Stephen Krensky
How to be a Scientist by Steve Mould
Pasteur’s Fight Against Microbes by Beverly Birch and Christian Birmingham
Marine Science for Kids by Bethanie Hestermann
Albert Einstein: Young Thinker, Childhood of Famous Americans by Marie Hammontree
Career Ideas for Kids Who Like Science by Diane Lindsey Reeves
Forensics: What Bugs, Burns, Prints, DNA, and More Tell Us About Crime by Val McDermid

othEr REsoUrCEs

Illumanatomy: See inside the human body with your magic viewing lens by Kate Davies
Lesson 11: For the Fix-its
Whose Hat is This? by Sharon Katz Cooper
ABC’s for Future Race Car Drivers Alphabet Book by Fast Kids Club
What’s It Really Like to Be a Mechanic? by Christine Honders
Curious George Plumber’s Helper by H.A. Rey
The Boy Mechanic by Popular Mechanics
How Cars Work by Tom Newton
The Mechanic’s Tale: Life in the Pit-Lanes of Formula One by Steve Matchett

othEr REsoUrCEs

Projects for the Young Mechanic by Popular Mechanics
Thames & Kosmos Solar Mechanics
Lesson 12: Jobs for History Lovers
You Can Be a Paleontologist!: Discovering Dinosaurs with Dr. Scott by Scott D. Sampson
Mayhem at the Museum: A Book in Pictures Illustrated by Luciano Lozano
A Funny Thing Happened at the Museum . . . by Davide Cali and Benjamin Chaud
The Night at the Museum by Milan Trenc
Behind the Scenes at the Museum: Your All-Access Guide to the World’s Amazing Museums by DK
The Way Things Work Now by David Macaulay
100 Reasons to Trust Old Testament History by Murray Hiebert
Navigating an Academic Career: A Brief Guide for PhD Students, Postdocs, and New Faculty by Jeffrey J.
McDonnell

othEr REsoUrCEs

Magicfun Dinosaur Dig Kit
Uncovering the Mysteries of our Past by Richard Panchyk
Timelines of Everything by DK
Movie: Night at the Museum
Lesson 13: jobs in mental health
Grumpy Monkey by Suzanne Lang
What Were You Thinking? Learning to Control Your Impulses by Bryan Smith
The Berenstain Bears, Do not Fear, God is Near! by Jan and Mike Berenstain
The Kid’s Guide to Staying Awesome and In Control by Lauren Brunker
Follow my Leader by James B. Garfield
Superpowered: Transform Anxiety into Courage, Conﬁdence and Resilience by Renee Jain
A Degree in a Book: Psychology by Alan Porter

othEr REsoUrCEs

Psychology for Kids: 40 Fun Tests That Help You Learn About Yourself by Jonni Kincher
Lesson 14: Ministry Jobs
Amy Carmichael: Rescuing the Children by Renee Taft Meloche
George Mueller: Faith to Feed Ten Thousand by Renee Taft Meloche
Marvelous Work by Jena’ Lowry
Paul Meets Jesus by Zondervan
Brave Heroes and Bold Defenders: 50 True Stories of Daring Men of God by Shirley Raye Redmond
Courageous World Changers: 50 True Stories of Daring Women of God by Shirley Raye Redmond
End of the Spear by Steve Saint
Bonhoeffer: Pastor, Martyr, Prophet, Spy by Eric Metaxas

othEr REsoUrCEs

Window on the World: An Operation World Prayer Resource by Mollly Wall and Jason Mandryk
Forensic Faith for Kids: Learn to Share the Truth from a Real Detective by J. Warner Wallace and Susie Wallace
Lesson 15: Jobs in Education
Miss Teacher Mom by Katlynne Mirabal
I’m Learning Everywhere by Katlynne Mirabal
National Geographic Readers: Helpers in Your Neighborhood by Shira Evans
Helen Keller by Margaret Davidson
Helen Keller’s Teacher by Margaret Davidson
Beyond the Miracle Worker: The Remarkable Life of Anne Sullivan Macy and Her Extraordinary Friendship with Helen Keller by Kim E. Nielsen
In Memoriam: A Tribute to Charlotte Mason by Parents’ National Education Union

othEr REsoUrCEs

The Big Book of Nature Activities: A Year-Round Guide to Outdoor Learning by Drew Monkman and Jacob
Rodenburg
Lesson 16: Law + Order
Mommy Lawyer by Molly Bowen
Keeping You Safe: A Book About Police Ofﬁcers by Ann Owen
Let’s Meet a Police Ofﬁcer by Gina Bellisario
I Want to Be a Police Ofﬁcer by Laura Driscoll
Know Your Rights! A Modern Kid’s Guide to the American Constitution by Laura Barcella
My Brother’s Child, the Biography of Judge Frank Wilson by Judge Niel Thomas Ret.
The Making and Measure of a Judge: Biography of the Honorable Sammie Chess Jr. by Joe L. Webster

othEr REsoUrCEs

Police Cars Coloring and Drawing Book
Police Car Cut Out Book by Joy Happylove
Lesson 17: Jobs in the Sky
Being a Blue Angel: Every Kid’s Guide to the Blue Angels
by Mark and Amy Sutherland
Bright Star, Night Star: An Astronomy Story by Karl Beckstrand
Mae Jemison: A Kid’s Book About Reaching Your Dreams by Mary Nhin
I Want to be a Pilot by Laura Driscoll
My Mom is So Fly by Jerome Stanislaus
Who Was Amelia Earhart? by Kate Boehm Jerome
The Wright Brothers: How they Invented the Airplane by Russel Freedman
Longitude: The True Story of a Lone Genius who Solved the Greatest Scientiﬁc
Problem of His Time by Dava Sobel

othEr REsoUrCEs

The History of Space Travel Puzzle
Lesson 18: Lights, Camera, Action!
Welcome to Jazz by Carolyn Sloan
Never Play Music Right Next to the Zoo by John Lithgow
Paddington Collector’s Quintet by Michael Bond
Drum Dream Girl: How One Girl’s Courage Changed Music by Margarita Engle
How to Make a Movie in 10 Easy Lessons by Robert Blofield
My YouTube Success Planner by Rocky Galloway
The Photographer’s Guide to Drones by Colin Smith

othEr REsoUrCEs

The LEGO Animation Book: Make Your Own LEGO Movies!
by David Pagano and David Pickett
Lesson 19: Unique Careers
You Can Be a Primatologist: Exploring Monkeys and Apes by Jill Pruetz
If I Ran the Zoo by Dr. Seuss
A Trip to the Zoo by Karen Wallace
The Big Book of Trains by DK
Mr. Popper’s Penguins by Richard and Florence Atwater
Crocodile Tears: The Larger than Life Story of Steve Irwin, the Crocodile Hunter
by Sheryl Bekstrom-Guthrie
In the Shadow of Man by Jane Goodall

othEr REsoUrCEs

Adventure Kit
Backpack Explorer: On the Nature Trail: What Will You Find? by Editors of Storey Publishing
Lesson 20: What will YOU do?
Ultimate Spotlight: Fireﬁghters by Anne-Sophie Baumann
Sid the Squid: and the Search for the Perfect Job
When I Grow Up, I Want to Be . . . by Karleen Tauszik
When I Grow Up by Al Yankovic
A Day in the Life of a Fireﬁghter by Diana Herweck
The Grit Guide for Teens by Caren Baruch-Feldman PhD
The Book of Personality Tests: 25 East to Score Tests that Reveal the Real You by Haulwen Nicholas

othEr REsoUrCEs

The Treasure Tree: Helping Kids Understand Their Personality by John Trent
Personality Test

FIELD TRIP
LIST
Lesson 1
Have a “Career Day” at home. Talk to your kids
about jobs and careers their parents have had. Invite
grandparents or aunts or uncles to come talk about
their work experience.
Lesson 2
Find a small business close to your home and ask if you
can tour their place of business.
Lesson 3
Drive by a construction site and see if you can tour the
site.
Lesson 4
Take a quick trip to the post office!
Lesson 5
Call a naturopath or midwifery clinic and ask to take
your kids on a tour so they can ask questions.

Lesson 10
Visit an aquarium.
Lesson 11
Visit an auto shop.
Lesson 12
Visit your local museum.
Lesson 13
Take a personality test!
Lesson 14
Interview a pastor or ministry leader. Take them a token
or your appreciation.
Volunteer at a soup kitchen or shelter.
Lesson 15
Tour a school or community college.
Lesson 16
Tour the local courthouse or police station.

Lesson 6
Head to the library and look for a book in a genre
you’ve never read before.

Lesson 17
Go to an airshow or a flight museum.

Lesson 7
Tour a hydroelectric dam!

Lesson 18
Visit a movie set or go enjoy some live music.

Lesson 8
Tour a hospital!

Lesson 19
Go to the zoo!

Lesson 9
Watch a video on coding.

Lesson 20
Take the assessment in the appendix if you haven’t
already!
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Jeremiah 29:11–13

“For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the Lord, “plans
for welfare and not for evil, to give you a future and a hope.
Then you will call upon me and come and pray to me, and I will
hear you. You will seek me and find me, when you seek me with
all your heart.”

Colossians 3:23–24

Whatever you do, work heartily, as for the Lord and not for men,
knowing that from the Lord you will receive the inheritance as
your reward. You are serving the Lord Christ.

Acts 20:35

In all things I have shown you that by working hard in this way
we must help the weak and remember the words of the Lord
Jesus, how he himself said, “It is more blessed to give than to
receive.”

1 Corinthians 15:57–58

But thanks be to God, who gives us the victory through our
Lord Jesus Christ.Therefore, my beloved brothers, be steadfast,
immovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord, knowing
that in the Lord your labor is not in vain.

Proverbs 3:5–8

Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and do not lean on your own
understanding. In all your ways acknowledge him, and he will
make straight your paths. Be not wise in your own eyes; fear the
Lord, and turn away from evil. It will be healing to your flesh and
refreshment to your bones.
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+TRADES

1

Father, thank you that you have a plan and a purpose
for our lives, even now. You know who we are, all of
our potential, and the exact time and season for us to
step into the callings that you have placed on our lives.
Help us to trust you and follow your timing, even as we
plan our goals and dreams.

“For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the Lord,
“plans for welfare and not for evil, to give you a future and a
hope.”—Jeremiah 29:11

What’s the point of an education? In today’s culture, there is often a lot of
focus placed on the connection between school and a career. You need to get
good grades now so you can get into college or university. You need to get
good grades in university so that you can launch yourself into a high-paying
job. The more education you have, the more money you will
make one day, and the better your life will be. Right?

What if our perception (or view) of education was
wrong? What if instead of viewing it as a means to
an end, with money and happiness as the main goal,
we saw it as a path to learning more about ourselves
and the world that God has made? What if we saw
education not as a thing to be attained, but rather
a privilege to be had and a journey we get to
take? Before we can talk about a career you
might work toward, it is important to begin
with our goals and motivations. Your dream
job might be listed in this unit, or it might
be something that you never would
have imagined or thought about. The
only one who truly knows what you were
created for is God. He has fashioned
you for the right role in the right season.
Whether that is to raise a family, work a side
job while you start a new company, or go to
school and train for a specific career path, careers
are simply options that lay in front of you.
teacher’s guide LESSON 1
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WHAT IS A CAREER?

Let’s start off with what a career is. You might think of it as a job, but it is more specifically a job that you spend
a large part of your life working in and often has room for you to advance or grow. A career doesn’t have to be
something that you go to college or university for, but it is something you generally stick with for a long time
period. For example, working an odd job at a grocery store, and then the next year taking a part time job at a
lumber yard would not be considered a career. But if you graduated and then spent 10 years in the same field
(even if it were with different companies), then you might have a career in that industry. A career is typically the
main area that you choose to devote your working life to.

think about it!
Does our definition of a career mention anything about
money? Based on this, do you think you might have a career
as a parent or homeschooler even if it doesn’t pay a wage?
Discuss this as a family.

WHAT IS A TRADE?

A trade is an area of skill that usually requires a combination of hands-on training and school. Where many
professional careers require you to go to college or university to get a degree and then have additional focused
learning or experience on top of that, a trade usually has segments of book learning combined with times of a
practicum (or practice) under someone who is trained in the trade. Your trade can be your career if you choose
to work in it for a long time. Examples of a trade include: a carpenter, plumber, electrician, esthetician, or a
hairstylist. These are things you might go to school for and then work alongside someone for a period of time.
The amount you make is dependent on how far along you are in your schooling.
Individual countries approach trades and apprenticeships in different
ways, but there are some similarities in many countries. Most (if not all)
University
technical institutes have some form of practicum associated with them.
Some trades require a large amount of schooling with a relatively small
practicum, while other trades require a large time spent practicing with a
relatively small schooling component. Some trades are possible to learn
with no schooling at all. The training for these trades is all done on the
trade school
job. An apprenticeship is undertaken when your chosen field requires
extensive training on the job with the supervision of a skilled worker. In
the United States and Canada, a journeyman tradesperson is responsible
for their apprentices. The journeyman arrange for them to get experience in
the areas necessary to be skilled in the trade when they have finished their apprenticeship.
This journeyman will also encourage apprentices to pursue any schooling needed to
complete the apprenticeship process to complete the local requirements.
teacher’s guide LESSON 1
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WHAT IS AN INDUSTRY?

Careers and trades are organized by their industry. An industry is a branch of the economy (how a country makes
money) that produces related products or services. Take a look at the graph below to better understand how it works.

common industries

finance

health care

education

construction

tourism

arts +
entertainment

banking

doctor

teacher

carpenter

travel agent

performer

financial
advisor

nurse

principle

electrician

tour guide

movie director

dentist

superintendent

plumber

concierge

actor

insurance

There are many different industries, and these might include careers or businesses that directly or indirectly
impact that sector of the economy. Understanding an industry can help us better understand how our economy
works, and it can also help us know the careers we might be most interested in. For example, if you love fixing
things you might be fascinated by a career in engineering or mechanics. While someone who loves math and
numbers might be most intrigued by careers in the finance industry. As you find your own skills and natural
giftings, you can use that to help you discover some amazing careers that might appeal to you.

WHAT IS A PROFESSION?

Sometimes we think of a profession as just a job someone has. But not every job is considered a profession.
A profession is a job which requires specific training to gain necessary skills, and usually requires examinations and
licensing boards to recognize that the training is complete. Once a person has completed their examinations and/
or received their license, they are ready to begin working in their profession. Some professions carry designations.
Have you ever read someone’s name on a building and thought to yourself, “What do those extra letters at the
end of the person’s name mean?!” Those letters are called designations. When you see MD beside someone’s
name, it means “Medical Doctor.” When you see CPA, it means “Certified Professional Accountant.” DC stands
for “Doctor of Chiropractic.” The list is long, and there are both professional designations as well as academic
designations. Academic designations indicate what kind of degree the person graduated from college or
university with.
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Many places in the world put a strong emphasis on a university or college education. If
your goal is to pursue a career as a medical doctor or a lawyer, university may be the
best option for you. However, you can usually begin your studies for many careers
that require a post secondary education at a local college that has a much cheaper
price tag than a large university. Many courses of study can even be completed at a
college alone. Colleges tend to cost less to attend, and you can often find one close
to your home if you don’t live in a large city. This allows you to save some money on
living expenses for a year or two before heading to a larger center. More and more
colleges and universities even offer part or full-time programs online. Most universities
and colleges have historically relied on your GPA (grade point average) and transcripts
of your high school courses for admission requirements. Depending on where you live
and what the homeschool laws are there, it is not always possible to gain admission to a
large university on these standards alone. Fortunately, in recent years homeschooling has
gained greater acceptance at post-secondary institutions, and many universities will allow
students to submit a portfolio to show their competence in unique and personal ways.
Some schools have even made an effort to seek out homeschooled graduates because
they are often more passionate than their publicly-educated peers about the path they
choose to pursue after graduation. Another option for home educated students is to
enter a local community college after graduation. The community college will admit
the student based on their portfolio, offer classes to cover anything not covered in
their homeschooling, or sometimes they will even grant credit for work done at home
if the student can pass the traditional examination. These options vary from place to place, so it is a good idea
to start asking around before you graduate if you feel led to pursue a career that requires a college or university
education.

LET’S EXPLORE THE WORKPLACE

As we dive into this unit, we will learn about just a few of the different jobs that exist. You will get an inside
glimpse at how jobs have changed over time and what they look like today. Maybe it will help answer the age
old question: “Why do I have to do this?” Perhaps it will give you ideas of how you could be a self-starter and
create your own business that doesn’t require any training at all! You can start developing ideas and skills now,
no matter how old you might be, that you might use the rest of your life. You get to own your education and
steer the ship to the things that you are most passionate about and interested in. Remember to use the lens of
Jeremiah 29:11 and hold your ideas loosely though. You might be surprised by where
your interests and the mighty plans of God can take you!

students
It’s time to open up your student
notebooks. (Teachers: reference
the Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.) Use the
checklist to help you complete all
the tasks.
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Early Reader: trade, career
Early Elementary: career, education
Upper Elementary: education, industry
Middle School: industry, perception
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Today’s Checklist
Read your recitatio
n
together as a fam
ily.
Complete your
copywork in your
seatwork
page.
Work on your spel
ling
words.
Complete your st
udent
notebook pages.
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PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will create a resume over

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

the course of this unit. They will begin by reflecting on their
own skills and planning what they would apply to do.

PAGE 2 MATH Students will learn that professions require an

PAGE 5 BIBLE Jeremiah 29:11, Psalm 37:23, and Romans
8:28 all tell us how God plans our future and works all things
for our good. Students will connect God’s plan with the
purpose for their lives.

education, and an education requires grades. They will learn
how grades are applied to their work.

PAGE 3 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will learn about
professionalism, and then conduct writing activities to
categorize and reflect on professional behaviors.

• ANSWERS•

upper elementary

early reader + Early Elementary
PaGe
1

PaGe
3

Notebooking

PaGe notebooking
1 Section 1

Section 1
• career: working in a certain field for a long time,
often with growth or advancement
• trade: a type of work usually requiring handson training and education
• profession: a job requiring specific education to
gain a specific skill, often with an exam or license

•
•
•
•
•

Social Studies
Early Reader
• professionalism: being kind, telling the truth,
obeying your parents, trying your hardest in
schoolwork or sports
• negative behavior: blaming your sibling for
something you did, stealing your friend’s toy
Early Elementary
• professional behavior: kindness, honesty,
obeying, working hard
• negative behavior: lying, stealing, disrespect
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trade: a type of work usually requiring hands-on
training and education
profession: a job requiring specific education to
gain a specific skill, often with an exam
or license
career: working in a certain field for a long time,
often with growth or advancement
industry: a branch of economy that produces
related products or services

PaGe
2
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math
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

spelling test 92% = A
math worksheet 87% = B
vocabulary test 99% = A
science quiz 78% = C
reading comprehension quiz 94% = A
history test 83% = B
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• ANSWERS•

Middle + High School

PaGe bible
5 Middle School

PaGe notebooking
1 • trade: a type of work usually requiring hands-on
•
•
•

2. We are to “delight in His ways” by letting go of our
own ideas, plans, or pride and live our lives according to
His will.

training and education
profession: a job requiring specific education to
gain a specific skill, often with an exam or licence
career: working in a certain field for a long time,
often with growth or advancement
industry: a branch of economy that produces
related products or services

High School only
5. God works everything out for the good of those who
love Him. No matter what path He leads me down, it is
all for my good and His glory.

PaGe social studies
3 High School

Answers may include:
1. honesty: My family, friends, and co-workers need to be
able to trust me.
2. obedience: It’s important to follow rules wherever I am
for both safety and efficiency.
3. good work ethic: Working hard and doing my best
is always important. I want to be proud of the work I
complete and know that I did it to the best of my ability.
4. organized: Staying organized can keep me on task and
efficient.
5. reliable: I want my friends, family, co-workers, and
superiors to know that I will do what I say I will do, I will
do it on time, and I will do it completely.
6. teamwork: Working together with those around me
is the best way to get things done. Helping others
and accepting help from them makes work a lot more
enjoyable.
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TODAY’s prayer

CAREERS
+TRADES

2

Thank you, Jesus, that you have called each of us to
something unique and special. Thank you for creating
us with talents and giftings that will benefit the people
around us as we follow your leading in our lives. You
are such a good Father, and you know before we do
what you have called us to. As we explore the world of
business, give us wisdom to understand more about
this realm, even if you haven’t called us there.

EMPLOYEE AND EMPLOYER

Employee and employer. Have you ever thought about the difference
between these two words? There is only one letter different between
them, but they mean vastly different things. An employee works for
a business. They are told by their boss or manager when to arrive at
work, and they are given tasks to accomplish. Employees are paid
an agreed upon amount based on hours worked, sales, a salary, or
a combination of these factors. An employer, on the other hand,
is the boss. This person owns the business. Sometimes the owner
of the business also manages the people and everyday operations
of the business, but other times, the owner holds a more remote position and
delegates everyday operations to managers. Some companies are owned by multiple shareholders and
directors. These companies often have a CEO, or chief executive officer, who is the “boss” of the organization,
even though they don’t own the company. The CEO is responsible for making major decisions and usually oversees
the company’s management and reports to the directors of the company.

OPEN FOR
BUSINESS

Do you know anyone who owns their own business? Every business that is currently in operation, providing
products and/or services to their clients, was started by someone. It doesn’t matter if you’re talking about
huge grocery chains and international businesses or a local law firm or small business that only serves its local
market—all these businesses started as ideas in someone’s mind before anyone ever made a penny from them.

•
•
•

You can own a business in almost any field of work!
Many new business ideas might sound a bit crazy before they get started.
New business owners are wise to surround themselves with wise people to talk to as
they start their own company.
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Owning a business can be a rewarding experience, but there are always two sides to think about when someone
considers starting a business. When you are the owner of a business, you are the one responsible for finding
work for not only yourself, but also any employees you might hire. You will need to invest in the necessary space,
tools and equipment to do your work, and advertise to find work. Business owners are often known for their
strong work ethic. They tend to be people who are self-starters and adventurous. Many people prefer to work as
an employee, not because they couldn’t have their own business, but because it is less stressful to get a job and
just show up every morning at the same time. People who love stability and predictability often love to work as
an employee, usually at large companies where they feel like they will have a secure work environment for many
years.

A BUSINESS IDEA . . .

Meet Joe. Joe owns a landscaping business. His business is
thriving, but not many years ago, he never thought he would
be a business owner. One day he was talking to
Janet, a friend who manages a large office
building. She mentioned that it was
nearly impossible to find someone
reliable to cut the grass in front of
her building and weed the flower
beds, and finding someone to
remove snow in the winter was
even more frustrating. Later that
week, he ran into Bob. Bob owns
a law firm, and he expressed
the same frustration as
Janet. Suddenly, Joe
had an idea. He had
a lawn mower. How
hard would it be to
mow a few lawns on
weekends and pull
some weeds? It would
be a great side job to
help save for the vacation
he wanted to take with his family.

When Joe approached Janet and Bob with his idea, they both excitedly
signed a contract to have Joe mow their lawns and weed their flower beds. Soon Joe began getting phone calls
from people he had never met, asking about his rates and services. Today, Joe has learned a LOT about lawn
and garden care, and he runs a multifaceted landscaping company. He has a skid steer to remove snow, the best
lawnmowers money can buy, a truck to haul landscaping materials, and various other tools. He employs over a
dozen people now because he couldn’t keep up with the demand alone, and his business is growing every year.
What started out as a bit of extra work that took a few hours on a Saturday has turned into a full-time job, and
provides income for others as well. Sometimes we think of business owners wearing suits and ties, but any great
idea can become a business!
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Owning a business is possible in most industries, with many industries having opportunities to start a business
on a small scale. Some people dabble in direct-marketing businesses where they sell products that they believe in
to other people and they make a commission (or small part) from each sell. These types of business opportunities
have a relatively inexpensive start-up cost, making them appealing to young people. Yardwork or cleaning
services are other examples of businesses that can be relatively easy to start. These jobs require minimal tools,
and the skills are quite easily learned. Many young men and women have experienced the rewards of earning
money through mowing lawns through the years. Being your own boss has some benefits, such as the ability to
set your own hours and work as much or as little as you would like. However, if you turn down too much work, you
may lose customers. So if you really want to be your own boss, you will sometimes have to do jobs that you don’t
want to do! If you have the desire and drive to work hard to build a business, it can be an amazing opportunity.
However, the world needs more workers than it needs bosses, so if that sounds awful to you, don’t worry! There
might just be a place in someone else’s company that you are perfectly suited to.

ETHICS CHECK
Remember that in everything you do, you should always operate with
integrity. This is also extremely important in business. If you are selling
a product or providing a service, make sure that you are respecting
the people around you by networking in a way that doesn’t “steal”
connections from other people or pushing a sale to take advantage of
someone. The Bible says to honor others above yourself (Romans 12:10).

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT

As companies grow, they become more complex. More work means more people, which
means more potential for things to go wrong and more potential for things to need
improvement. Have you ever heard the saying, “It’s hard to see the forest for the
trees”? The picture this paints is one of a person so focused on each individual
tree, they forget that the forest was designed to work together.
Sometimes in business, the owner or the CEO sees all of the
individual things really well, but they have a hard time figuring out
how everything should work together. This is where
a management consultant comes in. These people
are uniquely gifted at problem solving.
They usually own their own company
and work for other large companies to
help them figure out how to make
their workplace more efficient, more
productive, and more enjoyable.
These gifted men and women are invited in
to point out the flaws and errors of a company
or business with the hope of finding better ways of doing
things.
careers in business
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A Day in the Life . . . of a Business Owner

Meet Jaleesa. Jaleesa has a business as a management consultant. She starts her day with a healthy
breakfast, then checks her emails and gets to work! Today she is meeting with John, a new client, to assess
his needs. John’s start-up company grew from just a single employee to several dozen employees in only a
year, and he is looking for new strategies to make his office run smoothly. John knows productivity could
improve, but he’s not sure how to go about changing things to improve his current business model. That’s
why he reached out to Jaleesa. So today, her job is to meet with John and his employees and ask questions.
Tomorrow, she will start to find solutions. She might suggest a better way to organize documents or even a
different arrangement of desks. Creativity and problem solving is what she gets paid to do, and since her
ideas usually result in big improvements, her clients are more than willing to do what she prescribes.
When she finishes her day of meetings, her brain is spinning with possibilities. She begins to write down
ideas and brainstorm. She can’t wait to get started tomorrow! She takes jobs based on a contract rate.
This means that she will give her clients a fixed price with clear information of what that price covers. If the
client wants more hours or more detail than the fixed price includes, Jaleesa has the option to add to the
bill. Her contract rates are based on one day of initial meetings, producing
a full report on the holes she sees in the company (which
should take a day or two to complete), and then she
provides recommendations of how they can improve
processes and procedures. Sometimes a client will
hire her to do seminars with their employees about
time management, or they will ask for an ongoing
contract where she checks in every few months to
see how productivity has improved. This unique
business fits her personality perfectly, and it is a
very rewarding career for her!

Marketing

Every business, big or small, needs to be marketed. But what does that mean? Marketing is just another way
we talk about advertising. When your grandparents were kids, a business would put up a sign, maybe put an
advertisement in the local newspaper, or pay for their business to be in the business directory of a phone book.
When your parents were young, all of the same things would work as advertisements, but large companies
would pay a lot of money for their products and services to be advertised on television, as well. Marketing 30
years ago paid large companies with employees in offices to come up with new and exciting ads that would run
on TV or radio for a few months or even years.
In today’s world, people are much more likely to hear about a business through social media or an internet
search than they are to find a local business in a phone book. Because of the maze that is the internet, marketing
has become a whole new world. Today, any computer has the ability to upload an effective ad to social media
and have it go viral in a matter of days (or even faster!). But the skills necessary to get that advertisement seen
by many are becoming increasingly specialized and highly sought-after. A good internet marketer can help a
business go from a great idea to a worldwide movement, while a great idea without any marketing will often die
before it even gets started.
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think about it
What really amazing thing have you seen marketed lately?
Maybe it was a cool gadget, a yummy snack food, or a nice
piece of furniture. You don’t have to look far to see amazing
examples of marketing!

Gather ‘Round is a great example of the power of marketing. This curriculum started as a great idea that God
gave Rebecca, but without the power of the internet and marketing, it’s very possible no one outside of British
Colombia, Canada would have ever heard of it. It would have been at best a small, local movement. God’s favor
was on it as it was created, and He was present in both the making and the marketing of it. Because of this, we
have people from all over the world using this curriculum as it blesses their homes. Jesus likes to use our giftings to
His glory, and this curriculum is a fantastic example of that—not only in the idea behind it or the content, but also
in the marketing.

students
It’s time to open up your student
notebooks. (Teachers: reference
the Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.) Use the
checklist to help you complete all
the tasks.
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Read your recitatio
n
together as a fam
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seatwork
page.
Work on your spel
ling
words.
Complete your st
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notebook pages.
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PAGE 4 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will look at sample resumes
to learn what they look like, and will answer questions to show
what they learned.

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted
activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 5 SOCIAL STUDIES All students will take a fun
assessment to discover their individual skills or spiritual gifts.
Older students will also reflect on how they can use their skills
to serve others.

PAGE 2 MATH Every job requires a payroll. Younger students
will learn the parts of a check and how to write a check; older
students will learn how to read a pay stub.

PAGE 3 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will learn about marketing
and develop their own poster or business card to sell a product
or service. Older students will learn about the ethics of
advertising.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
PaGe
4

middle + High school

language arts

PaGe
2

Early Elementary only
1. b
2. c

upper elementary
PaGe
4

PaGe
3

language arts
1. Experience
2. He knows food, can eat a lot, and can write
about what he likes or doesn’t like.
3. Heading
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math
1. gross wages
2. $454.34
3. 77%

social studies
False advertising could make people believe that I
could do something I actually couldn’t do, or it could
cause confusion with cost and payment. This could
lead to losing customers instead of gaining them.
High School only
2. Not providing equality among customers or
employees could bring disaster on any business. All
people should have the same opportunities to be
employed or be a customer of my business.
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• ANSWERS•

middle + High school
PaGe
4

language arts
1. Objective
2. Experience
3. He knows food, can eat a lot, and can write about what he likes or doesn’t like.
High School
Fitness Instructor
Ashley Brown
72 Magnolia Lane
Alantown, USA
(555) 212-7890
Objective: Energetic and eager health enthusiast ready to kickstart and motivate clients toward their health goals.
Professional skills
• Well acquainted with gym and fitness equipment
• Advanced athletic ability including cardiovascular and strength endurance
• Good communication and people skills
Education
• Alantown High School graduating class of 2021 (currently enrolled)
Experience
• Three years on the high school soccer team
• Daily workouts with my own personal trainer
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TODAY’s prayer

CAREERS
+TRADES

3

Thank you, Jesus, for the home we live in. Thank you
for gifting men and women with skills and desires to
build things well and for your glory. Help us to learn
about what it means to build our lives on your firm
foundation as we learn about construction.

When you hear the word construction, what picture pops into your head? You might think of a road crew laying
asphalt, a new house being framed, or maybe a giant crane lifting the concrete pieces of an apartment building
into place. All of these careers and many more are considered jobs in the construction industry. The word
construction implies that something is being built, whether it be a road, a home, or a skyscraper. Let’s explore
just a few jobs that are part of the construction industry today!

Carpenter

Carpenters are known for their skills in the area of woodworking, which can
include framing houses, finish carpentry, or building things such as furniture from
wood. Carpenters are well known as the people to contact when you are thinking
of building a house or need repairs or renovations done to your home. Joseph, the
earthly father of Jesus, made his living as a carpenter and presumably trained Jesus
as a young boy in the trade (though carpenter then probably meant something
a bit different than a carpenter now). This line of work would have served Joseph
well as they fled Bethlehem to Egypt when Jesus was little. Carpenters are always
in demand, and Joseph would have been able to find work in Egypt. Carpentry is
considered a trade. You don’t need to go to university and study in a classroom
for four years to learn how to build homes. Depending on where you live, carpenters will get training in the form
of an apprenticeship—working under a master carpenter. (Like Jesus would have done as a teenager.) Another
option for training is through an apprenticeship and college-level training at a trade school. It often takes threeto-four years of education and learning on the job to become a trained carpenter.

•
•
•

Masonry is the art and skill of building things from brick or stone. While many historical
homes were built with bricks, masonry is often used as a decorative accent in construction
today.
Some shingles and road pavement are both made with asphalt.
The word construction can have many meanings.
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activity break
Look up the training for a carpentry job
where you live. Do carpenters attend
trade school or get all of their training
on the job in your area? Discuss what
you think the advantages are to each
method of training.

Have you ever wondered how your house was built? Many
homes in North America are built with wood-framed
construction. The first step in this type of construction is to
lay a foundation. This is usually done by pouring concrete
into forms the carpenter has built, but sometimes other
foundations are used such as steel pilings, cinder block,
or treated wood. The wood framing for the house is then
built on top of the foundation, which keeps the house
secure and sturdy. Without the foundation, your walls
would shift and move over time, and you would see cracks
in the walls and ceiling. Your foundation is an extremely
important part of the carpenter’s work, even though most
people will never see it once the house is done.

Some carpenters specialize in general contracting—that
means that they get to oversee the construction of a home
from start to finish—while other carpenters specialize in different aspects of the building process. A framer is a
carpenter whose specialty is framing the walls of a building. They start with the foundation and build all of the
exterior and interior walls, and they also put up trusses. A drywaller is someone
who specializes in hanging gyprock on the interior walls in a home. They
are good at quickly mudding and taping the sheets of drywall to
prepare the inside of the home for painting. Roofers
perform many duties including inspecting,
repairing, insulating, ventilating, and
installing materials such as shingles on
the roof to make it weatherproof. Other
jobs that carpenters do include installing
windows, doors, cabinets, flooring, and
trim, as well as painting and other
finishing work. The carpenters
that specialize in these areas
are known as finishing
carpenters. A general
contractor may choose
to do all of these jobs
themselves, or they may choose to
hire finish carpenters who specialize
in certain areas to help with those
jobs. For example, a drywaller
or painter is often faster and
better and doing their specific job
because they specialize in that one
area. They aren’t qualified to do
various other jobs on a house like
a general contractor.
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A Day in the Life . . . of a Carpenter

Meet Stanley. Stanley is a general contractor who is trained to build homes from
start to finish, and he has done his fair share of renovation work. Yesterday he
finished the foundation and floor for his latest home, and today is the day to
start framing. He wakes up excited because framing a house is a lot of fun.
Before he leaves for the job site, he checks to make sure he has everything he
will need: the blueprints and his tool belt and toolbox that store his hand tools,
air nailer, and drills. He will start with the outside walls so that the trusses have
something to rest on when they are ready. Math is extremely important to
him. He has to make sure everything is perfectly level and perfectly square. If
something is out even 1/16 of an inch it can cause problems down the line when
he’s doing the finishing details. He needs to know how to measure accurately and
check his measurements before he cuts the boards to avoid wasting supplies. If
the blueprint says to cut his board to 7’ 8 1/2” he needs to make sure that it isn’t 7’ 8
⅝”. While that might not look like a big difference on a tape measure, it will make
building and finishing the home much more challenging in the end. By
the end of the day, the floor will have walls standing on all four sides!

Electrician

Have you ever wondered how all of the light switches work in your house? While you can see
what a carpenter does and can appreciate that they built your walls and put the door on your
room, the work of an electrician is often unnoticed unless something doesn’t work. If you have
a lightswitch that doesn’t do anything, you probably wonder why it was put there. And to
find out, you might have to pull all the drywall off your walls because almost everything
an electrician does is behind the walls in your home. Once a house is framed, the general
contractor will hire an electrician to come in and wire the house. These professionals will
look at the house plans and run the wires from the breaker panel to each room of the house
and wire in a box where every electrical outlet and switch will be installed later. They
make sure that each circuit they wire to the panel has enough power for the outlets
it runs to and that it won’t be a fire hazard. Just like carpenters, math is extremely
important to electricians because they need to know how many amps of power will
be used in any circuit, and they need to make sure that the circuits will not easily be
overloaded. Every circuit in the house has to run back to the panel, wired in,
and labeled well so that if there is an issue with the electrical in any room of a
house, the breaker can be turned off so that you don’t get electrocuted.
Look up the difference
between an electrician
Electricians have an incredible attention to detail. They need everything to
and
an instrumentation
be perfectly planned and labeled, and most of them thrive on the satisfaction
technician. Discuss why
they get from the look of orderly wires running through wall studs. These men
you think these two
and women are so important to construction today; without them, you would
professions would need
not be able to use your computer or stove or charge electronics like phones
specialized
skills specific
and tablets. Most electricians are trained in an apprenticeship with a strong
to their workplaces.
component of college level schooling. Remember, electricians need to be
strong in their math skills!

extension activity
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Equipment Operator

Have you ever looked up at a skyscraper or a tall apartment building and wondered how on earth those
buildings are constructed? While wood framing is common in North America in residential construction, most
city apartment and office buildings are made with steel frame or concrete construction. Industrial buildings
can be made out of concrete, as well. Forms to hold the concrete are built in a specific shape, then the concrete
is poured into the frames and allowed to cure. When these huge pieces of concrete have cured and are ready,
they need to be lifted to where they belong on the building and secured in place. The steel frames used in these
applications are often huge and heavy. The unique challenges presented by the height of these buildings and the
materials used requires a different skill set than most regular carpenters possess.
Both of these types of construction require specialized equipment such as cranes to make the buildings possible.
Imagine trying to lift a heavy steel beam or concrete wall up five stories using only man power! You may have
seen a huge crane on the skyline of a city while a building project was taking place. These massive machines
are brought to construction sites and assembled to move huge and heavy building materials into place. Crane
operators must have good hand-eye coordination and very good eyesight. They need to be able to see where
they are moving things even when they are far away. Crane operators must also be able to communicate well.
They need to be in constant communication with the people they are working with so that they don’t cause any
accidents. Crane operators must be very careful and precise because accidents that may be caused by a crane
could be fatal. Crane operators may have the opportunity to travel to other cities to work on new
projects. They are often responsible for the care and maintenance of their cranes, as well as
the moving of objects. Training for this job is usually done as an apprenticeship along with
some classroom teaching. The education is also specific to the type of crane.
There are many other opportunities to operate equipment in the
construction industry, and many of these skills are transferable
to other industries as well. Excavators, bulldozers, graders,
pavers, and dump trucks are just some of the other heavy
equipment that is used in the construction industry. If
you don’t mind working in a noisy environment
and you like big equipment, a job as an
equipment operator might be for you!
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ETHICS CHECK
It is always important to own up to your own mistakes. If you work in the
construction field and you have done something wrong, admit it to your
boss. They can teach you how to do it right to help you avoid making the
same mistake in the future. An employer always prefers to be told when a
mistake is made rather than find out later that you lied about it!

There are so many other jobs that are part of the construction industry,
whether they are in residential construction, industrial construction,
or road construction. If you like working with your hands, a job in
construction just might be one for you! These jobs are hard work, but
it can be very rewarding to see new projects come together, and the
skills you will learn from working with your hands will be invaluable
to you in the future!

students
It’s time to open up your student
notebooks. (Teachers: reference
the Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.) Use the
checklist to help you complete all
the tasks.
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Read your recitatio
n
together as a fam
ily.
Complete your
copywork in your
seatwork
page.
Work on your spel
ling
words.
Complete your st
udent
notebook pages.
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PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

ruler, and older students will learn to calculate square footage.

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4 LANGUAGE ARTS Younger students are encouraged to

PAGE 2 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will look at examples of
different home construction around the world. Younger students
will attempt to construct a home from household materials;
older students will list the advantages and disadvantages of
different types of construction.

PAGE 3 MATH Measurements are essential to designing

complete a color personality test. Older students will identify
their weakest spiritual gift and how they might improve upon it
while accepting God’s strength for their weakness.

PAGE 5 SCIENCE Students will learn about electricians’ work
in a house, as well as the relationship between amps, volts,
and household appliances. Younger students will complete
activities, and older students will conduct research.

construction. Younger students will learn how to measure with a

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
PaGe
3

PaGe
5

math
Early Reader
1. 2 inches
2. 4 inches
3. 1 inch
4. 6 inches

PaGe
2

science
Early Reader
color: refrigerator, light bulb, microwave, television
Early Elementary
1. c
2. b
3. c

upper elementary
PaGe
3

1. 9 amps
2. 3 amps
3. 6 amps

middle + High school

Early Elementary
1. 7.5 inches
2. 3.5 inches
3. 1 inch
4. 6.5 inches

PaGe
5

science

social studies
Middle School
1. Advantages: straw roof and open door would
allow airflow during hot times; smoke from the
fire inside could blow out the open doorway
Disadvantages: roof and walls might leak, and
the open door would allow rainwater to blow in
2. Advantages: stilts keep this home
and belongings safe from floodwaters
Disadvantages: requires more building
materials
3. Advantages: strong concrete homes could
keep people safe during a natural disaster.
Disadvantages: built close together with little
room for each family to spread out
4. Advantages: keeps out the cold air
Disadvantages: would also keep out light and
would be very dark on the inside

math
1.
2.
3.
4.

4 ¼ inches
1 1⁄8 inches
6 ¼ inches
3 1⁄8 inches
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• ANSWERS•

middle + High school
PaGe
3

math

PaGe
5

science

Middle School
• living room: 273 sq. ft.
• dining room: 90 sq. ft.
• kitchen: 88 sq. ft.
• bedroom #1: 224
• bedroom #2: 130 sq. ft.
• entry: 32 sq ft
• bathroom: 48 sq ft
• total: 885 sq ft

•

•

volts: The potential energy that
something has. The higher voltage
something has, the greater the
potential energy.
amps: The current that takes energy
from a source of electricity to a device.
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government work

TODAY’s prayer

CAREERS
+TRADES

4

Thank you, Jesus, that you have called people to work
in government positions for the good of the people
they serve. Give wisdom to the politicians that govern
and make our laws. Help us to honor and love others
as they do the work of serving our city, state (or
province), and nation.

Do you know what kind of government your country operates under? There are many different forms of
government, but each one has a few things in common. Governments make laws and provide services to the
citizens of the country. Government jobs are often very well-paying jobs. These jobs typically include guaranteed
raises, opportunities to learn new skills, extended health insurance, and retirement pensions. Let’s take a look at
some common work opportunities that exist in many forms of government!

Border Services

Have you ever gone on a trip to another country? If you have, you will be familiar with the lines of people waiting
to go through border security, one family—or one car—at a time. Each nation has their own border security
agents that screen the people coming into a country. These agents are responsible for ensuring that anyone
coming into their country is either a citizen of that country or has the proper documentation. They also screen
for any illegal activity. Many countries have agreements with one another that allow their citizens to pass freely
from one country to another without any special permission required. The United States and Canada have an
agreement like this. While adult travelers must produce a passport (and all travelers through airports), they don’t
need a visa or special permission ahead of time to get into the country if they’re just coming in as tourists. Other
countries require visas and special documentation to enter the country. Border security agents are responsible to
check for all of these documentation requirements before allowing someone into their country. Some countries
require a visa that can be purchased at the border, so agents are often responsible for that, as well.

•
•
•

Each country has a unique government.
All governments employ people to carry out the work of the government.
In many countries, government jobs are highly sought-after.
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Border agents ask specific
questions to every person that
comes through their borders,
and they look for things that
seem strange or indicate that
there might be some illegal
activity happening. They
are tasked with making
sure people don’t get into
a country illegally, and that
the people coming into
their country aren’t bringing
anything illegal in with them.
While most people pass through
border security easily with no issues, these
agents are trained to watch for suspicious
activity and to take actions that will help law enforcement
catch criminals. Sometimes specially trained dogs are used at borders to
sniff for illegal substances like drugs. These dogs can alert border agents of a
problem, and many people have been caught trying to smuggle things into other countries because of the hard
work of these dogs and the border security agents who work with them.

did you know?

When border security agents see something suspicious, they begin to ask
more questions to look for inconsistencies. Someone who is involved in
trafﬁcking (the movement and selling of people or illegal substances) often
struggle to keep their reason for traveling clear when they are questioned
further. This buys the agent more time to see if the person is a danger or
if they are just an average traveler. You shouldn’t get worried if a border
security agent asks you a few questions. It is their job to do it, and they are
trying their very best to make sure their country is safe and secure!

Working for the government as a border security agent can be a unique career opportunity. These people work
at land borders checking documentation and vehicles that are driving across borders, at seaports when ships
come in from other nations, or in bustling international airports. Many countries require that you are proficient in
more than one language to apply for this job to ensure that you can understand those coming into your nation. If
you enjoy people watching and languages, this job may be an excellent fit for you!
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Postal Worker

Before the invention of the telegraph, the telephone, and the
internet, the only way to get a message to someone far away
was through the mail service. People have been writing letters
to each other for thousands of years. If you open up your Bible
to the book of Romans and flip until you get to Philemon, the
13 books of the Bible you have flipped through are all letters
that Paul wrote to different churches or individuals in the early
Church. At that time in history, letters were sent to someone not by
a national mail service, but by a courier—or they were just sent along
with someone traveling the direction the letter was headed. It could take weeks or months for the letter to reach
its destination.
Today we can send an email, a text, a direct message, call someone on the phone, or even have a video chat with
someone on the opposite side of the world. Still, these options for sending information have not quite replaced
the importance of the national mail service. Most places in the world have a mail service that offers the delivery
of letters and goods to its citizens across the nation. Postal workers are employed by their government, and many
countries pay these workers well—including benefits and retirement pension packages. Postal workers have
various jobs. They might work in a post office sorting mail, transfer large quantities of mail from city to city to be
sorted, or they might hand deliver mail right to your home.

history spotlight!
The postal service in the United States has an
interesting history. The original postal service in
what is now the United States was the British
colonial mail service. Benjamin Franklin was
the man responsible for the rapid and effective
growth of this network, and it inspired him
and others in his circle to begin discussing
the ideas of breaking away from Britain. In
the early years of the newly formed democracy, the
postal service used expensive postage—paid for by
wealthy businessmen—to fund the distribution of
newspapers that sparked interest in political
ideas and debates. This fueled the
American fervor toward politics that is
still apparent today. The Pony Express
was used to transport letters across any
distance where there wasn’t railroad until
the country was entirely connected by rail.
This rapid growth of the mail system in the
United States made for a strong and united
country even across the vast expanses of land.
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Politician

Have you ever wondered what it would be like to be mayor of your town or city?
Politicians are different from the other government workers we’ve learned
about today. In a democracy, politicians are elected by the people in their
area to represent them at a municipal, state (or provincial), or federal level.
These men and women have important work to do, but it is very different
from other types of government jobs.
The choice to pursue politics is one that has much less stability than other areas of government work. While most
government jobs are highly sought after, once you get one of these jobs, you are usually able to remain there for
years to come. Running for political office requires the flexibility to change plans depending on how the election
goes. Although you are generally guaranteed your job between elections, you must work hard on the campaign
trail to show people how you will represent them well in the coming years. If you do not win the election, you must
have another plan in place for your work. Many people run for office a few times and then leave the realm of
politics for a more stable job. This provides them with some job security and means they don’t have to travel as
much for work.

A Day in the Life . . . on the Campaign Trail

Meet Bill. Bill is an elected politician at the federal level. He has been in office for four years now, but an
election is coming up next month. He has been on the campaign trail for a few weeks already. Yesterday,
he left his wife and kids at home after a lovely weekend of rest to travel to a city several hours away. Today,
he has a meeting scheduled at a town hall where residents can come and ask about his thoughts and his
party’s policies on some of the issues the local residents are facing. He has the challenge of trying to win
the trust of the people while engaging in a discussion in a conversational setting.
Tomorrow night he has the biggest debate of the campaign. Each candidate
that he is running against will be there. Bill will have to articulate his thoughts
and the positions his party takes well, or he will lose the debate. After the
town hall meeting, he grabs some supper quickly
and heads to his hotel room. There he will talk
to his campaign manager and other trusted
advisors about how the town hall meeting went
and about how to prepare well for his debate
tomorrow night. Even though he’s spoken to
large groups of people countless times
before and really enjoys debating,
he can feel himself getting anxious
about tomorrow. It’s time
for him to head to bed
and rest, knowing that
he is prepared, so that
tomorrow he will do his very
best.
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Politicians have an important role to play in any government, but elected representatives in a democratic
government are especially important. They have a responsibility to the people they represent to help form laws
and to debate issues that are important to their constituents. Elected representatives, while paid for by the
government using your tax dollars, have been hired by the public through the election process. These people
ultimately answer to the public when the next election comes along, and they will either be re-hired or replaced
by someone else through the election process. This unique process prevents the idea of one person or group from
controlling a country for a long period of time because the direction a government is going is always evaluated
by the public each time an election comes around.

ETHICS CHECK
Politicians often have a bad reputation and are sometimes accused
of having a lack of ethics. Some politicians make promises on the
campaign trail that they can’t actually keep because they don’t have
the influence or power to make the changes they’re promising. Ethics
in politics is important. If you run for office someday it will help you
gain the public’s trust and respect by being a politician who keeps
their word!

Not all politicians have the same realm of influence. Municipal councillors and the mayor of a city have the
ability to create by-laws and programs that will benefit the communities they oversee. Many city councillors keep
another job beside the one they are elected for, while the role of Mayor is a full-time position. State or provincial
representatives generally don’t have another job, and they are part of the process to make laws that are designed
for the good of the state or province. Education is often directed by this level of government. Federal politicians
are responsible for making nation-wide laws, for creating foreign policy, and overseeing issues that include
national defense. Many of the politicians that serve on a national level spend large
amounts of time away from home as they work in the country’s capital as well as in
the area they represent.

students
It’s time to open up your student
notebooks. (Teachers: reference
the Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.) Use the
checklist to help you complete all
the tasks.
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PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 MATH Students will learn about shipping costs and

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

calculate their own or draw greater than, less than, or equal
signs. Older students will compare shipping costs between
different companies.

PAGE 2 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will learn about passports.

PAGE 5 BIBLE We are prized citizens of the kingdom of
Heaven, and 2 Corinthians 5:17, Ephesians 2:10, and
Colossians 3:12 are just some of the verses that talk about this
special gift. Students will compare their heavenly citizenship
with their temporary earthly one.

Younger students will draw or design their own passport, and
older students will research how to apply for one, even applying
for it if their parents allow!

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students and families will read
together about the principle of not getting everything we want.
They will discuss personal, real-life examples; older students will
read Proverbs 3:5–6 and journal their thoughts.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
PaGe
4

math

PaGe
5

Bible

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

<
<
=
>
>
<

Early Elementary
1. John 1:12 child of God
2. Col. 3:12 chosen
3. Rom. 8:2 free
4. John 3:16 loved
5. Eph. 1:15 adopted
6. Phil 4:13 strong

PaGe
5

Answers could include:
1. John 1:12 child of God
2. Col. 3:12 chosen
3. Rom. 8:2 free
4. John 3:16 loved
5. Eph. 1:15 adopted
6. Phil. 4:13 strong

middle + High school
PaGe
5

upper elementary

bible
Middle School
1. 2 Cor. 5:17 I am a new creation. The old me is gone.
2. Eph 2:10 I am His workmanship, created by Him to do
His world.
3. Col 3:12 chosen by God
4. Phil 3:20 I am a citizen of heaven. This is not my home.
5. John 15:15 Jesus calls me His friend.
6. 1 Cor. 6:19 I am a temple of the Holy Spirit.
High School only
1. 2 Cor. 5:17 I am a new creation. The old me is gone.
2. Eph 2:10 I am His workmanship, created by Him to do
His world.
3. 1 Pet. 2:9–10 royal priesthood, holy nation, people of
God, chosen by God
4. Phil 3:20 I am a citizen of heaven. This is not my home.
5. John 15:15 Jesus calls me His friend.
6. 1 Cor. 6:19 I am a temple of the Holy Spirit.
7. Psalm 139:14 I am fearfully and wonderfully made.
8. 2 Cor. 5:20 I am Christ’s ambassador.

PaGe math
4 1. >

2. =
3. >
4. =
5. >
6. <
bonus: 17 lb.
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holistic health careers

TODAY’s prayer

CAREERS
+TRADES

5

Jesus, thank you that you have designed our bodies so
beautifully in your image. Give us wisdom about how
we can best steward our health and well-being. Show
us what it looks like to honor you with our bodies as we
learn about holistic health careers.

Have you ever wondered how people dealt with illnesses before modern medicine? While it is true that many
people used to die from things that are now curable, it is also true that there were people who knew how to use
plants to assist the body in healing. What happens when you
get a cut? Do you bleed and bleed for days? What about
when you break a bone? God designed ways for your
body to heal itself in many cases: like the scab that
grows over when you skin your knee or how broken
bones, with a little assistance, grow back together.
body
Isn’t that amazing?
mind
Today we know that not all illnesses are curable, and
that the human body doesn’t always function the way
it was designed to in the Garden of Eden before sin
entered the world. There are many different approaches
to medicine and medical care in our world today.
Ultimately, we know that God is bigger than all of
it, and we can be thankful for the various ways He
heals and provides for our needs. In this lesson, we
will explore the holistic approach to medicine and
the people that work in this field. In Lesson 8, we
will discuss other medical professions when we learn
about jobs in health care.

•
•
•

spirit

soul

Many of the things we use in modern medicine had their roots in herbalism.
Midwives are the most common form of support through the process of pregnancy and
birth around the world.
Holistic medicine is different from conventional medicine in that it typically suggests
natural remedies first in treatment.
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Holistic Health care

The word holistic means that you are looking at the whole, not just part. A holistic doctor considers the whole
body when making a treatment plan and usually begins with suggestions for natural remedies, natural-based
medications, supplements, or lifestyle changes. For example, for a rash on your hand, the holistic doctor might
prescribe some changes to your diet, suggest that you limit contact with certain chemicals, or encourage you to
find ways to reduce your stress. They might suggest trying different herbal remedies or possibly some essential
oils to help with either stress reduction or inflammation in your body. Holistic health care is most often practiced
by people who specialize in alternative treatments, but it can be practiced by a conventional doctor as well. In
recent years there has been a growing overlap between conventional and holistic medicine.

think about it
Some people are uncomfortable with the idea of holistic health care because they
feel like some of the methods that holistic health care providers offer are connected
to the spiritual practices of some religions. God gave you discernment and wants
you to be aware of the spiritual ramifications of any activity that you encounter.
If you feel uncomfortable about something that is suggested by a health care
provider, ask the Holy Spirit to speak to you about why you feel uncomfortable
about it. Discuss the spiritual ramifications of any treatment with people you
trust. Pray about it together. Like all things in health care, you are responsible for
stewarding your own body, so make informed decisions before you take treatments!

Midwife

Have you ever been around a pregnant family member or friend?
Have you noticed her belly slowly grow over nine months until it
looked like she was carrying a basketball or even a beach ball?
Just like people come in all shapes and sizes, so do pregnant
bellies. Some women hardly look any different when they carry
a baby for nine months, while other women change quite a bit.
Just like pregnancies can look very different from the outside,
they can feel very different to the women growing the baby.
Some pregnancies make the mother so sick that she can barely
eat for days, weeks, or even months on end, while some
women feel so fantastic when they are pregnant that they
miss being pregnant after their baby is born. Regardless
of how a mother experiences her pregnancy, whether
she is uncomfortable or radiant, many pregnancies are
considered low-risk, and the baby grows strong and healthy
in its mother’s body without concerns.
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Midwives have held an important role in society for
thousands of years. Although there are a small number of
male midwives who practice today, the role has traditionally
been a female one, so we will use the feminine pronouns
in this lesson for ease of reading. Midwives have held the
role of coaching women through the birth of their children
for generations. Before there was standardized medical
care of any sort, a tribe, village, or family group would have
a recognized midwife—one who was trained to help women
through the challenging process of childbirth. These women
were apprenticed by older, wiser women who had seen
dozens if not hundreds of children born. They understood
birth as a natural process and did not intervene in that
process unless necessary, but rather supported the
woman as she went through it.
Do you remember the Bible story of the children of
Israel when they were in slavery in Egypt? Not very
far into the story, the king of Egypt tells the Israelite
midwives to kill the male babies born to the Israelite
women. (Exodus 1:15–22) These midwives (whose
names were Shiphrah and Puah) feared God, so
they did not obey the king’s order. When they were
questioned by the king about why they had allowed the
boys to live, they told the king that they weren’t at the
births (though they were) so they couldn’t follow the king’s order. Scripture tells
us that God was kind to these midwives and gave them families of their own.
Midwives today do not learn primarily through
an apprenticeship of experience. They are highly
trained in the complexities of pregnancy and birth.
Midwives either have a three or four year degree from
You have probably been told your whole life
a program specifically designed to train midwives,
to tell the truth. The midwives in this story
or they have a postgraduate degree in midwifery
didn’t tell the truth, and yet they were honored
designed for students with a bachelor’s degree in an
by God. Discuss with your family why you
appropriate field. Today’s midwives attend births in
think God chose to honor them. Talk about
a variety of settings, from homes to hotels to birthing
the importance of honesty and how that
suites to hospital rooms. They are trained to spot
interacts with morality.
potential dangers to the health of both mother and
baby—all the way through pregnancy, labor, and
delivery—and will consult an obstetrician if needed to
ensure that the patients are taken care of in the best possible way. A midwife provides the same safe standard of
care as a doctor but has the flexibility to attend births in a variety of settings, including in the expectant mother’s
home. This often lends itself to a comfortable bond between midwife and patient that many women really
appreciate. Giving birth with the assistance of a midwife can be a safe and beautiful experience. These birth
specialists are also experts in newborn care, and they usually provide their clients with up to six weeks of followup appointments after the baby is born.

ETHICS CHECK
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A Day in the Life . . . of a Midwife

Meet Ann. Ann spent four years in university to obtain her nursing degree, but realized shortly after she
began working as a nurse that pregnancy, labor, and delivery were her true passion. She enrolled in a
midwifery graduate program and when she finished her training, she opened a new midwifery practice
in the small town where she grew up. Her first client today is a mom who is going through her first
pregnancy. She is excited but nervous about the idea of labor. When Ann gets to her house, she starts the
appointment by asking about the last week, checking in with her client to see how she is doing mentally
and emotionally. When they are done discussing some of her fears and concerns, Ann invites her to
recline on her couch while she measures how big the baby is. Baby is a fine size, and is moving around as
Ann presses gently on the mother’s abdomen. Next, Ann will listen to the baby’s heartbeat and check her
client’s blood pressure. Everything seems to be normal! After reviewing the mother’s birth plan and how
to contact Ann if she feels labor starting, Ann says goodbye to her client, wondering if she will see
her later tonight in labor. Sure enough, her phone rings at 1 am. The
baby is on his way, and Ann heads over to the house. She is able to talk
her client through the process of breathing through contractions until
her baby is ready to come into the world. When the baby is finally
born, Ann is reminded of why she loves to provide support to birthing
mothers as she sees the baby bond with his mother for the first time
outside the womb. What a beautiful experience! Exhausted, Ann
heads home to get just a couple hours of sleep before she heads to
the office in the morning.

Naturopathic Doctor

A naturopathic doctor is a health care professional who has
spent considerable time training for this career. They first
complete an undergraduate degree at a university. Then, they
usually complete a four year naturopathic medical program after
that. They may study courses on nutrition, herbal remedies,
homeopathic remedies, psychology, and even counseling. In
most countries, naturopathic doctors must be licensed and
registered with a regulatory board to ensure that they
have adequate education, training, and experience. This
also helps to protect the public because these boards
have the ability to discipline doctors if they are not practicing safely. A
naturopathic doctor often has specialties that they focus on. Some will take a primarily
nutritional approach to supporting your body’s healing, while others will focus on herbal remedies and lifestyle
changes. Still others, will use traditional Chinese medicine and other alternative treatments. Naturopaths often
offer allergy testing and other services to naturally improve quality of life for their patients. Many people can get
training in specific therapies that naturopathic doctors use, but the advantage to having a licensed naturopathic
doctor is that they have an in-depth, well-rounded understanding of various healing therapies and how to use
them together.
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A Day in the Life . . . of a Naturopathic Doctor

Meet Carmen. Carmen spent four years completing a Bachelor of Science degree with
a special emphasis on courses related to health care. When he completed this degree,
he chose to further his education to become a naturopathic doctor. After four more
years of study, he took exams to become a licensed naturopathic doctor. Carmen heads
to his office each day ready to help his clients achieve their health goals in the safest way
possible. Carmen’s first appointment is with a client who would like to determine if she
has food allergies. He gets all of his forms ready for the client to fill out and prepares his
tools for administering the test. After interviewing the client and discovering her medical
history, Carmen thinks that he might be dealing with something different than allergies.
The signs of a rash, sores in the mouth, and general fatigue that sometimes are better
or worse, depending on the day, remind him of another case he had where the
person had an overgrowth of fungal yeast in their gut that got worse or better
depending on their diet. Though that patient had some food allergies,
the rash, mouth sores, and fatigue didn’t disappear for the client until the
underlying cause of the yeast was dealt with. Carmen has the opportunity
to run extra tests for this client to hopefully speed up her treatment by
dealing with the root cause of the disease rather than just trying to manage
the symptoms of fatigue and rash.

Holistic health care is designed with your whole being in mind. While these medical professionals are not trained
to deal with every sickness and disease, they can be a valuable asset to your health in discovering things that are
the underlying causes of disease and sickness. While this is not a new area of medicine, it is gaining credibility in
a world that has often ignored traditional therapies in favor of modern medicine. There is a place for both in this
amazing world! Would you ever like to have a career in holistic medicine?

students
It’s time to open up your student
notebooks. (Teachers: reference
the Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.) Use the
checklist to help you complete all
the tasks.
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PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will learn about midwifery.

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

Younger students learn about tools and items a midwife uses,
and older students learn about historical midwifery practices.

PAGE 2 MATH + SCIENCE Students will learn what heart rate is

PAGE 5 BIBLE + SOCIAL STUDIES Health care workers

and how it is measured. Older students have the option to find
their resting heart rate and track their heart rate throughout the
day.

need to keep information private, which requires them to be
trustworthy. Younger students will learn the difference between
keeping a bad secret or telling a secret, and older students will
use scripture to explore this topic further.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students and families will read
together about etiquette and its role in securing a job. Students
will complete activities to show proper etiquette in dialogue.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
PaGe
2

PaGe
3

PaGe
4

PaGe
5

math + Science
Early Reader
70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120
Early Elementary
67, 72, 79, 84, 92, 101, 117, 128

Early Reader
circle 1, 4, and 5
Early Elementary
1. tell 2. don’t tell 3. don’t tell 4. tell 5. tell

upper elementary

language arts

PaGe math
2 Average Heart Rate: 70+76+74+72=292

Early Reader
1. b
2. a
3. b
4. a
Early Elementary
1. b
2. a
3. b
4. b
5. a

292/4= 73 bpm

PaGe language arts
3 1. Hello, my name is . . .

2. I would really appreciate the chance to work
with you.
3. I would be good at this job because I like to help
people.
4. Could you please explain the benefits of this job?
5. Thank you for considering me for this job. I look
forward to hearing from you.

social studies

PaGe
4

Early Elementary
1. B: belly
2. D: sounds
3. A: length
4. E: weighs
5. C: warm
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social studies
1. Midwives learned their practice by having a
baby themselves and by learning from other
mothers around them.
2. A midwife might call a doctor if there was
concern about how long the birth was taking or
in an emergency situation.
3. After giving birth, the mother would be at
serious risk of infection.
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• ANSWERS•

middle + High school
PaGe
2

PaGe
5

math
Middle School
Average Heart Rate: 70+76+74+72=292
292/4= 73 bpm
High School
Monday: 74 bpm, Tuesday: 74 bpm, Wednesday: 71 bpm,
Thursday: 70 bpm, Friday: 71 bpm, Weekly average: 72
bpm

PaGe
4

social studies
Middle School
1. Midwives learned their practice by having a baby
themselves and by learning from other mothers
around them.
2. A midwife might call a doctor if there was concern
about how long the birth was taking or in an
emergency situation.
3. After giving birth, the mother would be at serious risk
of infection.
4. Giving birth now is a much safer experience for the
mother and the baby. Modern medicine allows for
pain control and better prevention and treatment of
infections.
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Middle School
Answers may include:
1. Who I choose to spend time with can affect my
morals.
2. God is pleased with integrity.
3. Those who follow God and make good choices are
blessed.
4. It’s better to be poor and have integrity than to be rich
and deceitful.
5. God hates lying, but faithfulness pleases Him.
High School
1. agreeing to not share any private information with
the public; breaking this agreement could result in
termination or a lawsuit.
2. health care, government work, scientific or
development work
3. Answers may include: honest, loyal, dependable,
trustworthy, courageous; I will succeed in my career
if I show myself to be honest, hard-working, and
dependable
4. Answers may include: trust in the Lord and walk in His
ways; walk in faithfulness; only think about things that
are true, honorable, and pure; avoid those who are
not walking in obedience to God, who instead spread
lies and do evil

Holistic Health Careers

artistic jobs
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Jesus, thank you for making each person unique and
beautiful. Teach us today what it looks like to love
you with all of our being and to honor you with our
giftings and abilities. Thank you for the opportunity to
understand you as our Creator when we are creative.

Do you love to express yourself artistically? Some people are just brimming
with ideas that need to get out. If you’re one of those people, you know
exactly how that feels. If you’re not, maybe this lesson will spark something in
you that will lead to a passion for something you didn’t know existed inside
you! People who have artistic jobs usually feel like they are living their dream.
They’ve usually had a passion for their art from a young age. They delight
in being able to provide an income from what makes them feel most
alive. Have you heard the term starving artist? This refers to artists
who love their artform so much that they would rather just
do art and not get paid (or survive on a small income),
rather than having a job that they don’t love.

Gather ‘Round Career + Trades
Teacher’s Guide
Lesson 6
Artistic Jobs
Quick Facts:

Writer

When you think about sitting down with a pencil and
paper or sitting down at a computer with a blank page
in front of you, what do you feel? Panic? Excitement? Worry?
Boredom? People who love to write most often feel excitement
when given a pencil and paper. You can never tell what
imaginary character might jump out onto the page. Perhaps
a scary beast will be beaten by the hero of a story, or a fox
dressed in a fancy suit will come for tea. Maybe a poem will
fly onto the page with rhyme and rhythm and fancy words.
Writers come in all shapes and sizes, but they have one
thing in common . . . they love to write!

•
•
•

Many people have artistic jobs that start as hobbies or passions that they will eventually
decide to pursue as a job or career.
God is the original artist. When we use our creativity, He should get the glory!
There are lots of artistic jobs at Gather ‘Round Homeschool!
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There are many different ways to work as a writer. The internet has made sharing your writing with the public so
much easier than it used to be. Years ago, if you wanted to be a writer, you would need to write a manuscript and
hand it in to publisher after publisher until you found one who would publish your book. Then, they would market
it for you and you would be paid royalties (a payment for the use of someone’s work like writing) from the sales of the
book. Today, you can start a blog and share your writing with anyone who has access to the internet. If you want
to write a book, it is fairly easy to self-publish today using services provided by Amazon or other companies.
What happens if you want to write, but you don’t want to self-publish on a blog or in a book format?

A Day in the Life . . . of a Gather ‘Round Writer

Meet Breanne. Although Breanne didn’t always write her ideas down as a child, she has always loved
to think up new and creative things. As an adult, her passion to help others grasp the information
they’re learning in new and exciting ways has only grown. She was homeschooled as a child and was
so excited to homeschool her own children when they were old enough. She just loves to share the
learning experience with her kids! She is passionate about good curriculum, and when she heard that
Rebecca Spooner was starting to write curriculum, she quickly applied to help with the writing and
editing. Breanne has a passion to teach all her kids together and has a gifting for seeing the big picture
and leveling up student pages. She works with an amazing team at Gather ‘Round Homeschool to
produce this curriculum that you are using right now! But Breanne isn’t the only
one who works on the writing. She works alongside a team of writers, editors,
and proofers. The beauty of Gather ‘Round is that everyone who works on the
writing team works within their own strengths. Rebecca and a
whole team vision cast for each unit. Then, a writer begins to
write the Teacher’s Guide. Rebecca reads that guide and tweaks
or approves it and provides direction for each of the student pages
you’ll find in your notebook. Other writers take those ideas and
flesh them out, writing what you see in your student pages every
day. They say it takes a village to raise a child—it sure takes a village
to write a Gather ‘Round unit!

There are many other industries that hire people with strong writing skills. Have
you ever opened up a new toy or gadget and wondered who came up with the
instruction manual for it? Technical writers are hired by many companies to write
instructions, come up with diagrams to show how things are designed to be used, or write
owner’s manuals and trouble-shooting guides. These writers are not expected to use
flowery or engaging language. Instead, they must have the communication skills
to explain things fully and well enough that there is no confusion. Another area that
requires strong writing skills is the area of advertising and marketing. A fantastic
advertisement that is accompanied by terrible grammar or an awkward sentence
will have more people making fun of it and less people buying the product!
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ETHICS CHECK
When you are writing anything, from a research paper to a poem, it is important
to ensure you do not plagiarize. Plagiarism is taking anything that is someone else’s
work and trying to pass it off as your own. If you are writing an essay and you copy
what you read from an article directly into your paper without saying where the quote
came from, that is plagiarizing. To make sure you are not plagiarizing, make sure you
understand what you are researching. Then, write it in your own words. Plagiarizing is
a serious offense, and there are laws against it!

Illustrator

Think about your favorite book. When you think about it, what do you see? If it’s a picture book, you likely see
your favorite page in the book. If it’s a chapter book, you likely see the front cover. What you are seeing is usually
something that has been drawn for that specific project. The writer or the publishing house hired an illustrator
to capture their vision for the book and share it in a visual format. Illustrators are often paid royalties for their
images (just like some writers), they might be an on-staff illustrator, or they might even get paid per image or
assignment. Illustrations help draw the reader into the story. Have you ever noticed that when a story is being
read to a young child that they are much more engaged if there are pictures? They like to be able to see the story,
and it begins to build their brain’s ability to see things in their heads as they read. This skill comes in super handy
when they begin to read books without pictures, as they can use their imagination to picture
the setting, characters, and events in the story.
Gather ‘Round Homeschool has many illustrators. These incredibly talented people
take the rough ideas for illustrations presented by the writer and transform them into the
beautiful work you have seen in the last five lessons. They truly are amazingly talented
people, and this curriculum would not be what it is without their talent and dedication.
Each day, they wake up to a new challenge to make something come alive, and they deliver
every time. If you like to draw or paint, maybe you could illustrate for Gather ‘Round one
day!

An illustrator was asked to make “Spooner Bucks” based off of Rebecca’s
children to teach money to young students. This is what she did!
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Graphic Designer

The field of graphic design
has become very important
in the world today. If you like
to work with computers and
have creative ideas, graphic
design can be a very rewarding
and exciting career! Graphic
designers can work in many
different industries. If you’ve
seen a business card, an
advertisement, a store sign, or
a brochure, you’ve likely seen
the work of a graphic designer.
Most graphic designers are
self-employed and work on
contract. They often have a
website where they advertise
their services, and companies
or individuals will seek them out to
design logos for them or to create
advertisements that show their
branding. Graphic designers
are also responsible for the
bright and eye-catching layouts on magazines that draw your eye as you are buying groceries at your local
supermarket.
Do you like to doodle? Do symbols and boxes fascinate you? Designers love to play with visuals and find the
most unique or interesting way to display something. They have spent considerable time learning about how to
best use text fonts and styles to convey meaning and how to use colors and layouts effectively. Many designers
choose to have a specialty in the field. A designer who specializes in wedding invitations does a very different job
than one who works with 3D effects for movies or a designer who specializes in coding and web design. All of
these jobs use the same elements of design to create visually appealing spaces that people love to look at, but
for different uses. The field of graphic design is always changing as new technologies are developed. If you love
computers and a good challenge, graphic design might be a job to consider!
Designers who get a contract to rebrand a company will listen to their client’s thoughts about how they want
their company to be seen. They will take notes on things the owner likes and dislikes. Then, they will spend
time playing with elements that they think might work for the customer and present several options. Once the
customer chooses a design, they will use the same design on their business cards, company letterheads, and
even checks. This is called branding. Branding is the reason that you don’t need to read the box of your favorite
soda. You can tell just from looking at the box what you are getting when you buy it. Branding is a powerful tool
for marketing, and a good graphic designer can help a company’s marketing go from alright to fantastic almost
overnight.
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A Day in the Life . . . of a Graphic Designer

Meet Jessica. She is our design team lead here at Gather ‘Round Homeschool. She is mostly selftaught in the area of graphic design and had some hands-on training when she first started doing
graphic design. Her story of becoming part of this team is an amazing one. God gave her the vision for
the look and feel of our first unit, North American Birds, before she even knew Rebecca. When He gave
Rebecca the idea for Gather ‘Round Homeschool, He also brought them together. Isn’t it amazing
how God put the right people together at the right time to bring something He wanted to life? Jessica
loves to design things, and she has a special gifting to see things from every angle and troubleshoot
design challenges. She and her team are responsible for the amazing layout and images that you see
today. Before they get to it, Gather ‘Round units are just words on a screen. Our
designers make everything look good! Each day, Jessica gets up
ready for a new challenge. She not only has to think of new and
creative ways to present the information that is given to her by
the writers, and fit it all on the right page, but she also has to
troubleshoot any glitches on the inDesign platform she uses to
create these amazing pages. When she isn’t designing a page
or cover or graphic elements, she is busy providing leadership to
the other designers on her team, and she builds her team up with
such grace. We love our graphic designers here at Gather ‘Round
Homeschool!

The beauty of today’s technology is that all of these artistic jobs can be done remotely. Gather ‘Round is located
in the small city of Fort St. John, British Columbia, Canada. We have had writers from as far away as Malaysia
working on our units. Our design team stretches from the far north of Alaska to Mississippi and Alabama in the
southern United States, and even a hop across the pond to the United Kingdom. Similarly, our illustrators come
from all over the United States and Canada. Each member of our creative team here at Gather ‘Round can work
together seamlessly because we can tap into the power of the internet to create something so much better than
any one of us could create on our own! What a beautiful picture of how God desires to work in His church to
reveal Himself more beautifully when His children are tapping into the power of His Holy Spirit to bring unity!

students
It’s time to open up your student
notebooks. (Teachers: reference
the Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.) Use the
checklist to help you complete all
the tasks.
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activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will ponder how to handle
rejection and remember that Christ Himself does not reject
them. Younger students will read examples, and older students
will respond to prompts.

PAGE 2 MATH Students will dabble in graphic design. Younger

PAGE 5 ART Students will make the connection between logos

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

students will fit geometric shapes together, and older students
will use canva.com to design business cards.

and branding. Younger students will go on a scavenger hunt
around the house; older students will research famous logos.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students and families will read about
how an applicant is required to have certain experience when
applying for a job. Younger students will complete an activity,
and older students will conduct research.

• ANSWERS•

middle + High school

early reader + Early Elementary
PaGe
3

language arts

PaGe
4

Early Reader
1. three years experience, resume, application,
three references
2. one year experience, resume, two references
Early Elementary only
3. special training, two years experience,
application, three references

upper elementary
PaGe language arts
3 1. application and two references

Middle School
Answers will vary but may include:
1. Disappointed; I might believe that I am not good
enough.
2. Not everyone wins a competition, but I can still be
proud of my work and continue to try my best.
3. Insecurity is self-doubt or lack of confidence.
4. God is always on my side, even if it feels like other
people are against me or do not accept me. He is
gracious to give me what I need.
High School
Answers will vary but may include:
1. disappointed and discouraged; I might believe that
I am not good enough.
2. These may not be the schools for me, but I can
keep trying to pursue further education and keep
working toward my goals, showing perseverance.
3. Insecurity is self-doubt or lack of confidence.
4. God is always on my side, even if it feels like other
people are against me or do not accept me. He is
gracious to give me what I need.
5. Continuing to have confidence and endurance
while doing God’s will comes with great rewards
from Him.

2. one year experience, resume, two references
3. special training, two years experience,
application, three references
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Jesus, thank you that math is a part of our beautiful,
orderly, structured world. Thank you that math is
dependable, logical, and organized. Help us to see
part of your character as we use math in our everyday
lives.

When you see a page full of numbers, are you filled with excitement or dread?
Just like some people are naturally talented when it comes to art, some people
gravitate toward math. Numbers make sense to them, and they are excited
about the challenges presented when they see a new problem involving
digits and decimals. People who love math often find themselves in
careers involving the management of money or in careers that are
scientific in nature but have a heavy focus on math, like engineering.

Accountant

Does your family have a filing cabinet tucked away somewhere in
your house? Chances are, your parents have their tax documents filed
somewhere, whether it is in a cabinet, a box in the basement, or a safety
deposit box at a bank. Most countries require their citizens to report
their income and pay appropriate income tax at least once a year. It
is important to give accurate information to the government and to pay
all the taxes that you owe, or you might end up paying fines for paying
late! Accountants work alongside bookkeepers to make sure that business
transactions are done in the best way possible. They understand how taxes
work and are trusted by businesses and individuals to help make informed
decisions about how to run a business to stay within the guidelines of the
law.

•
•
•

Many mathematical careers focus on the area of finance.
Careers of this nature require a strong commitment to honesty.
Not all math careers require the same types of math knowledge.
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Accountants have a special relationship with both
their clients and math. These professionals are
Accountants are responsible to make sure
incredibly detail-focused. They know that even
they are following all the tax and income
a small error like a decimal in the wrong place or
laws for the country, state, or province
one extra zero can spell a disaster for their clients.
that they work in. Honesty is especially
If you like details and accuracy, and like to check,
important in this line of work because lying
double check, and triple check things, you might like
on tax documents is called tax fraud or tax
accounting! While many accountants do not run
evasion. In many countries it is punishable
their own businesses, but are part of large firms, they
with huge fines and even jail time!
must understand how a business works. It is their job
to know all the laws that apply to business finances,
so that they can help their clients make wise financial
choices. Years ago, an accountant had to be good
with a pencil and basic math. Today, they must be
ready to learn new computer software to keep up with the latest bookkeeping trends. Accountants need to see
any potential problems in their clients’ cash flows and communicate to them how to fix these issues. They also
have to constantly stay up-to-date with the newest rates, laws, and rules that can change from year-to-year.
Accounting math is relatively simple math, so you don’t necessarily need to be a math whiz to do this job. Strong
basic math skills, the ability to analyze data, and check your work over are the most important aspects of this job.

ETHICS CHECK

A Day in the Life . . . of an Accountant

Meet James. When James was a kid, he loved playing card games where he would add up long lists
of numbers to find out who won the game after lots of rounds. He even liked to try to do it in his
head sometimes! Numbers have always fascinated him, and he would do math equations for fun
when he was barely five. James is a Certified Public Accountant, or CPA, which means he has taken
courses, trained on the job, and passed an examination to be certified by his state board. Today,
James has a meeting with a client looking into setting up a
new business. He will provide advice on how to set up the
bookkeeping for this business so that tax season is easy
and painless for this new company. James will also oversee
preparing tax documents for another client. James has
done taxes for this company before, and they often
have some missing documents. His first job is to make
sure that he has all of the documents he needs to
finish filing their taxes. James thinks of it like a scavenger
hunt—trying to match up all the clues to show him which
documents are missing. Once he has confirmed that he has
all the necessary papers, he makes sure that his client only
pays as much tax as they are required. He loves feeling like he
has solved a puzzle at the end of the day.
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Investment Banker

When you think of the stock market, do you picture fancy suits and rolls of cash? How much do you really
know about stocks, publicly traded companies, and Wall Street? Just like the supermarket is your destination
if you want to buy the fixings for a sandwich, the stock market is where you go to buy investments. People and
businesses use the stock market to buy shares in publicly traded companies. When you buy stocks in a company,
you are investing in that corporation, and you hope that the stocks will increase in value. That way, when you sell
your stocks, you have made money through your investment in that company. For example, if you had bought
a share of Apple stocks in 1980 when the company was first traded, you would have paid $22 for that stock. If
you held that share for 40 years, in 2020 you could have sold it for almost $22,900. Wow! Sometimes people
invest money in a company that doesn’t do well, and they lose money. That’s why it is important to have the help
of someone like an investment banker if you want to invest in stocks. A good investment banker knows how to
analyze risks and make wise decisions for their firm.
An investment banker holds an important job in the stock market—they find investors for
companies and connect the two together. These professionals usually hold a degree from schools
known for their business programs. Many investment bankers obtain MBAs (Master of Business
Administration) before being hired. Students with impressive grades in accounting and economics
classes are good candidates. Working in the stock market is a very fast paced and demanding job.
This high-pressure career is best suited to people who want to work long hours in what
can be considered a high-stress environment. However, with high rates of pay, those
who choose this profession often find it worthwhile. It can be a very difficult career,
demanding dedication. It is not uncommon for an investment banker to work
100 hours in a single week!

think about it
Would you want to have a job like an
investment banker where you work really
hard and make a lot of money, but you don’t
have much free time? Why or why not? Do
you know any other jobs that would work like
that? Discuss your thoughts about investment
banking with your family.
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Engineer

Careers focused on finances aren’t the only careers that use math in their jobs! There are many different
engineering jobs available in the world today. An engineer might be responsible for designing machines
or aircraft, or they might develop new medical technologies or fuels. Civil engineers are responsible for the
designing and overseeing of large construction projects, from roads to airports to hydroelectric dams.
Depending on the field of engineering, these professionals will use either more math or more science to fulfill their
roles. Because of the vast diversity of jobs in engineering, a wide range of technology is used. New software and
technologies make the job of an engineer ever-changing, so there are always new things to learn!
If you like learning and solving problems, you might just love being an engineer! Most engineers hold a university
degree in a particular field of engineering. Mechanical engineers will build machinery, while electrical engineers
will often work on the large infrastructure of the power grid or build equipment with electrical components.
All engineers need to be able to see the big picture of the project they are working on. They are not only trained
to pay attention to detail, but they often notice the way things work together because of their natural giftings.
When they think about how to solve one problem they encounter, they also begin to consider how the solution
they are thinking of will impact the rest of the project.

Hydroelectric dam
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A Day in the Life . . . of a Civil Engineer

Meet Rob. Rob has always had great attention to detail. He likes to tell people that things have to
be done “my way or the highway.” In fact, Rob’s specialty is highways. He is a civil engineer who
works for the Provincial Government of British Columbia. Today, he’s headed to the office to work
on a project to expand a two-lane, rural highway into a freeway. He needs to read all the reports
about the area where they are building the road: what the area looks like—the
hills and valleys, the trees, the waterways, etc. Then, he makes
a plan so that each crew that he assigns to the project
knows exactly what to do. Did you know that roads are
not perfectly flat? Most roads slope toward the edges,
with the middle being slightly raised so that water rolls off the road.
Corners are often sloped toward the middle to help the vehicle stay on the
road. Rob has to think all of these things through before he
draws up the plans and gives them to the road
construction company that the province has
hired. His job is important, and he works
hard to always get every single calculation
right. After all, people depend on him to
design safe roads!

Careers with math can be very rewarding. If you like to problem solve and work with numbers, you may enjoy a
career in one of these fields or something else related to math! Do any of the careers you’ve learned about today
sound interesting to you? Maybe you’d like to learn more about one of them, or maybe this lesson has just given
you a new appreciation for the civil engineers who are responsible for designing the roads you drive on and the
public buildings you visit!

students
It’s time to open up your student
notebooks. (Teachers: reference
the Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.) Use the
checklist to help you complete all
the tasks.
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High School: infrastructure, investment banker
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Today’s Checklist
Read your recitatio
n
together as a fam
ily.
Complete your co
pywork
in your seatwork
page.
Work on your spel
ling
words.
Complete your st
udent
notebook pages.
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PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Engineers combine their creativity and

for the mathematically minded
activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

mathematical knowledge to create structures such as bridges,
and today the students will as well! All levels have a hands-on
construction project.

PAGE 2 MATH Students will learn that balancing a checkbook
involves adding and subtracting expenditures.

PAGE 5 BIBLE + SOCIAL STUDIES Exodus 20 contains the
Ten Commandments, which include a commandment to not
have an idol. Students will make the connection between this
commandment and idolizing a job.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students and families will read
together about how employers research an applicant’s history.
Younger students will analyze their animal character; older
students will reflect on integrity.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary

upper elementary

PaGe
2

PaGe math
2 1. $105.53

PaGe
3

math

Early Reader
1. $10 - $4 = $6
2. $20 + $20 = $40
3. $40 - $30 = $10
Early Elementary
1. $10 + $25 = $35
2. yes, $35 - $30 = $5
3. $5 + $5 = $10
BONUS: $5

2.
3.
4.
5.

PaGe
4

language arts
Early Reader
checkmark: #1 and #4

$72.64
$82.64
$77.64
$64.89

language arts
Answers could include:
1. integrity and honesty
2. dependability
3. generosity
4. kindness
5. diligence (hard-working)

Early Elementary
1. good
2. bad
3. bad
4. good
5. bad
BONUS: (Answers may vary.) Integrity means doing
the right thing even when no one is looking.
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• ANSWERS•

middle + High school
PaGe
2

PaGe
4

math
Middle School
1. $175.00
2. $156.25
3. $129.72
4. $139.72
5. $239.72
6. $228.72
7. $212.44
8. $52.55

PaGe
4

High School
1. $175.00
2. $156.25
3. $129.72
4. $161.22
5. $261.22
6. $241.22
7. $224.94
8. $65.05
Dig Deeper answers could include: God wants
me to give back to Him a portion of what He
has blessed me with. I give freely with a cheerful
heart. He’s been too good to me for me to not
give back to Him.

PaGe
3

science
Answers could include: The Golden Gate Bridge
began construction in 1933 and was completed in
1937. It is 1.7 miles (2.7 km) long with towers that are
746 feet (227.3 m) tall. The suspension style allows it
to flex about 2 feet (.6 m) in strong winds.

bible + social studies
Middle School
Answers may include:
1. spending time at work providing for myself
and my family, but not making that my whole
purpose in life
2. God tells us to not put anything before Him.
Work can become an idol and we are to worship
God alone.
3. He wants our whole heart for Himself, not split
between other things.
4. He will show unending love to those who keep
His commandments.

language arts
Middle School
1. tell the truth, even if it gets me in trouble
2. do what I say I’m going to do
3. help someone that needs it
4. be a good friend
5. finish my work to the best of my ability
High School only
6. being genuine with my actions and not
expecting anything in return
7. control my anger or frustration and stay
calm during stressful times
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jobs in health care

TODAY’s prayer

CAREERS
+TRADES

8

Jesus, thank you that you love to take care of your
creation. Thank you for calling people to work in
health care—to care for not only mankind, but for
animals, as well. Please grant wisdom to those who
help to care for our physical bodies. Thank you for
revealing yourself as Jehovah Rapha (the God who
heals).

When you think about health care careers, you probably think about doctors and nurses, but there are many
other different areas of health care work. While doctors diagnose and treat illnesses, and nurses largely care for
people who are sick or elderly, hospitals actually employ a wide variety of people working in various jobs. Other
roles such as x-ray technicians, medical administrators, maintenance workers, and janitorial staff are also jobs in
a hospital or clinical health care setting. Dentistry is another branch of health care that focuses on teeth and oral
health. A veterinarian is a special type of doctor whose patients are all animals. Let’s learn about a few of the
different careers in this fascinating industry.

Doctor and Nurse

Have you ever had to go to the doctor’s office or an emergency room? If you have, you’ve likely met some nurses
and doctors. Both of these professionals work hard to care for their patients and are committed to the principle
of nonmaleficence, which means “do no harm.” Both doctors and nurses focus on ensuring that they protect and
care for their patients, providing safe treatment in a safe environment for each person in their care.
While the nursing profession has historically been dominated by women, in recent years there have been more
and more men entering nursing school. Nurses have an important role to play in the health care field. These
medical professionals assist doctors in caring for patients, and most hold a Bachelor of Science degree with a
specialty in nursing. A nurse in a hospital setting usually cares directly for patients by keeping track of vital signs
and medications. Some nurses work in home care where they provide assistance to people, not in a hospital
setting, but in the patient’s own home.

•
•
•

Health care workers can work in many different environments.
Most health care careers require a university degree.
Health care careers are perfect for people who want to help others.
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While nursing is hard work, most nurses also find it rewarding. Nurses frequently care for vulnerable people—the
elderly or people who have medical conditions or complications. When a nurse provides repeated or consistent
care for the same patient, they are often able to build relationships with them. A nurse’s job can vary widely,
depending on where they work or what their specialty is. Their responsibilities may include monitoring a patient’s
vital signs after surgery, giving injections, managing medication and intravenous lines, assisting in surgery,
monitoring a patient transfer in an ambulance, and/or communicating with doctors. Nurses often work long
hours—sometimes 12 or more—and many work overnight shifts while the rest of the
world is asleep. Some nurses specialize in one area, like public health, maternity, or
as an assistant in the operating room. These nurses are specially trained for their
particular jobs and often stay in one area for their entire career.

ETHICS CHECK
Did you know that nursing has had an interesting past? Before
the Civil War, nurses in the US were mostly male. Slowly that
changed as more women entered nursing, until the field of
nursing was actually mostly women! In fact, many nursing
schools in the US would only accept women! Finally, the
Supreme Court stepped in and ended this in 1982. Since then,
more men have entered the nursing field. Part of ethical hiring
means that people are not discriminated against because of
their race, gender, or anything else.

Just as nurses can work in a certain specialties, some doctors get further
training to work in a specific field. A radiologist is trained to read x-rays,
ultrasounds, and other medical images and report on them so that the
patient can get appropriate treatment. An oncologist focuses on treating
patients with cancer. A pediatrician specializes in the care of children, and
a surgeon is trained to provide intricate surgeries to help their patients with
issues that cannot be resolved by medication alone. A surgeon usually picks one type of surgery to perform,
and then only does that specific type. A surgeon might specialize in heart surgery, shoulder surgery, or brain
surgery, but one thing all surgeons have in common is their constant desire to research and learn from
the best teachers available. Doctors read medical journals and the latest medical research and love to
continue learning so that they can improve their practice.
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A Day in the Life . . . of a Brain Surgeon

Meet Doctor Hiro. Dr. Hiro was just like any other kid growing up. He liked to help his mom in the
kitchen with dinner, but he had a strange fascination with chicken. He liked to help his mom cut up
chickens to try to identify the bones, tendons, and muscles in the meat. When he announced his
desire to go to medical school once he graduated from university with a science degree, no one was
surprised. As a young person, he was fascinated by the way the human brain works, and in medical
school he realized that he had the skills to become a successful surgeon. Putting his skill together
with his passion, Dr. Hiro has become one of the best neurosurgeons in the world. Today, he will
use complex methods to remove a growth on a patient’s brain that is causing her to lose her sight
and balance. He has been researching and reading about this patient and her medical history for
over a week. He must be as prepared as possible before the surgery. Once
he has the patient in the operating room, he must be able to act quickly
and confidently. Her life literally depends on it. He enters the sterile
operating room after putting on his scrubs and meticulously prepping
for surgery, making sure he has no germs on him that he might transfer
to the patient. The still room is about to burst into coordinated activity
as the operation begins.

Dentist

Have you ever eaten something with a big pile of cilantro on it? Cilantro is an herb that
people tend to either love or hate. Dentists are a little bit like cilantro. You either love
going to the dentist, because you like the feel of your clean teeth or you get cool toys
when you’re done, or you might really dislike going to the dentist. Regardless of how you
might feel, they are an important part of a health care team. These remarkable men and
women spend all day making sure that people have clean and healthy mouths. A dentist can
keep you in good oral health by fixing cavities before they affect the root of your tooth, and
a dental hygienist does the tedious job of cleaning each and every one of your teeth and
polishing them until they shine!
Orthodontists are dentists who specialize in working with your teeth or jaw to correct bite
issues. These specialized dentists don’t look for cavities or clean your teeth, but your dentist might
refer you to an orthodontist if you have frequent headaches, very crowded teeth, or a bite that causes
jaw pain. You might also go see an orthodontist just to change the alignment of your teeth or the look
of your smile. An orthodontist will look at your jaw and teeth and observe how your teeth bite together
before making a treatment plan to deal with whatever issues you may have. Many times this involves
metal braces or appliances to make room in someone’s jaw for their teeth to slowly space out evenly.
Orthodontists are trained to put pressure on the teeth slowly to cause them to move into the best position
possible.
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Veterinarian

If you have a dog, a cat, or some other pet, you may have taken them to the veterinarian
at some point. A vet is a doctor with a masters degree in veterinary medicine. These
men and women usually spend six-to-eight years in university training to care
for their furry, scaly, and hairy patients. Some veterinarians specialize in large
animals like horses or cows, while others deal with mostly house pets like dogs,
cats, or reptiles. Unlike a human doctor, an animal doctor needs to be
familiar with the bodies of many different kinds of animals. So when a vet
graduates, they know the basics of many of God’s amazing creatures.
From bison to budgies, horses to hedgehogs, vets must have a
broad knowledge base to pull from to serve their patients—
and their patients’ owners—well. This job is never
boring! A vet may have to perform a surgery on a
dog for one appointment and treat a horse for
an infection next. If you like animals and
science, becoming a veterinarian may
be the very best career for you!

A Day in the Life . . . of a Veterinarian

Meet Doctor Harrison. He grew up in a small farming community and always loved visiting
his Uncle Ed’s farm. Uncle Ed raised dairy cows, but he also raised emus for meat. Emus are
interesting birds that look exotic, and they really piqued his interest as a child. Dr. Harrison was
always fascinated with the way all animals are so unique and different. When he graduated from
vet school, he chose to open a veterinary clinic in his hometown. Today should be interesting! His
first appointment is with a puppy for vaccination against parvovirus: a highly contagious, deadly
virus that affects dogs. Doctor Harrison always enjoys seeing puppies in his clinic, and so do his
veterinary technician assistants. After that, he has an appointment to spay a cat, and then he
has to take a trip to Uncle Ed’s farm. One of the cows is sick and separated from the herd, so Dr.
Harrison is hoping to figure out what is wrong with her. His last appointment of the day is Perry the
parrot, one of his favorite patients. The owner of this African grey parrot brings him into the clinic
at least once a year for a checkup. Dr. Harrison runs tests to look for illness or injury and enjoys
interacting with the bright bird. The best part about being a veterinarian is the unique challenge of
treating different species all day long. It’s never boring at a vet’s office!
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While many vets—like Dr. Harrison—treat
animals of many different species, there
are some veterinarians who take a more
specialized approach to animal medicine.
Some vets work primarily with large animals.
More specifically, some work with animals
that are raised for human consumption
to make sure that these animals
(raised for the meat we eat)
are healthy and well cared for.
Equine veterinarians focus on
the health of horses. You will
find equine vets at sporting
events involving horses, like racing
or jumping, as well as in veterinary
practices that serve cattle ranches and
other farmers. A veterinarian who specializes
in research or pathology might never open a clinic, but
rather work for companies that develop drugs for use in
the veterinary field or for research facilities where animals
are used. Veterinarians at research facilities are tasked
with ensuring animals have the best life possible while they
contribute to the process of research.
There are so many careers in the field of medicine, and
what you’ve learned today is really just a tiny sampling of
careers you could pursue to help people or animals while
working in health care. All of the careers featured here require
a substantial amount of schooling, but if you love science
and you love animals or helping and serving people, a job
in health care just might be
something to think about!

students
It’s time to open up your student
notebooks. (Teachers: reference
the Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.) Use the
checklist to help you complete all
the tasks.
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PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 MATH Students will use math to calculate amounts of
medicine to administer in example scenarios.

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 5 HISTORY + SOCIAL STUDIES Students and families

PAGE 2 ART Students will follow step-by-step instructions

will read about how Florence Nightingale influenced the
nursing movement. Younger students will answer questions;
older students will conduct research.

to illustrate a horse. Older students will do research about
veterinary tactics to check a horse’s vital signs.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will fill out an example
application to practice assessing themselves and listing their
qualifications. Older students will also focus on references and
listing strengths and weaknesses.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary

upper elementary

PaGe
4

PaGe math
4 1. 6:00 am: antibiotic, 5 ml; 6 am: Tylenol ®, 6 ml

PaGe
5

math

Early Reader
1. 6:00 am, 2 ml
2. 10:00 am, 2 ml
3. 2:00 pm, 2 ml
4. 6:00 pm, 2 ml
Early Elementary
1. 6:00 am, 6 ml
2. 10:00 am, 6 ml
3. 2:00 pm, 6 ml
4. 6:00 pm, 6 ml

2.
3.
4.
5.

PaGe
5

history + social studies
Early Reader
1. true
2. b
3. c
Early Elementary
1. Mother
2. call
3. school
4. infection
5. Nurses
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10:00 am: Tylenol ®, 6 ml
2:00 pm: Tylenol ®, 6 ml
6:00 pm: antibiotic, 5 ml; 6 pm: Tylenol ®, 6 ml
10:00 pm: Tylenol ®, 6 ml

history + social studies
1. She set small changes in motion that led to the
creation of nursing.
2. She claimed to hear a call from God and worked
to obey Him and serve Him well.
3. Florence Nightingale introduced ways to keep
the environment clean which led to a drastic
decrease in infection and death.
4. She started a movement to improve hospital
conditions and opened the first nursing school.
This was just the beginning that led to the
nursing careers we see today.
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• ANSWERS•

middle + High school
PaGe
2

PaGe
4

PaGe
5

art
Middle School
30–40 bpm
High School
• typically check: posture, appetite, manure,
and water
• indicators of illness include refusing to
move or bear weight on one of their legs,
decreased
• appetite, dark red or purple gums, and
increased temperature

math
Middle School
• Patient #2: 4.7 ml of Tylenol ®
• Patient #3: 3.9 ml of Tylenol ®

Middle School
1. She started a movement to improve hospital
conditions and opened the first nursing school.
This was just the beginning that led to the
nursing careers we see today.
2. Florence Nightingale introduced ways to keep
the environment clean which led to a drastic
decrease in infection and death.
3. Florence worked long hours walking through the
hospital even late at night caring for her patients.
4. May 12th, her birthday, is celebrated every year
as International Nurses Day in remembrance of
her lasting legacy in the field of nursing.
High School only
1. She was well-educated, driven, and wanted to
make a difference in people’s lives.
2. She didn’t let other people tell her what she
should do. She chose instead to listen and follow
God’s calling on her life.

High School
• Patient #2: 5 ml of Tylenol ®
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TODAY’s prayer

CAREERS
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9

Father, thank you for innovation and technology. In
a fast-paced world with so much information at our
fingertips, give us wisdom, discernment, and patience
to honor you with every conversation, every click, and
everything we read or watch.

Did you know that early computers were the size of a whole room? Can you imagine needing a whole room full
of equipment just to do a math calculation? Today, you can buy a graphing calculator at your local office supply
store that will quickly and easily perform many complex math calculations for you. The technology that we carry
around in our pockets in the form of smartphones would have been unimaginable just a few decades ago.
In the early-20th century, there were no digital computers. While the world had seen many inventions that helped
with math calculations, most of them were not widely used at this point because of their impractical size and
astronomical cost. Calculations were all done manually with a pencil and paper.

History of Computers

In 1937, a professor at Harvard University began to make plans for a machine that could use new technologies
to solve complex calculations. The world was poised for a shift in the realm of science. Complicated math
equations, previously solved by hand, were now possible with the use of a new computing machine: the Harvard
Mark I. This ground-breaking new technology, built by IBM, was 50 feet (15 m) long and weighed 5 tons (4,536
kg), but it had the ability to solve mathematical equations. This computer was developed between 1939 and
1944 and was used to make calculations about ballistics (the science of projectiles like bullets and missiles; how
they fly and are fired) during the Second World War. The Harvard Mark I was followed by the Mark II, Mark III and
Mark IV computing machines, and Professor Aiken became renowned as the inventor of the first calculator that
was fully automatic, though not fully electric. Although it was able to do the calculations on its own, it required
the use of several different methods to input data manually, and it took a few seconds just to add two numbers
together. It required two typewriters, two card readers, a manual card punch, and three other readers that used
paper-tape.

•
•
•

Working with computers is a career choice that is relatively new.
The first computers were not as small or as efficient as they are today.
Your grandparents (and maybe even your parents) likely grew up without
computers in their homes.
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The Harvard Mark I

Just like cell phone technology has been changing rapidly over the past decade, computer technology also
evolved throughout the last half of the 20th century. In the 1950s, computers were only capable of little more
than mathematical calculations, and the market for them remained small. As technology developed, computers
became capable of storing information in codes of instructions. This required more advanced training to program
these machines. While the size and abilities of a computer have changed drastically over time, the need to
program them with appropriate language has not. Computer coding is a skill that is valuable in many different
careers today—from entrepreneurship to video game development. Today we are going to explore some careers
that involve working with computers.

Web Developer

Do you remember when you learned about marketing earlier in the unit?
Marketing has changed so much over the last few decades. One of the best
advertising investments a company can make today is to have a well designed,
easy to navigate website. Anyone can do a Google search and figure out
how to build a website, but professional web developers bring a level of
art, skill, and intentionality to web design. They really enjoy the challenges
and opportunities designing websites brings to their lives. Professional web
developers have spent a considerable amount of time learning about web
design and how to build customer-friendly websites.

think about it
Have you ever done
an internet search for
something and had a hard
time finding what you
were looking for on a web
page? Discuss with your
family why you think that
having a website that is
easy to navigate might be
important from a marketing
perspective.

If you want to be a good web developer, you need to have strong skills in
several areas. Knowing how to code doesn’t automatically make you a good
candidate for web design. Strong communication skills are a must in this
profession. It is important that you communicate well with your clients or
boss so that you can create a website with the features they need with the look and feel that they want. Once
you understand the look and specific features needed, then you must be proficient in writing code and testing
applications for the website. Web developers will also make sure that everything is where it belongs on the
website, and that any videos or audio are working as they should. They must have an eye for design and have
skills that are similar to those needed for a graphic designer in order to produce something not only functional but
also beautiful. Web designers must also be good at troubleshooting to help the customer find solutions when the
website isn’t working properly. This job can be a challenging one, but it can also be very rewarding if you enjoy
working with computers, design, and helping other people achieve their dreams.
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Some web developers have a degree in computer science or a related field, but others have undertaken the task
of learning as they go. Whether you choose to pursue an education or not before you enter this field of work, you
must always be willing to learn new technologies and methods. The first computer science programs of study
were developed in the 1950s, and they were geared toward the huge, room-sized computers that mostly did
mathematical calculations. A young person who entered a computer science program in 1960 would have still
likely been working in the early 2000s, when smartphones began to appear on the market. Can you imagine
the changes they would have seen, and the new things they would have had to learn to keep up in this changing
field? Working in any industry related to computers requires that you have a strong desire to continue learning as
new technology is developed and implemented. In the last 20 years, the internet has gone from limited, slow, and
tedious dialup to high speed streaming with high picture resolutions and endless data limits. If you’re interested
in technology and a career with computers, there has never been a better time to learn about web development.
The industry is booming and there is no end in sight to its growth!

Programmer

You probably know someone who plays video games or uses a fitness
tracker. That someone might even be you! These common technologies
today were once just an idea in someone’s mind. Without a computer
programmer, many of the devices we rely on today wouldn’t be here.
Computer programmers often have a degree in computer science
or computer programming, though like web developers and other
industries, learning new technologies is an ongoing process for computer
programmers.
If you’ve ever used a computer, a smartphone, or a tablet, you have
appreciated the brilliance of computer programming. Computer
programmers are responsible for the apps on a smartphone that check
the weather, allow you to send text messages to friends, and even read
books. If you’ve ever wondered who developed the video game you like
to play on weekends, you guessed it, it was a computer programmer!
Just like web designers use the language of the internet to design
websites, computer programmers use the language of computers
to make programs. These programs can do all sorts of things—from
recording your words as you type, to giving you directions to the
nearest supermarket with your GPS, to streaming your favorite
movie for the 12th time.
A programmer can work in a variety of challenging environments.
They are responsible for developing new software, games, and apps.
Many of them even use their expertise in programming to branch
out into web design. Think about the thing you use technology for
the most. Is it to play games? To write papers or compose poetry? To
track your health? Or do you mostly use technology to stay connected to
friends? All of these applications require specific skills within the realm of
computer programming. Successful programmers have strong problem
solving skills and the ability to see things from more than one perspective.
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A computer programmer developed
the Gather ‘Round app!
working with computers

A Day in the Life . . . of a Programmer

Meet Stephen. He has always been fascinated with technology. When he was just a young boy,
he played with the television remote so often that his parents had to hide it because he would
change all the settings. When they wanted to watch a movie, nothing would work until he fixed the
settings. Just last year, Stephen landed the job as head of the programming department at a large
video game company. This is his dream job! Today is his first meeting with the designers and the
first group of video game testers. He has a good feeling about this game and can’t wait to hear
what the testers have to say! Because he has been so excited about the game, he is discouraged
to hear that there are some problems with it. Some players have lost interest in the game because
it sometimes kicks players out and deletes their progress. After the meeting, he thanks his team of
testers and they leave. Now the hard work begins. The programmers get out their data
and begin to work together to narrow down why these glitches are
happening. Problem solving is part of this job, and Stephen loves it.
Once the adjustments are made, he sits down to try the game out
for himself. He is blown away by how much fun it is! He can’t wait
to show his family when he gets home and to get a new batch of
testers to see if they have worked out all the problems.

Security Specialist

Many businesses employ people to help with security. When you think of a security professional, what comes to
mind? You may think of a security guard you’ve seen at a mall or a concert, or you might even think of airport
security. Security professionals are needed in the area of cybersecurity today, as well. When computers were
first invented and were not connected to the internet, the
data stored on them was relatively safe. Someone
would have had to steal the information from
the computer it was stored on back then. But
today, most computers and smart devices
stay connected to the internet even when
they aren’t being used, and much of your
personal information is stored online.
From birth certificate records to
banking records to pictures from
your last family vacation, the need
to secure your information online
is serious. Many people who work in
cybersecurity have a history in computer
science, but others come from various walks
of life.
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ETHICS CHECK
Some cybersecurity professionals are experts in ethical hacking. You might be
thinking WHAT?! I thought hacking was bad!!! Hacking is bad, but if you’re good
with computers, you just might be good at hacking (or breaking into) websites! Many
hackers find cracks in the security of a website and steal information. But ethical
hackers are hackers who have permission from a company to hack their website.
These professionals look for ways to hack into a website, but rather than stealing
information, they report back to the company who owns the website to tell them
about potential weaknesses in their website’s security and how they could make
improvements. Discuss with your family how having permission from the company
makes this type of hacking morally ok.

There are many other jobs available to someone with a strong understanding of computer science, and the
skills required for these jobs can easily be used in more than one area. Learning to code in one or more of the
languages of computers is a valuable skill to have on your resume. These skills will only become more necessary
as technology develops and becomes an even bigger part of our lives.

students
It’s time to open up your student
notebooks. (Teachers: reference
the Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.) Use the
checklist to help you complete all
the tasks.
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Vocabulary
Early Reader: communicate, streaming
Early Elementary: streaming, ballistics
Upper Elementary: ballistics, manually
Middle School: manually, hacking
High School: hacking, cybersecurity
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Today’s Checklist
Read your recitatio
n
together as a fam
ily.
Complete your co
pywork
in your seatwork
page.
Work on your spel
ling
words.
Complete your st
udent
notebook pages.
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PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 MATH Students and families will read together about
the pros and cons of screen time. Younger students will
complete activities and older students will conduct research.

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 MATH Students will learn how to use a calculator.
Younger students will complete simple calculations while older
students will complete more complex calculations.
PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will consider the importance

PAGE 5 SCIENCE + MATH Students and families will read
about the science behind coding software. Younger students
will read code; older students will go to a website to practice
writing code.

of good character when applying for a job. Younger students
will complete activities; older students will reflect on personal
experiences.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary

upper elementary

PaGe
2

PaGe math
2 1. 3,052

math

Early Reader
1. 86
2. 126
3. 4
4. 109
5. 18
6. 86
7. 429
8. 163
Early Elementary
1. 168
2. 126
3. 14
4. 625
5. 327
6. 510
7. 228
8. 0

PaGe
3

language arts

PaGe
5

science + math

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

PaGe
5

22.5
14
15
290.25
42
15.96
180
27
0

science + math
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

makes the text bold
makes the text italic
makes the text a header font and/or size
aligns the text in the middle
makes the text red

circle: honest, respectful, fair, generous, hardworking, team player
Early Reader
1. d 2. e 3. b 4. a 5. f 6. c
Early Elementary
1. e 2. f 3. g 4. c 5. a 6. h 7. b 8. d
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• ANSWERS•

middle + High school
PaGe
2

PaGe
4

PaGe
5

math
Middle School
1. 38
2. 22.5
3. 7
4. 7
5. 290.25
6. 13
Bonus: $20.61
High School
7. 2,054
8. 22.5
9. 7
10. 49
11. 290.25
12. 13
Bonus: 37.49 (shoes) + 29.74 (jeans) = 67.23 +
6.72 (tax) = $73.95

science + math
Middle School
1. makes the text bold
2. makes the text italic
3. makes the text a header font+ size
4. aligns the text in the middle
5. makes the text red
6. creates a numbered list
High School only
4. aligns the element in the middle
7. creates a link

social studies
Middle School
Answers may include:
1. help with schoolwork and research, easier
communication with people far away, a tool to
use in classrooms to help with learning.
2. too much can lead to lower attention spans,
obesity, and lack of privacy
3. (answers will vary)
4. The blue light given off from screens can suppress
melatonin (the sleep chemical in the body) and
prevent good sleeping habits.
5.
High School only
6. Long-term disturbance can lead to mental health
issues, heart problems, and decreased immune
system.
7. It can negatively affect relationships with family
and friends, take my focus away from God, and
put too much emphasis on things that don’t really
matter.
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TODAY’s prayer

10 scientific careers
Thank you, Jesus, that you are God over science.
Thank you that you have designed the world with all
kinds of scientific mysteries for us to uncover. Thank
you for creating things with order and patterns and
intentionality. Help all our scientific discoveries to
reveal the truth, and help us to see how they point
back to you, our creator.

When you think about careers in science, what comes to mind? Maybe you picture a professor with wild hair
holding a steaming beaker teaching a college chemistry class, or maybe you envision someone in a lab coat
developing a new medicine. There are actually a wide variety of jobs that involve science. Can you think of some?
A doctor, a pharmacist, and an electrician are just a few.
There are three main branches of science. Biology is the study of life, chemistry is the study of chemicals, and
physics is the study of matter and movement. Some careers that use science focus on only one branch, while others
will have some overlap. Doctors, for example, use biology to understand and assess the issues in a patient’s
physical body. They also need to use chemistry to understand how drugs work in the body to prescribe certain
treatments to the patient. Today, we are going to discover three other careers that use science every day!

Forensic Scientist

Many people today are fascinated by television shows about crime, but it’s often not because they are fascinated
with the actual crimes that take place. Television shows about crimes often have a heavy emphasis on forensic
science, and for some, this branch of science is truly fascinating. A forensic scientist uses science to interpret
evidence involving matters of law and presents their findings, sometimes even giving expert testimony in court.
Unlike many careers in science that focus on one or two branches of science, these professionals encounter every
area of science as they work to serve their communities.

•
•
•

There are many different careers in the field of science.
Most scientific careers require at least a Bachelor of Science degree from a
university.
People who love to learn how the natural world works make great scientists.
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A Day in the Life . . . of a Forensic Scientist

Meet Bobbi. She was always fascinated by how things worked as a kid. In high school, when all of
her friends were taking the bare minimum science classes to graduate, she loaded up her calendar
with every science class she could find. It never made sense to her when people would say they
didn’t like science. Why wouldn’t you want to know how fast a ball accelerated as it was dropped
from a roof? Or how the respiratory system works? Science fascinates Bobbi! Today, she works as
a forensic scientist, mostly helping to solve cases involving counterfeit money. She has
worked on crime scenes in various capacities throughout her career, but she has
found that she especially enjoys working on cases involving money. Today Bobbi
has a particularly interesting case. Someone at the bank identified counterfeit
money being deposited. The person depositing the money was questioned and
arrested because there was a warrant for his arrest in connection to a drug
operation. However, no one had heard of a counterfeit operation in town yet.
Bobbi’s job is to look for clues in the counterfeit money. Have they encountered
other money made like this before? And if they have, who is it connected to?
Today, she gets to analyze the money and compare it to hundreds of samples of
counterfeit money that has been recovered through the years. She can’t wait to share her
findings with the detectives!

Did you know that you have a unique fingerprint? Fingerprinting was
discovered as a method that could be used by law enforcement in the
late-19th century. By the early-20th century, many places around
the world were using fingerprints as evidence in criminal trials. In
1910, a man by the name of Thomas Jennings broke into a house
and committed a crime. As he came into the house, he grabbed a
railing that had been freshly painted—leaving a fingerprint in the wet
paint. Jennings was stopped by police not long afterward, and as they
investigated the case, they removed the railing as part of the evidence
against him. This early example of fingerprinting led to the first
conviction of a crime with this evidence used in court in the United
States. While there are still many questions about the accuracy of
fingerprinting, forensic scientists still use it today. It is frequently
used in court, along with DNA evidence, to try to prove or disprove
the guilt of the accused.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forensic Scientists . . .
Study documents—comparing
handwriting, forgery, inks, etc.
Study ballistics—marks on
bullets and identifying guns.
Study alcohol and drugs—
toxicology.
Study blood and fluids—
serology.
Study fingerprints, voices, etc.
Analyze DNA.
Analyze digital media—
cybersecurity.
Analyze hair or fiber.

•
A forensic scientist has a unique position in society as one who works
with law enforcement and the judicial system. These professionals use
the scientific method to discover and analyze events and documents
that have to do with criminal or civil cases. Their interpretations of the evidence
are used in a court of law. They must be sure they are correct about their findings because they are often called
by lawyers to the witness stand to expertly share what they have found. A skilled lawyer for the defense will try to
discredit their findings if they seem to point to the guilt of their client, so it is important for these scientists to also
have confidence and good communication skills.
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Pathologist

Have you ever wondered why your parents don’t
always automatically take you to the doctor
when you don’t feel well? Sometimes you just
get a cold or a stomach bug, and unless
you have other medical complications,
everyone seems pretty calm about it. “It’s
just a virus,” they say. “You’ll be better in
no time.” We understand the basic difference
between bacteria and viruses because of the work of
dedicated pathologists working to understand disease.
Pathologists are doctors who specialize in the study of human
bodies and tissues. There are more than 10 branches of this specialty, but
perhaps one of the most well-known is microbiology. Microbiologists study things that
can infect humans or animals. They understand viruses and bacteria—also known
as infectious organisms—and work toward developing treatments for them. A
microbiologist could tell you all about antibiotics and how they fight the bacteria
in your body that can cause infections. A hematologist is a type of pathologist
who works specifically with blood. They examine blood scientifically to better
understand diseases of the blood, and they may work with blood banks or blood
transfusions.

ETHICS CHECK
Scientists who work in forensics, whether they are
pathologists or not, are required to tell the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth on the
witness stand. Sometimes it is tempting to embellish
a story to make it look like you know what you are
talking about, isn’t it? Discuss with your family why
telling the truth would be important in pathology or
in forensic science?

Forensic pathologists sometimes work alongside forensic scientists. These doctors
perform autopsies on bodies of people who have died to determine the cause of
death. In a situation where a crime was involved, the pathologist may be called to
the witness stand. While they do work with victims of crimes, these pathologists
also provide answers for people who have had a loved one die unexpectedly. It
takes a special person to fulfill the role of a forensic pathologist, but this job is an
important one!
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Marine Biologist

Have you ever seen a dolphin playing in the ocean surf or watched a crab crawl along the beach? The ocean is
full of adventure and life, and a marine biologist gets a front row seat to all the action! Most marine biologists
work with ocean creatures in their natural environment, although some work for zoos and aquariums. Other
careers for someone with a degree in marine biology include teaching biology at a high school or at the college
level or consulting for companies that use the ocean as part of their business.
Many of the jobs available for people in this area are research positions. Marine biologists may take inventory
of the populations of vulnerable marine species and track them to see if their numbers are increasing or
decreasing. They may also study ocean ecosystems—tracking the effects that pollution and other human
influences have on the health of plant and animal life. Marine biologists are also tasked with mapping the
locations of various species of animals. A quick online search will tell you where in the world you can find
any marine animal, but before that answer could pop up on your screen, a marine biologist had to map the
movement of that species and publish their research.

A Day in the Life . . . of a Marine Biologist

Meet Amber. Growing up in a landlocked part of the United States, a career in marine biology was
not something her parents would have anticipated for her. However, when she was 13 she went to
visit her aunt in California, and the beauty of the ocean took her breath away. She spent long
hours on the beach, collecting shells and seaweed. She saw beauty in all of it. When she finally
got a chance to go out on a boat into the ocean, she watched dolphins leap in the air and that
was it for her. She determined she would devote her life to these amazing creatures. Today,
Amber works to rescue marine mammals caught in fishing nets and debris in the ocean. She
loves to work to soothe an animal and then set it free. She just got a call that there is a dolphin
in distress not far from her, so she calls her team and heads out. As the team approaches the
dolphin, they can see it is clearly in distress. Amber prepares herself for the worst, but tries to be
optimistic. Sometimes they can’t save animals when they are caught up in nets. As she works to
free the dolphin, it calms down and allows her to cut away the netting. Even after
many experiences with these types of rescues, it amazes her when the animal is calm,
almost as if they know that she loves to help them. As she cuts the last of the netting
free, the dolphin swims away, and Amber remembers the way she felt as a teenager
on the beach for the first time. Free. Light. Ready for adventure.
She lifts her hand in a slight wave to the dolphin as he swims
away.
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Marine biologists regularly take samples of many
things from their trips out in the ocean on a boat.
Ocean water samples are taken in order to study what
is in the water as part of their ongoing research. When
they encounter a strange or unique specimen—whether
it be a plant, an animal, or even a disease that looks
unfamiliar on an animal—they will collect the samples and
begin to research what they have found. They may make
dozens of trips back to the location where they discovered
something strange to try to find it again. Can you imagine
the excitement on a boat full of marine biologists that think
they may have discovered a new species?
There are so many different careers in science that
it would be impossible to cover them all. If
you find yourself fascinated by the
way things work in the natural
world, you may just want to
consider entering a field of
science! Do some research:
what kind of science is the most
interesting to you?

students
It’s time to open up your student
notebooks. (Teachers: reference
the Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.) Use the
checklist to help you complete all
the tasks.
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Early Elementary: biology, physics
Upper Elementary: physics, inventory
Middle School: inventory, infectious organisms
High School: infectious organisms, ongoing
research
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Today’s Checklist
Read your recitatio
n
together as a fam
ily.
Complete your co
pywork
in your seatwork
page.
Work on your spel
ling
words.
Complete your st
udent
notebook pages.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will reflect on what makes
a person an expert witness. Younger students will show what
they consider themselves experts on; older students will reflect
on the difference between opinions and feelings.

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 MATH Students will connect scientific work with
mathematical patterns. Younger students have simple patterns
to solve; older students have more complex ones.

PAGE 5 SCIENCE Students will study fingerprints by
completing a simple experiment. Older students also have
questions to research and answer.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will reflect on the personal
experience they have in certain jobs. Older students will dig
deeper to consider volunteer work to gain experience.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary

upper elementary

PaGe
2

PaGe math
2 1. 12, 96

PaGe
3

math

Early Reader
1. circle
2. K, J
3. fish, jellyfish
4. 6, 12
5. green circle, yellow circle
Early Elementary
1. 30, 45
2. L, U
3. 7:00
4. 10 (5/5)
5. hexagon (6-sided figure)

2.
3.
4.
5.

PaGe
3

language arts

15
pentagon, 10
domino showing 10
45, 27

language arts
Answers may include:
1. pet sitting or dog walking
2. tutor or eventually a teacher
3. helpful in any job; teaches responsibility and
obedience
4. working in a restaurant, store, or car garage

Early Reader
1. D
2. C
3. A
4. B
Early Elementary
1. E
2. C
3. A
4. B
5. D
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• ANSWERS•

middle + High school
PaGe
2

math

PaGe
4

social studies

PaGe
5

Middle School
1. 25, 49
2. 5, ½
3. 12
4. 1/24, 1/8
5. any factors that equal 48, any factors that
equal 72
High School
1. √144 (12), √36 (6)
2. 5, 30, ½
3. 56
4. 96, 48
5. 12

Middle School
1. Your skin produces an oil which is left behind
when you touch something. When a fingerprint
is found at a crime scene, investigators will brush
a powder over the print which sticks to the oil
making the fingerprint visible.
2. Yes. Certain skin conditions and physical injury
can distort fingerprints. In some manual labor
jobs where the hands are being used to handle
rough materials, fingerprints can become filed or
distorted.
3. No; no identical fingerprints have ever been
recorded.
High School only
1. Skin produces an oil which is left behind on
surfaces. When a fingerprint is found at a crime
scene, investigators will brush a powder over the
print which sticks to the oil making the fingerprint
visible. The powder is then lifted with tape and
able to be analyzed.
2. The print is uploaded and ran through a
database comparing it to other prints on
file. This can take days to get a match; not
instantaneous like on TV.
3. No. Though fingerprinting has been around a
long time, there is still uncertainty in its accuracy.
It should not be the only thing linking a suspect to
a crime.

Middle School
Answers may include:
1. Opinions and feelings could help sway the jury
one way or the other. Innocence or guilt should be
based on proof, not feelings.
2. The wrong person could be accused and sentenced
to prison.
Dig Deeper: This oath is a promise to tell the whole
truth and nothing but the truth. It is often a religious
promise. Lying under oath is called perjury and can lead
to a fine and up to five years in prison.
High School only
The wrong person could be accused and sentenced to
prison.
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for the Fix-its

TODAY’s prayer

CAREERS
+TRADES

11

Father, thank you that broken things can be mended.
Thank you for making some people in such a way that
they just love to learn how things work and run. What
an incredible picture of who you are—the one who
not only fashioned and made us, but mends all that
is broken and knows the innermost workings of our
minds and hearts. May we see your handiwork even as
we learn about different jobs and careers in the world
around us.

Do you like to fix things? Some people are natural problem solvers. They love to figure out how everything works.
They see the possibilities in broken things and rather than taking them to a landfill or junkyard, people who are
“fix-its” will often keep what many people consider junk for years and years. After all, some day, they may need
it! Have you heard the saying, “One man’s junk is another man’s treasure”? That saying is a great way to explain
how someone who loves to fix things feels about their projects.

Mechanic

Many children are fascinated by moving vehicles. Trucks and tractors have long captivated the imagination of
children. From kids in the city who watch with fascination as the garbage truck slowly makes its way down the
street to farm kids who excitedly crawl up into the newest, biggest combine at an agricultural fair, motorized
vehicles continue to amaze each new generation since the invention of the first motor car.
Many people never consider how or why their car runs, they just expect it to work properly. However, if you’ve
ever wondered what goes on inside the engine of a car to make it move, you may enjoy exploring mechanics.
A mechanic is a highly-trained professional who is able to make repairs or modifications to motors. These men
and women maintain equipment and troubleshoot when something isn’t working right so that they can fix the
machinery. They understand how combustion works inside an engine to turn fuel and air into power that is
transferred to the motor to run the engine. Although there are mechanics who specialize in different types of
engines, they all have a basic understanding of the parts and processes of an engine.

•
•
•

People who like problem-solving and working with their hands make great
tradespeople.
Many careers that involve fixing things are trades that require on-the-job training
as an apprentice.
Each province, state, or country has different certifications or required
qualifications for trades.
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A Day in the Life . . . of an Automotive Mechanic

Meet Wilson. As a kid, he was fascinated by everything car-related. Fancy cars, classic cars,
fast cars: he loved them all. When he was a teenager he bought a car that needed work, and he
immediately found his calling. Everything about car engines made sense to him. It was almost
as if he had a sixth sense of where to look for the problems even before he could articulate what
the problem was. The satisfaction he got from hearing the engine purr like a kitten when it was
finally running again fueled his love for cars. Wilson followed his passion to become an automotive
mechanic. Today, he runs his own shop and each day is a new and exciting challenge. His first
appointment today is a routine tune-up on an old family car, but he
is really excited about his second appointment. There is a
classic car coming into the shop, and the owner
wants a bigger, faster engine put in. Wilson
can’t wait to test drive that when he’s done
working on it!

Mechanics work on all different types of engines. Automotive mechanics fix cars and light trucks. They often
work at car dealerships or own their own shops. Small engine mechanics fix things like lawnmowers, quads,
snowmobiles, boats, motorcycles, and even equipment like chainsaws and
weed whippers. Small engine mechanics often work for dealerships
or for themselves. Heavy duty mechanics are experts with
large machinery. From semi trucks to backhoes to huge
construction equipment, heavy duty mechanics work
on all the big trucks and machines that fascinate young
kids! These mechanics usually specialize in large diesel
engines, while most other mechanics deal mainly with gas
powered engines. Other specialties that a mechanic might
consider pursuing include aircraft mechanic or working on
stationary equipment in factories. An industrial mechanic
is called a millwright. Millwrights use skills that electricians,
plumbers, and machinists also
utilize, but they do so within the
realm of industrial machinery.
Each specialty within mechanics
brings unique challenges for someone
who loves to problem solve and isn’t afraid of
getting their hands dirty!
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Plumber/Gas Fitter

You probably don’t think much about the jobs
a plumber and gas fitter does unless something goes
wrong. Do you know where the water in your taps come from, or
where it goes when you drain it? Have you ever thought about how
your house is heated? These professionals are an important part of the
construction industry, but like electricians, you don’t really see their work, so
it is often overlooked. However, when you have a toilet that won’t flush, sewer
backing up into your house, or a furnace that isn’t working in the middle of winter,
you will want to call a plumber or gas fitter as soon as possible!
Plumbers are responsible for all the pipes and water-related issues in your home.
If you have water leaking out of a pipe, you will need a plumber. If you have sewer
backing up into your home, you will really need a plumber. On a good day, a plumber
will install new pipes and tie in to clean sewer systems. On a hard day, they will have
to deal with sewage to snake a line so that the customer has a working sewer system
again. Although you might think that the job of running water lines in a house is a
relatively straight-forward job, plumbers have to be familiar with several materials
and techniques. In older homes, most of the water lines are copper pipes. Copper
is used in plumbing because it doesn’t form rust, is more resistant to corrosion, is
non-toxic, and it actually kills bacteria and germs! Despite the many benefits, copper
pipes needed to be fused together by soldering. Soldering is the process of melting
soldering wire to create a joint between a copper pipe and its fittings. There are two
reasons why this process isn’t ideal. A torch is required which can be a fire hazard,
and soldering joints can leak if not done properly. Today, copper pipes aren’t the
only way that water is plumbed into houses. Plastic water lines are becoming more
and more common, with crimp rings replacing the tedious job of soldering joints
together.

Fun fact
Soldering is
also used widely
in electrical
connections on
circuit boards!

Plumbers are also responsible for the system of drains
throughout your home. If you look under a sink, you
will likely see a series of pipes with on large pipe (or
drain). This large pipe leads to your waste water
system, and then drains into your home’s sewer
system. In cities, your waste water goes into the city
sewer system, but if you live on an acreage, your
waste water most likely flows into either a lagoon
or a septic system of some sort. Some of the most
challenging jobs a plumber can do are jobs that
involve the sewer system. You can probably imagine
that a plumber who deals with sewer backups needs to
have a strong stomach!
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Often a plumber will also hold a gas ﬁtter certification. This allows them to work with not only the water in your
home, but also the heating system. Plumbers who also do gas fitting have the ability to fix issues with your hot
water tank as well as your furnace. If you wake up one morning to a cold house, you will be instantly thankful
when a plumber/gas fitter finds the problem and fixes it for you. Plumbing and gas fitting are jobs that require
excellent problem solving skills to ensure that water and heating issues are fixed for good when the professional
leaves the home.

Power Line Technician

Does your family have a drawer with candles and matches or a flashlight in it so you
are prepared in case the power goes out? Power outages can be a challenging
part of life in a world where we anticipate that everything will just work for us like
it always has without having to put any effort in. We never question if the light
will turn on when we flick the switch as we walk into the bathroom. But when
something happens to knock out power lines, it is never convenient. If the
power goes out in the winter, your home will get very cold very quickly,
and if it happens in the summer, the food in your refrigerator and
freezers will spoil.

ETHICS CHECK
What does it mean to be entitled? Sometimes
we get so used to having a privilege like
electricity that it is easy to be annoyed with
an inconvenience like a power outage. Let’s
remember that while we stay warm under a
blanket at home, there are people working hard
to get our power back on, and there are other
people still who have no power at all!

High up on power poles, power line technicians work to
maintain and restore power. These men and women spend
their days making sure that the power grid that supplies
their homes and the homes of their neighbors stays up to
date and in good shape. They also have to work overtime
when there is an accident or a situation that is caused
by the weather damaging the grid. These technicians
know how to keep themselves protected from the high
voltage electricity coursing through the wires. They can
work on wires underground or hundreds of feet up in the
air on power poles or in bucket trucks.
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A Day in the Life . . . of a Power Line Technician

Meet Matthew. He loved to climb trees as a boy, and one day he saw a power line
technician perched on a power pole repairing something as he sat in the back of the
family minivan. He announced to his brother that some day,
he would climb power poles for a living! Matthew is living his
dream, and while he has realized that not all of this job requires
something as exciting as climbing power poles hundreds of
feet in the air, he enjoys all aspects of understanding how the
electrical grid works. He is home from work and about to enjoy a
nice meal with his family when the phone rings. A tree fell down
across some wires and there are 300 homes without power. As much as
Matthew would love to enjoy his meal with his family and stay inside, he knows
that if the power doesn’t get restored quickly, at -40º Fahrenheit (-40º Celsius),
homes can get cold and the water lines in a home can freeze quickly, causing a
lot of damage. He says goodnight to his kids and heads out the door dressed in his
warm work clothes. As he approaches the tree, he sees that they will have to cut the
branches off of the line. Today is a day to climb a power line! Although he prefers to
do it on a warm day and not at night when it’s dark and cold, he gets his lights set
up and works together with the other technicians to make a plan to safely remove
the tree and restore power. This is still the most exciting part of his job, and he loves
being able to help people in the process.

These are just three jobs that have an element of repair work. There are many other jobs that focus on fixing
mechanical or household items. Some carpenters focus on renovation and repair work. There are whole
companies devoted to fixing damage from fires, floods, or other disasters. These companies provide services
from all areas of construction and repair. Other professions focus on repairing appliances or computers. The list
of ways you can help people with skills in repair work is endless. Many of these professions require certification,
but other people provide services that are not specialized. Most handy-men (or women) are able to fix small
issues in many different areas. They often have no special training, but have a wealth
of experience on their resume. Do you like to fix things? Maybe a career in the fix-it
industry is for you!
Today’s Ch

students
It’s time to open up your student
notebooks. (Teachers: reference
the Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.) Use the
checklist to help you complete all
the tasks.
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Upper Elementary: motor, technicians
Middle School: technicians, soldering
High School: soldering, gas fitter
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ecklist
Read your recitatio
n
together as a fam
ily.
Complete your co
pywork
in your seatwork
page.
Work on your spel
ling
words.
Complete your st
udent
notebook pages.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted
activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4 MATH Students will conduct hands-on activities to
learn about the radius, circumference, and/or diameter of a
circle.

PAGE 2 SCIENCE Students will learn how electricity travels form
the power plant to the home. Younger students will complete
activities; older students will conduct research.

PAGE 5 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will take a closer look at
what a plumber does, including understanding how septic and
sewer systems work.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will reflect on the amount
of practice it takes to develop skills in certain areas of expertise.
Older students will analyze their own skill sets.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary

upper elementary

PaGe
2

PaGe science
2 1. power station: generator converts energy to

PaGe
3

PaGe
5

science

Early Elementary only
1. B
2. E
3. A
4. C
5. F
6. D

electricity
2. transformer: increases the voltage of the electricty
3. high-voltage lines: carry the electricity long
distances.
4. smaller transformer: lowers the voltage so it can go
to your house
5. power lines and poles: carry electricity to your home
(sometimes underground)
6. outlet: electricity carried through wires to the outlet

language arts
Early Elementary only
1. reading
2. playing a sport
3. playing an instrument
4. cooking
5. riding a bike

PaGe language arts
3 1. start at a beginner level and continue to increase

social studies

2.

Early Reader
circle: 1, 3, 5, 6, 7

3.

Early Elementary
1. plumber
2. electrician
3. plumber
4. mechanic
5. plumber
6. plumber
7. plumber
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difficulty; daily practice and repetition to build
skills
practice in that specific sport as well as overall
health and strength building
exploring different techniques to find the right
style, and then practicing those techniques to get
better and better
learning what each kitchen tool is for an dhow
to properly use it; trying out different recipes and
learning through experience
practice through repetition; strengthen skills by
learning from mistakes
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• ANSWERS•

upper elementary cont.

Bonus: diameter = 864,337.2 mi. (1,391,016 km)
circumference = 2,714,018.8 mi. (4,367,790.24 km)

PaGe math
4 1. radius = 5 cm

High School only
1. area = 78.5 cm2
2. area = 254.34 mi.²
3. area = 2,122.64 km²
4. area = 452.16 in.²
5. area = 176 ft.²
6. area = 706.5 m²

diameter = 10 cm
2. radius = 9 mi.
diameter = 18 mi.
3. radius = 26 km
diameter = 52 km
4. radius = 12 in.
diameter = 24 in.
5. radius = 7.5 ft.
diameter = 15 ft.
6. radius = 15 m
diameter = 30 m
Bonus = 864,337.2 mi. (1,391,016 km)

PaGe
2

middle + High school
PaGe
2

science
Middle School
• See Upper Elementary Answers
• Dig Deeper: Always assume it is a live line, stay far
away, and contact the power company.
High School only
• Dig Deeper: Wind causes the blades to spin which
turns an electric generator inside and produces
electricity. Wind energy is less expensive than coal
energy, and with technology advancing it is getting
more and more cost effective to produce electricity
using wind power.

PaGe
4

math

Middle School
1. radius = 5 cm, diameter = 10 cm,
circumference = 31.4 cm
2. radius = 9 mi., diameter = 18 mi.,
circumference = 56.52 mi.
3. radius = 26 km, diameter = 52 km,
circumference = 163.28 km
4. radius = 12 in, diameter = 24 in.,
circumference = 75.36 in.
5. radius = 7.5 ft., diameter = 15 ft.,
circumference = 47.1 ft.
6. radius = 15 m, diameter = 30 m,
circumference = 94.2 m
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science
Septic
1. Waste is sent from the home into a holding tank.
Bacteria break down.
2. Any solid material and liquid is released from the
tank.
3. No monthly fees are involved, but repairs can be
quite expensive if needed.
4. Homeowners are completely responsible for
maintaining and fixing any problems that arise
with their septic system.
5. Treated water released into the environment can
affect aquatic life as it is a different temperature
and can contain contaminants. Private septic
systems release the water back in the ground
on the property where it is taken from, helping
maintain the balance of the natural ecosystem.
Sewer
1. Waste is carried away from the home and to the
sewage treatment facility.
2. Homes that use the sewage system are charged a
fee monthly.
3. Homeowners do not have to do any maintenance
to the system; that is handled by the local
municipality.
4. Treated water released into the environment can
affect aquatic life as it is a different temperature
and can contain contaminants. The treated water
is removed and put back into a body of water,
often farther away from the local area rather than
back into the local area.

for the fix-its

CAREERS
+TRADES

TODAY’s prayer

12 jobs for history lovers
Thank you, Jesus, that you know all of the historical
mysteries of the world. Thank you that nothing comes
as a surprise to you. You were there in the beginning,
and you have been there during every civilization and
major disaster the world has ever encountered. Thank
you that we can learn about your faithfulness through
studying the past.

All of us are different in how we process what is going on around us. Some people like to focus on the present.
They savor every moment of every day, never thinking about the future or the past. Some people like to look
toward the future. They like to daydream about what comes next. They could be thinking about the next
hour or the next decade, but these people are the dreamers.
Others have their eyes fixed on the past. They interpret
the world through the lens of what has happened
in history. They enjoy what they can learn about the
present through what has happened in the past.

Archaeologist

Have you ever wondered what it was like to live 100
years ago? What about 1,000 or even 4,000 years
ago? An archaeologist is a scientist that studies human
cultures of the past. Many people think of archaeologists
as people like Indiana Jones, digging up incredible
treasures that some evil villain would like to steal for their own
personal gain. Most archaeologists will never discover anything
that is worth millions of dollars though. Their goal is to understand
the cultures and peoples of the past.

•
•
•

In Israel, archaeology has proven the Bible to be true over and over again.
The Smithsonian Institution is the world’s largest museum.
Many findings in the fossil record point to a worldwide, catastrophic flood.
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Some significant archaeological sites
have been found using scanning
electron microscopes (SEM) to see
variations in the ground that might
indicate a site of historical significance.
Others are found because of the
oral history of a people group. While
still others are stumbled upon by
unsuspecting people just out for a walk.
Someone might trip over what they
think is a stump in the jungle, only to
discover that it was the footing for a
building. Many ancient cities have been
reclaimed by the jungle or the sand in
warm climates, and archaeologists
enjoy the mystery involved in finding
these new discoveries.

ETHICS CHECK
When an archaeologist discovers something really neat, they may be
tempted to keep the artifact for themselves. Many governments do
not allow this because of laws that protect historical artifacts in their
country. Have you ever heard the term “finders keepers”? This term
implies that when you find something, you have the right to keep
it. Do you think this is true? What do you think the Bible has to say
about it? (Hint: see Deuteronomy 22:1–3)

When an archaeologist goes to work on a new site, they first want to understand all they can about the culture
they are about to encounter. They will look for written historical accounts or oral traditions of the people who
lived in the area, if there are any. They will do a physical survey of the area before any dirt is removed, and
sometimes they will test the area to see what kinds of artifacts they uncover. An archaeological dig is a long
and difficult process that requires a lot of energy and money. Many governments protect their ancient sites and
only allow archaeological operations if they believe it will be beneficial for the country. Many more sites are only
partially discovered. Each and every artifact is painstakingly documented at a dig, and that can take a lot of
work, not to mention specialized facilities to store and preserve the artifacts. Governments and archaeologists
understand that once an ancient site is uncovered, it will never go back to the way it was. So archaeological digs
are begun after much consideration.
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A Day in the Life . . . of an Archaeologist

Meet Murray. He has always been fascinated by how things were built. As a kid he loved to build
LEGO® with his siblings and help out with any building projects at home. As he grew older and
began to read his Bible, he developed an interest in ancient cultures. He spent hours wondering
what the buildings looked like in Jesus’s day and imagining what the walls of
Jericho had really looked like before they crumbled. After he graduated
from college, he decided that he would like to pursue this passion of
knowing about ancient cultures. He decided to head to Israel to pursue
a master’s degree in archaeology. He discovered that it wasn’t all
glamor and fun, but a lot of hard work to study ancient cultures. But he
loves every minute of it! Today, he is headed to a tel (a hill that indicates
city) in Israel with a team of people to learn about the people
an ancient city
who once inhabited the area. He is armed with a shovel and a trowel and
other tools of the trade like toothbrushes, dustpans, and tape measures.
This morning started early, as each morning on site does, to avoid the
extreme heat of later in the day. The whole team will scrape thin layers of dirt
until they find the top layer of the civilization long buried. Then, they will begin
to measure and map, sifting through the sand to find artifacts that might give
them a clue about who lived here hundreds if not thousands of years ago.

Museum Curator

Have you ever gone to a museum
and thought about how they got all
their cool stuff? Each museum (and
many art galleries) have a curator.
This person is responsible for the
collections that are on display in
museums and galleries. Historical
artifacts and works of art require
special care and attention to ensure
they stay beautiful. They ensure that
historical documents and artifacts
are cared for properly. In many
small museums, the only paid staff
member might be the curator, while
large museums might have a curator
for each collection found in the
establishment.
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If you have a love for history or art or both, a strong attention to detail, and fabulous people skills, this job may
be for you! Museum curators are responsible not only for the care of the artifacts that are in the museum’s
possession, but also for obtaining new items for their displays. For many museums, this means digging into the
cultures that you wish to display and attending antique auctions or developing relationships with archaeological
societies or other museums so that you can borrow things from their collections. Many museums have archives
of things that aren’t on display all the time. The curator is responsible for choosing what to display and how to
display it. They are also responsible for communicating with the board of the museum to discover how to best
fulfill the mandate of the organization and allocate funding. The curator is also the face of the museum for the
public in the raising of funds. Museums provide a wonderful resource for people to learn about the history of
where they live as well as learning about cultures near and far.

Paleontologist

When you read the word paleontology you probably immediately think “dinosaur,” but paleontologists don’t only
study dinosaurs! They use fossils to learn about the history of animals just like archaeologists
use ancient cities to learn about the history of mankind. A fossil is a rock that has remains or
an impression of a living thing (or part of a living thing) preserved in it (in whole or in
part). They reveal clues about animals, plants, and other
living things from the past. There are fossils of pollen and bacteria
that can only be seen under a microscope, and there are fossils of
massive dinosaurs that amaze us with their size. The fossilization of dinosaurs
has captured the imagination of children around the world. Many adults are
still captivated by the idea of huge reptile-like creatures who roamed the
earth. There are even fossilized trees and sap!

A Day in the Life . . . of a Paleontologist

Meet Kelsey. Kelsey was fascinated with dinosaurs as a
child. She felt like she was different from other kids her age
and spent her days imagining what it would be like to see a real,
live dinosaur. As she grew up, her love for all things fossilized only grew. When she went on hikes,
she would look for fossils in the rocks. When she came home from the beach, she took the shells
she had found and pressed them into clay to make her own fossils. Today, she is a paleontologist
and still loves to study the fossilized remains of animals and other living things. She also loves the
unique opportunities this job allows her to engage with people about her worldview. She regularly
has conversations with the people she works with about her faith and why she believes that God
created the world, as well as her views on Noah’s flood. When she first started working as a
paleontologist, these conversations were met with irritation and even anger from her co-workers.
But after many years of respectful conversation, she has earned their respect. Many of them have
become her friends and have opened up conversations about who God is in the last few months.
Today was no different. She had a fantastic conversation with her friend about God again, and she
heads home tonight praying that Holy Spirit would reveal Himself to her friend tonight. She never
thought her favorite part of her job would be having conversations about God, but she realized
today that this has indeed become the thing she treasures most!
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Have you ever seen a piece of jewelry with a
beautiful, semi-transparent yellowy-orange gem
in it? Amber looks like someone bottled the
sun and made it into a gem, but it is actually
fossilized tree resin! Resin is produced by certain
coniferous trees. If you’ve ever seen a pine
tree with a cut in its bark, you’ve probably
seen the resin seeping out through the wound
and thought it was sap. Many scientists think
that this resin is the tree’s way of protecting
itself from foreign invaders. Some resin has
encased bugs or even air bubbles as it was
turned to amber. This unique fossilization allows
paleontologists to see insects as they were when
they were alive, perfectly preserved. It is a truly
unique form of fossilization!
All of these careers give a window into the past in a way that is valuable for all of us, especially those of us who
like to live in the present or who like to focus on the future. It is said that history repeats itself. If we can be aware
of what happened in history, it is possible that we can learn from it and not repeat the same mistakes, and even
prevent some of the negative things from happening again. “Those that fail to learn from history are doomed to
repeat it.” (Winston Churchill) The study of history is important for everyone, and we can rely on the people that
God designed with a strong desire and drive to study these things to help us understand our own culture and
current events through the lens of the past. Isn’t it neat how we can learn to appreciate the way God made each
of us so differently as we learn about careers that can be pursued?

students
It’s time to open up your student
notebooks. (Teachers: reference
the Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.) Use the
checklist to help you complete all
the tasks.
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Upper Elementary: fossils, painstakingly
Middle School: painstakingly, curator
High School: curator, tel
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Today’s Checklist
Read your recitatio
n
together as a fam
ily.
Complete your co
pywork
in your seatwork
page.
Work on your spel
ling
words.
Complete your gr
ammar
page.
Complete your st
udent
notebook pages.
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PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 MATH Students will calculate the age of people
or objects. Younger students will use their birth date; older
students will focus on BC versus AD.

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 SOCIAL STUDIES Younger students will create an
archaeological dig in their own yard. Older students will
conduct research about laws concerning archaeology dig sites.
PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS All students will learn the basics of

PAGE 5 SCIENCE + BIBLE Students and families will read
about the archaeological evidence for the flood! Younger
students will create a fossil; older students will read Hebrews
11:7 and conduct research.

goal-setting. Older students will reflect on short-term and longterm goals using the SMART method.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary

upper elementary

PaGe
2

PaGe social studies
2 A grid system allows the archaeologist to stay organized

PaGe
4

social studies

Early Elementary only
Digging on someone else’s property without
permission is illegal. If a discovery was made and
they did not give permission, they might try to take
your findings from you or even have you arrested.

and to make accurate recordings of where they find any
artifacts.

PaGe
4

math
Early Reader
1. 8
2. 3
3. 11
4. 16
5. 6
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math
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1,697
1,021
221
1,721
1,984
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• ANSWERS•

middle + high school
PaGe
2

social studies

PaGe
4

math

PaGe
5

1. The best thing to do is leave it where it is, don’t
touch it or move it. Take pictures of where it was
found and the surrounding area, then notify a
park ranger.
2. Metal detecting is legal on private land with the
owner’s permission. It is not legal on government
land.
3. no, only qualified individuals, museums,
academic institutions, or other qualified
businesses
4. Yes. Landowners can keep the artifact, notify an
archaeologist so they can identify and document
your finding, or allow the archaeologist to
remove the artifact from the land to study it and
share it with the public.

1. Fossils of sea creatures have been found high
up the walls of the Grand Canyon and near the
top of the Himalayan mountains in Asia. These
findings show that waters were deep enough to
cover even the highest mountains.
2. Evidence found on different continents supports
a world-wide flood.
3. The only way land and sea creatures could have
been buried together is from the earth being
covered with water and the creatures being
mixed around together.
High School only
4. Massive fossil graveyards have been discovered
proving these creatures were rapidly buried in
mud and soot that had been disturbed by violent
flood waters.
Dig Deeper: Noah obeyed and trusted God’s words
to be true. I can apply that to my own life and the
entire Bible. God’s word is true, and He will do what
He says He will do.

Middle School
1. 1,697
2. 680 BC
3. 821 AD
4. 1380 BC
5. 3 AD
High School only
Bonus! constructed around 210 BC which would be
about 1,812 years ago
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TODAY’s prayer

13 jobs in mental health
Father, thank you for our minds. Help us to fix our
minds on you today, to turn our thoughts toward you
and fill them with whatever is good, lovely, and pure.
May we honor you even in the secret place of our mind
and choose to meditate on your word and goodness.

Psychology is a fascinating branch of science. While we often think of people with training in psychology as
being doctors, many different careers that aim to help people have a connection to psychology. The study
of psychology helps us understand why the human mind thinks or feels the way it does and how it affects our
behavior. While many branches of science are entirely fact-based with little to no emotion attached to them,
the field of psychology focuses less on observations and discovery and more on identifying the root cause of a
behavior or reaction. This area of study might fascinate you if you are always wanting to know the “why” behind
your thoughts, feelings, and actions.
Most of this lesson will focus on jobs that use psychology, but these
professionals are not doctors of psychology. To begin, let’s dive into what a
psychologist does. A psychologist is a professional with much training who
specializes in helping people learn to deal with what is going on inside their minds.
These professionals are among some of the most highly-trained health care providers.
They provide individualized support for a wide variety of reasons. Some people
visit a psychologist to deal with depression, anger, or anxiety that has been
bothering them for a long time. Others, will use the help of a psychologist
to grieve a loss well. Some psychologists specialize in diagnosing conditions
like ADHD or ASD, or specific learning challenges like dyslexia. While others will help people
work through addictions and manage chronic illnesses. Regardless of the patient’s presenting issues,
psychologists desire to help their patient find ways to function to the best of their ability in life. This includes not
only diagnosing conditions, but also identifying weaknesses and strengths and ways to grow in these areas.

•
•
•

Psychology is the science of the mind and behavior.
Psychologists are doctors who employ many methods to help their patients.
Not all careers that use psychology are medical careers.
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Counselor

did you know?

A psychologist is different from a psychiatrist. While
a psychologist focuses primarily on talk therapy, a
psychiatrist is a medical doctor who can prescribe
medication for people dealing with mental health
challenges. While there is some crossover in their
area of expertise, the school required for each is
different, as well as some of the things they are able
to do. Look up the differences if you are interested in
learning more!

Have you ever felt like you just needed to
talk to someone? Someone who would just
listen and not tell you how you should be
feeling? If so, you’re not alone. Most people
at some point in their lives feel that way.
A counselor is a great resource for
talk therapy. Like most psychologists,
counselors love to help people talk
through their problems. They will listen
and provide feedback to help you process
your emotions and thoughts more
deeply. They will support you in finding
more effective ways to self-regulate
as you move toward health. Talk therapy
can be very useful to work through mental
health issues like depression and anxiety
and in dealing with grief and loss.
Though talk therapy isn’t a quick fix, it
can help you to deal with your emotions
in a holistic way.

ETHICS CHECK
When someone goes to a counselor, they are entering a confidential relationship.
The counselor will not share what the client tells them with anyone else unless there
is reason to believe that someone (either the patient or another person) is in danger
for some reason. When someone shares something with you, it is important to not
gossip or share the information around without permission from the person who
told you unless someone is being hurt or in danger. (If this is the case you should
always talk to a trusted adult, even if they told you it was a secret.) Can you think of
a situation where you should not share something someone told you in confidence?
What about a situation where you should talk to a parent? (Parents, this is an
excellent opportunity to talk with younger kids about potentially dangerous or abusive
situations and that they are allowed to talk even if someone tells them not to. Feel free, to
go more in depth with your older students as you feel is appropriate.)
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Some counselors specialize in dealing with kids. Many children struggle to know how to interact with others, and
these professionals aim to help. Counselors can help children and teenagers learn valuable life skills in dealing
with people as well as identifying and dealing with emotions. Talk therapy can be very useful for people that
struggle to name their emotions and feel them deeply. Counselors who specialize in caring for children will often
talk through scenarios like bullying and how children feel when they are belittled and put down. Other reasons
children might visit a counselor range from difficult family dynamics to just having a hard time communicating.
Another common counseling technique used for kids is group counseling. Some children find it easier to open up
when there is a room full of kids and not just one adult sitting across from them. Nature, art, and play therapy are
other methods that some children’s counselors use. Counselors who help children walk through difficult seasons
are a blessing not only to the children they work with, but to their whole extended family.

A Day in the Life . . . of a Counselor

Meet Amy. Amy has always loved listening. As a kid she was often considered the “shy one”
because she didn’t talk very much. In reality, it wasn’t because she was shy, she just liked to listen
and observe so she could understand what was going on around her. Amy’s grandpa died when
she was eight, and she had a really hard time dealing with her emotions. She got even more quiet
and her parents worried about her. They brought her to see a counselor and the sweet woman
helped her walk through her grief. She never thought much about that
experience again until college. She planned on becoming a teacher
but found that she loved her psychology classes more than any
of her other classes. So, she decided to become a counselor to
help other children how her counselor helped her as a child.
Today, Amy is going to meet a new client. This young person
recently had her grandfather die and has been getting
into fights everywhere she goes. She is having a hard
time talking about it with her parents. Today, Amy has
the privilege of meeting someone new who has had
a trauma similar to her own story, although with different
symptoms. She says a prayer before she goes in asking Holy
Spirit to help her understand and help this young lady work
through her feelings and learn to control her anger.

A counselor can work in many different fields. Some churches or outreach programs provide counseling as well
as private practice counseling. While many counselors have a masters degree in psychology that prepares them
to work with many different concerns, most counselors have a particular specialty. They might work with children
or youth. They may provide support to those struggling with addiction, or they may focus on relationships and
provide marriage and family counseling. A counselor can be an important part of a support network for those
working through difficult times or for people needing additional support to thrive in their interactions with the
world.
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Occupational Therapist

Have you ever noticed that some kids just seem to catch on to
everything, while others struggle to learn some skills? Or have
you ever seen someone who uses a mobility aid? It could be a
wheel chair, a walker, or even an artificial arm. Occupational
therapists specialize in working with people to learn to
overcome challenges presented from disabilities, conditions,
or injuries. The workplace of an occupational therapist is a
diverse one. These professionals might work in a hospital
or a nursing home, in schools, or even in prisons or daycare
centers.
An occupational therapist is often referred to as
an “OT.” OTs can help people with conditions
like cerebral palsy overcome their mobility
challenges with the help of specialized
equipment and therapies. They often focus
on fine motor skills like feeding or dressing
yourself. They can help people learn to
cope with challenges like a lack of balance,
difficulty controlling movement, or dealing
with chronic pain. These professionals are
even tasked with helping people recover
from life altering events such as strokes
or major injuries. While many of the
things in an occupational therapist’s
job description are not related to
psychology, there are aspects of
the job that have a direct link to
the brain. They help people on the
autism spectrum or who have ADHD
learn to manage their lives in a more
efficient manner. OTs are also trained
to help people deal with mental health
issues or behavioral issues in children.
These therapists have the ability
to transform from organizational
genius to movement expert to patient teacher as they help people navigate unique challenges
from learning to walk or doing up a zipper, to remembering where things belong or dealing with
interpersonal or emotional issues.
An occupational therapist is kind of like a family doctor in that they specialize in helping people with a wide
variety of issues. This career choice requires a compassionate heart along with a desire to help people reach their
full potential. It requires innovation and adaptation to fit each unique individual’s needs while honoring them as
individuals and loving them well through it all, just the way Jesus would.
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Social Worker

If you love to help others manage their lives and help people in need, a career in social work is another option
for you. Social workers generally have a bachelor’s degree or masters in social work. Social workers may find
themselves employed in various settings from schools to hospitals to community centers. These empathetic
professionals work to help their clients adjust to life changes or difficulties, while supporting them to make wise
choices. A social worker who works with vulnerable children is a valuable part of society. They help to create
safe spaces for children who have been neglected, as well as providing support for families to help them to care
for their children. These social workers work with adoptive and foster care workers to help make the adjustment
easier for the children and families and provide support such as counseling and parenting skills. They also
provide ongoing support to families who need assistance, like connecting them to food banks or other essential
services.

A Day in the Life . . . of a Social Worker

Meet Margaret. She started working in an office as a receptionist for social workers almost
straight out of high school. As her time there continued, she discovered that she had a passion
for the children that were neglected and forgotten: lost in the system. She decided to go back to
school to obtain her degree in social work so she could affect change in a more hands-on way.
When she graduated, she began to work as a school social worker. Today, she has meetings with
several students at her school who have struggled with behavior. She knows that most acting out
is because children feel hurt or misunderstood, so she is looking forward to showing empathy and
love to the kids she will encounter today. It is heartbreaking to walk with kids through some of their
struggles, but she reminds herself each day that she is helping them to process their feelings. She is
thankful every day for the classes in psychology that she took during her training. They really help
her walk through issues with kids who are struggling.

A social worker who works in health care is tasked with helping patients understand their conditions and the
community or governmental support that is available to them. Many times a diagnosis requires lifestyle changes
that can be expensive. Social workers who work in this field will help patients to access all of the funding and
support available to them. These workers also provide valuable insight to the doctors who care for patients by
helping them understand how a diagnosis affects the mental and emotional well being of their patients. These
social workers will sometimes take the role of a counselor in providing talk therapy.
There are so many different careers that use psychology. What a fascinating place the
Today’s Checklist
human mind is! If you love to help people and are a good listener, you might enjoy a
R
ea
d your recitation
career that uses psychology.
students
It’s time to open up your student
notebooks. (Teachers: reference
the Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.) Use the
checklist to help you complete all
the tasks.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 ART Students will learn that sometimes art is a way to

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

work through hard feelings. They will complete their own piece
of therapeutic art and make connections between colors and
emotions.

PAGE 2 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will make the connection

PAGE 5 MATH + SCIENCE Students and families will
read about neural pathways in the brain and how they
communicate things in the body. They will connect this to
highway maps in real life.

between psychology and understanding how a person is
feeling. Older students will go deeper into nonverbal cues in
communication.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Younger students will make sure they
know their contact information when filling out an application.
Older students will also learn how to write their objective on a
resume.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary

upper elementary

PaGe
2

PaGe social studies
2 1. a. sadness

PaGe
5

social studies

Early Reader
1. happy: It’s your birthday
2. sad: Missing! Please help.
3. angry: Give it back!
Early Elementary
1. happy: yellow
2. sad: blue
3. angry: red
4. sad: blue
5. happy: yellow
6. angry: red or sad: blue

2. a. happiness
3. a. anger
1–3 b. answers will vary

PaGe
5

math + science
1.
2.
3.
4.

1,053 mi. (1,695 km)
1,091 mi. (1,755 km)
547 mi. (880 km)
2,144 mi. (3,450 km)

math +science
Early Reader
1. Route 66
2. 794 mi.
3. 1,292 km
Early Elementary only
4. 259 mi.
5. 463 km
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• ANSWERS•

middle + high school
PaGe
2

PaGe
5

social studies
Middle School
Answers could include:
1. a. important and listened to
b. They are interested in what I have to say and
want to hear every word.
2. a. not interested, would rather be doing
something else
b.leaning away, getting distracted, and looking
at other things
3. a. They are mad and don’t accept my apology.
b. guilty and more sorry, or possibly frustrated
High School
Answers could include:
1. facial expressions: wide eyes and raised brow
(surprised), pursed lips and furrowed brow
(anger), smile (happy)
2. body movement and posture: leaning in or away
from the conversation (interest or intensity),
crossed arms (anger or boredom)
3. gestures: waving, using your hands while talking
(possible excitement), signaling “ok”
4. eye contact: making eye contact (shows
interest), no eye contact (shows disinterest)
5. touch: shaking hands or hugging when
appropriate
6. space: respecting someone’s personal space and
not getting too close
7. voice: your tone and how you say something,
not just what you say
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math + science
Middle School
1. 1,053 mi. (1,695 km)
2. about 17 ½ hours
3. 547 mi. (880 km)
4. about 11 hours
5. 2,144 mi. (3,450 km)
6. about 6 days
High School only
Map Labeling
Chicago to Oklahoma City = 794 mi.(1,278 km)
Oklahoma City to Amarillo = 259 mi. (417 km)
Amarillo to Albuquerque = 288 mi. (463 km)
Albuquerque to Santa Monica = 803 mi. (1,292 km)
3. Albuquerque
4. about 16 hours
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TODAY’s prayer

14 ministry jobs
Thank you, Jesus, that you have called each of us to
participate in the Great Commission. Help us to learn
how to share your truth with the people we encounter
in our lives so that we can shine for you. Thank you for
leading some of your people into full-time, vocational
ministry. May we honor those servants who answer
your call in this way.

Before Jesus came to earth as the Messiah, worship was centered around His
tabernacle, and later, the temple. In this time, priests were the ones who had
the important job of shepherding and leading God’s people, the
Israelites, to follow His commands. The high priest was the
only one allowed to enter a special place called the Most Holy
Place where he would atone for the sin of the people through
sacrificing for their sins. In this system, average Israelites could
not approach God. Jesus entered into this religious structure to
establish a way for His people to communicate directly with Him
and be in relationship with Him for themselves.
Now, when Jesus came into the district of Caesarea Philippi,
he asked his disciples, “Who do people say that the Son of
Man is?” And they said, “Some say John the Baptist, others
Solomon’s Temple
say Elijah, and others Jeremiah or one of the prophets.” He said to them,
“But who do you say that I am?” Simon Peter replied, “You are the Christ, the Son of the living God.” And Jesus
answered him, “Blessed are you, Simon Bar-Jonah! For flesh and blood has not revealed this to you, but my
Father who is in heaven. And I tell you, you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and the gates of hell
shall not prevail against it. I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and whatever you bind on earth shall
be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.” Then he strictly charged the
disciples to tell no one that he was the Christ. (Matthew 16:13–20)

•
•
•

The word apostle means “sent one.”
A missionary is someone who is sent to preach and share their faith, sometimes in
their own community, but often somewhere new and unfamiliar.
Many people working in ministry don’t get thanked or hear that they are
appreciated very often.
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This scripture shows us that the Church is designed to announce “Jesus is the CHRIST, the Son of the living
God!” Before Jesus went back to heaven after the resurrection, He told his disciples to go and make disciples of
all nations. People in full-time ministry jobs today are working toward the Great Commission. The goal of each
person who works in full-time Christian ministry should be to equip the Church to fulfil this mandate given by
Jesus. Let’s take a look at some of the different careers in ministry.

Pastor

Have you ever listened to a sermon on a Sunday morning and wondered what else your pastor
does during the week? Many people think that a pastor prepares a message, preaches it, and
just relaxes the rest of the week. The truth is, much
of the work a pastor goes unnoticed. A pastor’s role
is to shepherd his people. Just like the priests in Israel
And he gave the apostles, the prophets, the
were charged with teaching and encouraging the
evangelists, the shepherds and teachers, to equip
people, pastors today are responsible for leading
the saints for the work of ministry, for building up
their local church well. However, God’s design
the body of Christ
was never for a pastor to shoulder the burden of
—Ephesians 4:11–12
equipping His people alone.
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Do you know what the word pastor means? Pastor means to “be a shepherd, or teacher, to the people.” As we
read the list of roles in the passage above, there are other roles that God designed to help lead the church that
many pastors are expected to do all on their own. Just like we all have different gifts and strengths and callings,
no one person can be all the things in the list above. God gave different gifts to different people and designed
His Church to be led in all these ways. While your church might not have people listed on the bulletin as
evangelist or apostle, larger churches might have multiple pastoral positions such as a lead pastor who teaches,
an associate pastor who helps with shepherding or counseling the people, someone who planted the church
who helps to encourage and support the pastor, youth pastors who are passionate about sharing the salvation
message with today’s youth, or other positions that work together to equip the church just like the list above.
Does your church have people in leadership in the offices mentioned in Ephesians 4:11–12?
A pastor does many things throughout the week other than preparing the message. They have to lead everyone
on staff and delegate (or sometimes do) many tasks to help prepare for a service. They meet with and help
people in their congregation, often they offer counseling where they help support people. In a church setting,
there are other pastoral roles that may be custom-tailored to the gifts God has given you. Youth pastors focus
their time, teaching, and care on students of a certain age, as do children’s pastors. Worship pastors have
musical abilities and give leadership to the worship ministry in a church. There are other specific types of pastoral
roles that can be found in the local church. Does your church have any we haven’t mentioned?
Sometimes in smaller churches there are only one or two pastors who may have to fill many different roles
themselves. In a healthy congregation where the pastor has support from a leadership team of lay people with
various giftings, that can work quite well. But a pastor who is expected to fill all of these roles with no support will
quickly burn out. If you are involved in a local church, take some time to pray for your pastor(s) and ask God to
bring them people to help them in their important job of equipping the church.

Missionary

You have probably seen or talked to someone who came from another country to make your country their
home. Perhaps they came as an immigrant or a refugee, or they came on a temporary work visa. If English is
not their first language you may have noticed their accent or that they sometimes don’t use the right word in
the right place. But have you ever
thought to ask them what it is like
for them? What is it like to have to
communicate in a language that
is not your first language all of the
time? What does it feel like to hear a
Many times missionaries raise support to fund
language that you do not understand
their work. That means that they ask other people
fully, spoken with an accent that is
to provide money for them so that they can
different than yours? These are the
focus on what God has called them to. They are
feelings that missionaries have to
accountable to the people supporting them to
deal with each and every day as they
use their money wisely, and the people supporting
integrate into a new culture with the
them often commit to praying for the missionaries
goal of spreading the love of Jesus
as well. Does your family or church give to
and the truth of His gospel across the
missionaries with prayer or financial support?
globe.

ETHICS CHECK
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Most missionaries work in countries that are not their own, but some missionaries choose to minister to unique
people groups in their own country. Regardless of where these amazing men and women work, they typically
have a unique challenge of crossing cultural barriers. New languages, or even just new ways of relating to others,
are usually learned in order to love people of the culture they desire to serve. Historically, most missionaries went
to the mission field through a missionary society. This society would provide finances for them and missionaries
would be in their new location for many years at a time. Eventually, with the availability of air travel, a lot of
missionaries would aim to come home every four or five years to raise support and
visit family.
Many missionaries attend language school before they head to
the country where God has called them. This is a way that
a mission organization ensures that their missionaries
will arrive with at least a limited ability to communicate
with the people who live in the country where they
are called. While historically it was common for
people to head to other nations with a stated
purpose of spreading the gospel, today it
is becoming more and more common for
missionaries to head to creative access
nations. These are nations that do not
want people sharing the gospel. These
countries do not allow foreigners to enter
as missionaries. In order to get into these
nations, many people rely on professional
training to get jobs in the country where
God has led them. Once they are working
in their field, they make friends and engage
in what is known as friendship evangelism.
Friendship evangelism differs from street
evangelism in that the primary focus is to build
friendship with someone so that you have an
opportunity to speak truth into that person’s life.
Some people teach English as a second language
or use their skills in business or as a professional in an
industry that the country needs in order to gain access to a
closed nation.
In recent years, there has been an increase in short-term missions as
flights to once distant locations can bring you across the globe in a matter
of a few days. Many people go on mission trips that last a month or less to help
out a long-term missionary or to participate in an evangelism outreach. Others choose to go to the mission field
for a few years and then come home to pursue a career in their home country. Any missionary work is a delicate
balance between helping and hurting, but short-term missionaries must be particularly careful that they are
being sensitive to the real needs of the people they desire to serve. It is easy to head into a situation believing you
have the answers, but sometimes the greatest impact from short-term missions happens in the person who went
to serve, as they understand the world and their brothers and sisters in Christ in a new light after living with them
for a time.
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A Day in the Life . . . of a Missionary

Meet Marla. Marla grew up as the daughter of a pastor. All she has ever known is Jesus and His
goodness. As Marla grew up, she knew that God had a different path for her. All she was interested
in, even as a child, was finding a way to go overseas to do missionary work. She finished high
school and then Bible college and finally decided where she would go, and South America has
been her home for the last 35 years. Although English is her first language, she will often forget
words in English and use the Spanish word instead. Today is the last day she will open the doors
to a ministry she has poured into for over 20 years. The coffee house doors open to a line up of
people waiting to order their favorite helado (ice cream) for the last time. The coffee house ministry
was born out of a desire to impact university students and build
relationships in order to share Jesus with these students. It has
also become a safe and welcoming environment for
people of all ages and every walk of life. She has tears
in her eyes as many people come to share their stories
of how the coffee house impacted them through the
years. Closing this chapter is a difficult one, but she
is excited to see what God has prepared for her in
this next step of obedience. She knows she can trust
these precious people to her Lord and that He will
take care of them as she follows His direction.

Ministry jobs can be both challenging and fulfilling. Some people know from a very young age that they want
to pursue full-time, vocational ministry. They love the idea of preaching, working in a church, or sharing their
faith comes easily to them. Some people grow up with a love for a people group that is not their own from a
young age, and they just know Jesus has asked them to serve as a missionary. Others stumble across missions
as a teenager or young adult and love to hear stories of what God is doing in places around the world. While
God has not called everyone in His Church to full-time ministry, He has called us all to participate in the Great
Commission. Ask Him today how you can work with Him to make disciples and share the good news of salvation.

students
It’s time to open up your student
notebooks. (Teachers: reference
the Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.) Use the
checklist to help you complete all
the tasks.
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PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 MATH + GEOGRAPHY Using missionaries as an

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

example, students will learn how to connect points on a globe
to chart journeys. Older students will calculate miles.

PAGE 2 BIBLE + HISTORY Students and families will read
together about how Brother Andrew smuggled Bibles into
areas where Christianity was illegal. Older students will conduct
additional research.

PAGE 5 BIBLE Romans 1:16, Matthew 28:19–20, and Luke
15:4–7 all teach us how we should handle and share the
gospel. Students and families will read together, discuss
evangelism, and share testimonies.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will continue to hone their
resumes by writing about their experience, education, and skills.
Older students will do this with a specific job in mind.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary

upper elementary

PaGe
2

PaGe bible + history
2 1. Brother Andrew was known as God’s Smuggler

bible + history

Early Reader
1. b
2. a
Early Elementary only
1. Smuggler
2. Bibles
3. Doors

because of the way he would sneak Bibles into
places where Christianity was illegal.
2. He likely faced prison or even death if caught.
3. Brother Andrew wanted to spread the word of God
throughout dangerous places.
4. The Open Doors ministry hands out Bibles to
people who don’t know Jesus or want to know more.

PaGe math + geography
4 Early Reader
1.
2.
3.
4.

PaGe
4

1:C
2:B
3:A
4:D

Early Elementary only
1. Jenny
2. Henry
3. Becca
4. Tom

math + geography

Dig deeper: 28,679 miles (46,154 km)

PaGe bible
5 1. Evangelism means to spread the gospel of Jesus

Christ.
2. My testimony is what Jesus has done for me
personally.
3. Being unashamed of the gospel means to be bold,
strong in my faith, and share my testimony with
those around me.
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• ANSWERS•

middle + high school
PaGe
2

PaGe
4

PaGe
5

bible + history
Middle School
1. Brother Andrew likely faced being caught, sent
to prison, or even put to death.
2. All people were created by God, and made in
His image. Brother Andrew was laying down
his life so that more people could come to know
God, and be saved by Him.
3. He fully trusted God to keep him safe and
continue to lead him where he should go. I
can trust God with my present and future and
surrender to His will.

math + geography
Refer to the Upper Elementary map
Dig Deeper
1. 6,425 mi. (10,340 km)
2. 3726 + 6034 = 9,760 mi. (5996 + 9711 = 15,707 km)
3. 3,335 mi. (5,367 km)

bible
1. Evangelism means to spread the gospel of Jesus
Christ. It is every Christian’s duty to spread the
good news of Jesus, not just those specially
gifted in this area.
2. Being unashamed of the gospel means to be
bold, strong in my faith, and share my testimony
with those around me.
3. Jesus told His disciples to go into all parts of the
world spreading the gospel, baptizing them,
and teaching them how to live according to His
word.
High School only
4. All of Heaven rejoices when even one soul is
saved. Jesus wants every single person to come
to know Him.

High School only
1. 8,683 mi. (13,974 km)
2. 4,658 mi. (7,496 km)
3. 7,302 mi. (11,751 km)
4. 8,036 mi.(12,933 km)
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TODAY’s prayer

15 jobs in education
Thank you, Jesus, that you are the one who brings
understanding and wisdom. Thank you for revealing
your truth to those who search it out. Give us a desire
to learn from you as we seek to follow your plan for our
lives.

Have you ever encountered an adult whom you felt truly saw you? Someone who
encouraged you to pursue your interests and challenged you to be the
best version of yourself? For many of us, that person is one of our parents
or another family member. But for some people, this encouragement
comes from outside the family unit. Unfortunately, many children may
never feel truly heard or understood because of dysfunctions within
their relationships. When a student comes to an educational
institution like a school, they have the opportunity to have
positive influences from their teachers that they may not get
at home or in other contexts.
There are many ways to get an education, and homeschooling
is a rewarding and fulfilling experience for many families. No
matter how rewarding home education is, public and private
education in a school system is not going to disappear any time
soon. There are about 3.7 million teachers in the United States
alone. These professionals desire to impact their students
in meaningful ways. Teachers love to learn, and they love to
bring their students on a journey of learning with them. If you
love learning and sharing what you’ve learned with others, a
profession in the field of education may be for you!

•
•
•

Not everyone in the world has access to school.
Even in the early-1900s, many people in the US didn’t know how to read or write.
The public education system is largely responsible for a high literacy rate in
developed nations.
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Teacher

Think for a minute about who your teachers are. Not just the person primarily responsible for your schoolwork,
but who are the people that you learn from on a regular basis? It might be your leader at youth group or your
sports coach. You will have many teachers in your life and choosing to learn from each of them will help you
grow into a well-rounded person. Many people feel led to pursue a path as an educator so that they can share
their love for learning. But, a Christian in the field of education, has the potential to have an even greater impact
not because of who they are, but because of who is in them. Many children who attend school do not have the
privilege of growing up knowing about God. In fact, some of them might even come from homes that do not
feel safe or stable. A Christian teacher aims to share the love of Jesus with all of their students to the best of
their abilities. An adult who teaches young people has a high calling on their life. Raising up, speaking into, and
equipping the next generation requires care, patience, and the love of Jesus.

ETHICS CHECK
Have you ever heard the saying, “Actions speak louder than words”?
Christian teachers in the public school system have an important
role. Not only can they share the love of Jesus through their words,
but they can also share Jesus with their actions and the way that they
live their lives. Anyone in a leadership role, especially when it comes
to leading children, has an ethical responsibility to lead well and not
take advantage of their position of authority. It is very important that
people who work with children are professional and appropriate in
their behavior toward them. (If you have middle or high school students,
talk more about this specifically in reference to relationships.)

Professional teachers are generally trained to teach younger
or older grade levels. Early elementary teachers focus
on literacy and numeracy teaching. They generally
have the freedom to use a wide variety of subject
matter to encourage mastery of these basic skills as the students
learn. Teachers in the older elementary grades focus on more
challenging math concepts, learning to research and critically
think, as well as expanding the subjects that they are exposed to.
High school teachers usually teach in the area that they have a
college or university degree in. Someone that teaches high school
science usually has a Bachelor of Science degree. Someone who
teaches English would most often have a Bachelor of Arts with an
English major. Some teachers even have master’s degrees in the subject
matter that they are passionate about.
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A Day in the Life . . . of a Grade School Teacher

Meet Christina. She has always loved a good adventure. As a kid, she loved to explore the ocean
and learn about all the sea creatures. She wanted to know the history of every historical building
she walked past. She grew up and decided that she would like to share her love of learning with
others. Her favorite grade to teach is 5th grade, and she is always ready to approach life from a
new angle. Today is science day. The students in Christina’s class learn about science almost every
day, but today is different. She spent hours last night decorating the classroom. Every wall and
desk is decorated and her students will spend
the entire day performing experiments and
learning about the scientific method. The
kids have no idea, and she can’t wait to
see the look on their faces when they walk
through the door. The bell is about to ring,
so she goes to get her lab coat and safety
goggles. Doctor Science is ready for another
wild school day!
Another type of teacher is a special education teacher. These
teachers usually have a masters degree or further training
in how to work with kids who struggle in a school setting.
Special education teachers provide one-on-one support for
kids who might have a learning challenge or physical challenge
or for children with behavioral issues. They also provide support for
the other teachers in their school to successfully teach students that struggle. Special
education teachers are helped by education assistants (often called EAs) who either work oneon-one with students who need frequent help, or who are assigned to a classroom to help the
teacher. Classroom EAs are often found in younger grades where many students still struggle
to read instructions and write their answers down; they help read or act as a scribe for the
student.

Homeschool Connection

Homeschooling is a specialized education where a student or group
of students is educated apart from the public or private school system.
Parents choose to homeschool for many reasons. Some people don’t have
any other good educational options for their children because of the location
of their home. They may live overseas or several hours from the
nearest school. Other people choose homeschooling because the
school experience has been stressful for their children in the past.
Still others choose homeschooling because it works better with
one or both of the parent’s work schedules. Some people chose
to homeschool only because online learning wasn’t working for their family
when Covid-19 affected every country in the world, while other families have
never considered schooling any other way.
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Regardless of what way your family has come to homeschooling, God has a
plan for each and every step of the way. He knows what your family needs,
and even on really hard days, He has provided the resources for your family to
learn and thrive. Maybe as you have been going through this unit, it has been
hard for you to envision what God has called you to, and this is something
that often continues into adulthood. Have your parents ever questioned their
calling? Have either of them changed their career because they felt God was
leading them in a different direction? (Talk about it.) Many people who God
calls to homeschool have given up, altered, or put other careers on hold to
follow His leading. Other parents add homeschooling to an already busy
job of keeping everyone in their home fed and clothed. If God calls you to
homeschool your own children in the future, it doesn’t mean that He doesn’t
have any other plans for you. Each and every step of our lives is to be lived
in obedience to Him. If He calls you to homeschool or to be a stay-at-home
parent in the future, He will be faithful to you in that calling.

think about it
Take some time to discuss
as a family the benefits you
receive from homeschooling.
Talk with your parents about
why and how they came to
the decision to homeschool
you if you don’t already
know the story behind why
you’re using this curriculum!

Professor

How do you feel about school work? Do you love it or hate it?
Some people absolutely love school so much that when they
become adults, they want to spend a lot of time in university. A
bachelor’s degree is awarded usually after three or four
years of study in a specific field. A master’s degree
is an educational program that usually lasts oneto-three years, and a doctoral degree (or a PhD)
is a university program that takes between threeto-seven years to complete. These degrees require
the student to research extensively and contribute
to new findings in their field of choice. Most
universities require their teachers or professors
to have a doctoral degree or a PhD to join the
faculty of their school.
Professors are generally people who love
schoolwork. They love the traditional school
setting, and they love both listening to and giving
lectures. These people are generally the ones
responsible for new and innovative research in
their fields of study. Research doctors develop
new cures, people pursuing graduate degrees in
environmental science will develop treatments for
contaminated ponds that don’t damage wildlife,
and marine biologists will evaluate and discover
solutions for issues they discover in the ocean.
Many of the people who make these important
discoveries will move on to become professors
teaching others in university level courses.
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A Day in the Life . . . of a College Professor

Meet Arnold. Ever since he was a little boy, he loved to learn and teach others about God. He
became a pastor and loved to teach his church, but he also loved to study Greek and Hebrew to
understand the Bible better. This passion led him to seminary to get a master’s degree. He was
offered a job teaching at a Bible school and has discovered that this suits him delightfully. Today,
he gets to lecture on one of his favorite topics—the Old Testament tabernacle. He is fascinated by
the symbolism of the tabernacle and each year when he teaches it to his first year students, he loves
to watch their faces light up as they begin to understand Jesus and His sacrifice for us in a new
light. After class he has a mentoring meeting with a student that will graduate from the college this
year. It is a great delight and joy to help young people in the school discover where God is leading
them after college. He has even had the privilege of seeing
some of them go on to further their
education in the area of
Biblical languages that
he loves so deeply.

If God has gifted you to teach, you may enjoy pursuing a career in education. But don’t discount the other ways
you can have opportunities to teach. Many managerial positions allow you to teach people who work under you
in an informal setting. Sunday School classes, homeschooling your children, or ministry jobs often have a strong
emphasis on teaching skills that can be used in other capacities. Teaching is more than just full-time work in a
class full of students. If God has gifted you in that area, you can be sure He has a purpose for it!

students
It’s time to open up your
student notebooks. (Teachers:
reference the Day at a Glance
for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to
help you complete all the tasks.
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Vocabulary
Early Reader: homeschool, impact
Early Elementary: impact, private education
Upper Elementary: private education, public
education
Middle School: public education, special education
teacher
High School: special education teacher, faculty
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Today’s Checklist
Read your recitatio
n
together as a fam
ily.
Complete your co
pywork
in your seatwork
page.
Work on your spel
ling
words.
Complete your st
udent
notebook pages.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 MATH Students will create age-appropriate budgets

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

to learn how to manage money. Older students will do
additional research on tuition fees and other related expenses.

PAGE 2 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will put on their teaching hat

PAGE 5 BIBLE Teachers have a challenging job, and students

and experience teaching a skill to someone else. Older students
especially will focus on creating a lesson plan in a graphic
organizer.

are encouraged to support their teachers by praying for them.
Older students will dive deeper to reflect on their appreciation.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will learn what references
are on a resume. Younger students will reflect on what they’d
want people to say about them. Older students will write down
three references.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary

middle + high school

PaGe
3

language arts

PaGe
3

PaGe
4

math

circle: 1, 2, 4, 7, 8
cross out: 3, 5, 6
Early Reader
1. $8
2. yes
3. Answers will vary.

Middle School
Answers could include: 3. Friends and family could
possibly be biased and not give completely honest
answers. A future employer would want to honestly
hear about my work ethic and abilities.
High School only
4. It’s best to be honest if I don’t feel like they are
right for the job. If I wasn’t honest and they got the
job, it might end up being a greater frustration for all
involved.
5. Integrity is who you are when no one is looking.
When you choose to live your life well in many
different circumstances, then you will have a good
reference and reputation from others. The things you
do even when you think you are not being watched
can affect your reputation.

Early Elementary
1. save $20 and spend $20
2. yes; $1
3. Answers will vary.
4. 6 weeks
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TODAY’s prayer

16 law + order
Thank you, Jesus, that you are the God of justice and
compassion. Thank you that you not only desire to
see truth revealed, but that you love each and every
person, even when those people are not perfect. Teach
us to be just, merciful, and gracious like you.

Have you ever wondered why there are police officers and courts
of law? It would be nice if we didn’t need these jobs—if law and
order was just a natural outworking of the human condition.
Many people believe that people are basically good. However,
that’s not what the Bible teaches us. Unfortunately, when Adam
and Eve ate from the tree God told them not to eat from, His
creation went from a perfect place to a world full of sin. As a
result, people are not naturally good without God’s help. As
long as sin is in the world, there will be chaos without laws
and people who enforce them. Government, police
officers, and courts of law help society to stay
safe by making, enforcing, and interpreting
laws. Each country has its own government
that makes its own laws for its own country.
It can be a very long and complicated
process. Let’s take a look at how this happens
in the United States and Canada.

•
•
•

Not all lawyers operate in the courtroom.
Every country has its own version of a legal system.
Lawyers and judges are to be of good moral character.
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how laws are made

in canada

in the us

Government brings forward policy, which
goes to Cabinet (Prime Minister’s forum) to be
approved.

Elected officials write the bill and introduce it
to either house of Congress: the House or the
Senate.

If Cabinet approves, the Department of Justice
composes the first draft together with other
departments and teams.

Representatives or Senators discuss, make
changes, and vote.
The bill is sent to the House or Senate to be
debated, or to a subcommittee for research.
House or Senate members discuss and suggest
more changes, then vote again.

The bill is brought into the House of Commons
or the Senate (these are the two Chambers).
Members of Parliament debate and vote on
whether the bill should proceed further.

If the majority vote in favor, it goes to the other
house, and the process is repeated.

If they decide it passes, then it goes on to the
Parliamentary Committee where the bill is
studied, and sometimes public hearings are held
to find out what the public thinks about it. The
Committee revises as they see fit.

If both houses agree, the bill finally goes to the
President, where, if approved, it becomes law.
The President may choose to veto (reject) the
bill, in which case it returns to Congress. If the
House and Senate vote and at least two-thirds
of them are in favor, the bill is approved.

The Committee then reports back to the
Chamber, where the bill is read again and
possibly even amended. It is then debated and
voted on for the final time.

The President may also choose no action, in
which case, if Congress is in session, the bill will
become law in 10 days.

If it passes, it is sent to the other Chamber where
it goes through the same process again!

If Congress presents the bill to the President, and
then adjourns within the 10 days, the President
can decide not to sign the bill, in which case it is
not passed. This is called a pocket veto.

If it is passed by both Chambers, it goes to the
Governor General for Royal Assent, and then
becomes law.
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Once a law is made, enforcement agencies like the police are
responsible to carry out the law. When laws are broken or when
citizens want to challenge legal action, lawyers will take these
cases before the courts and a judge will interpret the law. Judges
decide what punishment is applicable for a crime or who wins the
case.
A common symbol of law in the United States and other
countries is Lady Justice and her scales. Many believe that
this statue had a beginning in ancient Greek or Egyptian
goddesses that were said to bring order and fairness to the
world. Today, these statues take on different forms, but they
have three things in common: Lady Justice is blindfolded,
she has a sword, and she is holding a set of scales. Each
of these elements has symbolic meaning. The blindfold
represents the impartiality of the justice system. No
matter how the lawyer, judge, or jury feels about a case,
justice should be served with no favoritism. The sword is to
indicate that justice should be served quickly, with finality. The scales represent
the importance of weighing all of the evidence before a decision is made. These
three components of the justice system are important because without them,
justice would look a whole lot more like our preferences than the law.

Lawyer

When you think of a lawyer, chances are you think of a movie scene in a
courtroom. But did you know that not all lawyers make arguments before a
judge? Some lawyers do specialize in defending clients before a judge or work
primarily as a prosecutor (someone who brings charges before a court). Others
specialize in real estate or business law, ensuring that contracts are safe and
cannot be broken without consequences. Personal injury lawyers work toward
getting settlements for their clients when they have been hurt. Immigration lawyers
work with newcomers to their nation to help them complete the requirements for
citizenship, while family lawyers deal with adoption and custody arrangements.
There are several different occasions in which you might need the help of a lawyer.
Although you can do many legal transactions without one, these professionals can
help you make sure you are protected in these dealings. If you start a business,
a lawyer can help to make sure that you follow the right procedures for
operating your business legally. If you buy or sell a house, a lawyer can
help make sure you and the other people you’re dealing with have a
smooth, fair, and lawful transaction. A lawyer is helpful in writing up
a will and ensuring that when you die your wishes are followed
for not only your possessions but for anyone that you might be
responsible for. Of course, if you are the victim of a crime or if
you are accused of a crime, you will need a lawyer as well.
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did you know?

In Canada, there are two different types of
law practiced. In Quebec they use French
civil law and in the rest of the country, they
use English common law. That means if you
graduate from law school in Quebec, you
can usually only practice in that province,
though there are a few exceptions.

Although most lawyers specialize in a particular area of
law, they all have similar educations. Most lawyers have
spent six or seven years in post-secondary education,
preparing for their career. In the United States and
Canada, once you have graduated from law school,
you must take a test to be admitted to the bar (the
institute of the legal profession in your province or state),
and you must be declared to be of good moral
character. Once you are admitted to the bar, there
are different requirements by different jurisdictions
before you may practice on your own. In Canada,
a period known as articling is required in most
provinces. While in the United States, most lawyers
that have just passed the bar examination will work on a
team of more experienced lawyers as they are starting
out. In other nations, the standard for practicing
law may not be called a bar examination, but each
nation has its own way of ensuring that lawyers are
competent to practice law.

A Day in the Life . . . of a Prosecuting Attorney

Meet Cassie. As a child, she always found herself speaking up for kids who were bullied or put
down. She hated injustice almost as much as she hated eating soggy cereal. She couldn’t stand to
see other kids put down or taken advantage of. Although she entered college thinking she would
love to become a teacher, she quickly decided that she enjoyed reading legal documents more than
the stories of history when she decided to take a course about constitutional rights. She decided
to change her major and moved toward a pre-law undergraduate degree. When she finally
made it through law school, she was so excited to help people find legal and just answers to their
problems. Eventually, as she worked really hard, she began to work as an assistant to
a prosecutor. She found that she enjoyed seeing justice served, and that she could
contribute to the feeling of safety that victims of crimes and their families needed
after traumatizing events. Now she is a lawyer. She’s working on her first case and
today is her last day to prepare before she goes into the courtroom tomorrow.
Cassie has read the files and all of the witness statements and met with
her team of lawyers. Today, she has the job of putting together her
thoughts to present to the judge as she argues her case. She needs to
have opening arguments, questions for each witness, and crossexamination questions for any witnesses the defense lawyer might
bring up. Then, her important closing statement is her last chance
to see justice served for the victim of the crime she is prosecuting.
She stays up late practicing her speeches in front of a mirror
and as she crawls into bed, she prays that her arguments would be
persuasive, that justice would be served, and that she can be a blessing
and a witness to the people this crime has impacted.
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ETHICS CHECK
Lawyers and politicians are sometimes considered to
be people who lie or don’t have good moral character.
While some lawyers may prioritize earning money and use
questionable ethics to do so, there are many amazing lawyers
who love to help people in the world today. If you feel the Lord
calling you into this profession, ask for His grace to choose
honesty and integrity every day.

Judge

A lawyer may be either elected or appointed to a position
as a judge. If a legal action cannot be settled out of court
with a mutual agreement, it is taken before a judge.
Remember when we talked about Lady Justice and her
blindfold? While lawyers are hired by each side to
present their case, the judge is not paid by a client,
and they do not have any prior connection to
the case.

There are two kinds of court cases. Some
court cases involve a jury. When a jury
is required for a case, men and women
who have no bias toward or connection to
the case are chosen to listen to the evidence.
They are tasked with the burden of deciding if the
defendant is guilty or not guilty. In these kinds of cases,
the judge’s role is to maintain order in the court, make sure all
evidence is heard and considered, and if the jury decides that the
defendant is guilty, the judge is responsible to hand down a sentence.
In cases without a jury, the judge hears the case, takes time to learn all about it, considers all of the arguments
from both sides, and hands down a ruling. These cases can range from child custody issues to determining if
someone has to pay a traffic ticket. The job of a judge is never boring or ordinary. These men and women have
an extraordinary responsibility to make judgements impartially, using only the law to determine their conclusions.
They work long hours to understand their cases and are concerned with justice and honesty.
Let’s go back to our picture of Lady Justice once more. A judge is the person in the legal system who most
embodies the characteristics she stands for. Without impartiality and hearing all of the evidence and testimonies,
a judge would not be an effective voice of justice. A judge desires for a just conclusion to any case to come as
swiftly as possible that the people involved can have clear answers and see justice served.
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Police Officer

What is a police officer’s role in the legal system? You might say that the police
arrest “bad guys,” but their job requires so much more than that. Police officers are
tasked with the challenging and often dangerous job of responding to emergencies.
Sometimes that takes them to scenes of car accidents
or fires. They attend these scenes with ambulance
attendants or firefighters. But it also takes them to
dangerous places like fights, bomb threats, or robberies.
This job is a dangerous one, but it is essential to ensure
that our streets and cities are kept safe.
If you think that the role of a police officer in the justice
system stops when someone is behind bars, you are mistaken.
Police officers are often asked to provide testimony in court for
criminal cases, and sometimes they have to go to court because
someone is debating a ticket that they have issued. Police officers are
responsible to keep detailed notes of interactions with people they arrest
or ticket so that they have a record if it is needed in court. Some police
departments offer services to educate the public about safety, or
they provide services to victims to help them work through their
trauma. The police are an integral part of keeping law
and order in our societies.
Law and order is a challenge to maintain in this
fallen world where we live. The legal system in every country
is flawed. There will always be people who should go to
jail that go free, and there will always be people who are
accused of things that they didn’t do. But most of the
people in the professions that work toward justice want
to find the truth. They desire that justice is served and
are committed to following the laws of their country.
Pray for the judges, lawyers, and police officers in your
area today, that they would have grace and wisdom to
see and speak truth!

students
It’s time to open up your student
notebooks. (Teachers: reference
the Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.) Use the
checklist to help you complete all
the tasks.
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Some Canadian police officers belong to the RCMP,
which stands for Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
They are often called Mounties for short because
they originally rode horses. There is a Name the Foal
contest each year and if you’re Canadian, you can
enter to name a future RCMP horse!

Vocabulary
Early Reader: consequences, mutual
Early Elementary: mutual, defendant
Upper Elementary: defendant, prosecutor
Middle School: prosecutor, bar
High School: bar, articling
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Today’s Checklist
Read your recitatio
n
together as a fam
ily.
Complete your co
pywork
in your seatwork
page.
Work on your spel
ling
words.
Complete your gr
ammar
page.
Complete your st
udent
notebook pages.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 MATH Math operates by laws. Younger students
will learn about the Commutative Laws of addition and
multiplication; older students will learn about the Laws of
Exponents.

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 SOCIAL STUDIES Students and families will read about
jury duty, how it works, and what makes a fair trial. All levels
will answer questions, and older students will conduct extra
research if necessary.

PAGE 5 BIBLE + SOCIAL STUDIES Isaiah 30:18 tells us that

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will write their cover letter for

our Lord is a God of justice. Students and families will read
together about Lady Justice and reflect on how to seek justice
in their own lives.

their resumes, focusing specifically on contact info, introduction,
body, conclusion, and signature.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
PaGe
2

Early Elementary
1. 10, 10
2. 8, 8
3. 13, 13
4. 11, 11
5. 15, 15

social studies
Early Reader
1. b
2. c
3. a
4. c

upper elementary
PaGe social studies
2 1. A group of people are randomly chosen and

Early Elementary
1. innocent
2. summons
3. evidence
4. fair
5. TRUE

PaGe
3

PaGe
4

summoned for jury duty. The judge and attorneys
ask questions to find out who can serve on the jury
and decide the case fairly.
2. The jury has the responsibility to hear both sides of
the case and decide if the defendant is guilty or not
guilty.
3. Jurors should be honest, fair, unbiased, good
listeners, and able to keep an open mind.

language arts
Early Elementary only
1. c
2. b
3. a
4. c

PaGe
3

math
Early Reader
1. 3
2. 7
3. 10
4. 9
5. 12
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language arts
1. Brian’s phone number is found in the contact
information. He also includes his address and
email address.
2. The introduction includes a greeting and a brief
explanation of why he wants to job.
3. Brian points out that he has a passion for food
that he hopes to share with others.
4. In the conclusion, Brian encourages the hiring
manager to contact him to talk more about the
job.
law + order
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• ANSWERS•

upper elementary cont.

PaGe math
4 Middle School

PaGe math
4 1. 54, 54
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

50, 50
48, 48
36, 36
35, 35
36, 36
50, 50
77, 77

48
52
36
67
102
83
1214
7

middle + high school
PaGe
5

PaGe social studies
2 Middle School

1. A fair trial is when a defendant is given the right to
a trial with an unbiased judge and jury who make
decisions based on facts and evidence instead of
emotions and personal beliefs.
2. A juror might be tempted to make a decision based
on what one side of the argument is saying without
hearing the other side. They also might let emotions
get in the way and affect their judgement. This
would likely not lead to a fair verdict.
3. Answers will vary, but could include: active members
of the armed forces, firefighters, police officers, or
other full-time public officers.
High School only
1. A random group of people will be selected to
appear for jury duty and will receive a summons in
the mail.

PaGe
3

language arts

Middle School
1. A cover letter comes before the resume and
allows the person to further explain who they are
and why they want the job.
2. In the introduction, Brian points out that he is
hard-working, adventurous, has experience,
and would do well at the job of food critic.
High School only
3. A cover letter allows for more explanation and
for personalities to show through. You’re able to
see not just lists of what the person can do, but
more of who they really are and what they can
bring to the team.
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High School
1. 48
2. 52
3. 78
4. 36
5. 67
6. 102
7. 149
8. 83
9. 1214
10. 216

bible + social studies
Middle School
Answers could include:
1. Justice means doing what is right, fair, and
showing equality to all people.
2. I can show justice by treating everyone the same
way, telling the truth, obeying the rules, and
listening to other people with an open mind.
3. Answers will vary.
4. God is the perfect example of how to treat
all people the same way. He both loves and
judges all of His children fairly without showing
favoritism. Only because of Jesus, we can be
seen as righteous and holy in His eyes.
High School only
5. Sometimes it seems like people get away with
terrible things and spread lies and hate, but
nothing is hidden from God. I can stand on
His promise that He will be the righteous and
upright judge of the earth.

law + order

jobs in the sky

TODAY’s prayer

CAREERS
+TRADES

17

Jesus, thank you for your love for us. Thank you for
creating us with a curiosity and creativity to problem
solve and look to the future. Give us an excitement
for the amazing ideas you will give to humanity in the
coming days. You are the author of creativity and
innovation.

Have you ever watched a bird play in the wind and
wondered what it would feel like to be up there with it?
A bird sees everything from the sky. They never have
to wonder what is just around the corner, they just have
to fly higher to get a better view! Humans have long been
fascinated with flight. The study of flight in animals was, and
continues to be, a captivating topic to study. While these
creatures were designed perfectly for flight, humans
were not. For centuries it was believed that man was
destined to stay on the ground.
As far as we know historically,
Leonardo Da Vinci was the first
inventor to really study human flight. His journals and sketches reveal that he designed
a flying machine as early as the late-15th century or the early-16th century. His flying machine is patterned after
the way birds and bats fly, with wings that flap to create lift. After his initial sketch, he did a thorough study of
birds to assist him in his understanding of how flight worked. As far as we know, Da Vinci never built the machine
but instead sketched out aspects of flight and his thoughts and observations. Like most scientific discoveries,
the invention of flying machines developed over time with the help of many different observations and ideas.
DaVinci’s model inspired many others, and centuries later, some pretty incredible machines took to the air.

•
•
•

The first engine-powered flight was in 1903 by Wilbur and Orville Wright.
The first space flight was in 1961 by Yuri Gagarin.
The first jet-powered plane flew in 1939.
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ETHICS CHECK
In the 16th century, there was no way to protect your inventions.
Today, people who invent things protect their inventions legally with
trademarks and copyrights, but in Da Vinci’s day, if someone stole
a page from his plans, they could have passed his ideas off as their
own. It is important to remember to not steal other people’s ideas,
not only because it is unethical, but also because if the person who
invented it has a trademark or copyright, you could get in legal
trouble for it!

Da Vinci was a visionary ahead of his time, and many of his ideas were not invented until hundreds of years later.
Until the 19th century, he was known primarily for his paintings. When his journals and sketches were found
and compiled in the 1800s (some 300 years after he lived), it was discovered that he had sketched ideas for
things like tanks and submarines, as well as flying machines and other inventions that were not built until much
later. Today, there are many different careers in the skies because of the innovations of scientists, engineers, and
inventors who paved the way for this incredible industry. Whether it is a career keeping these mechanical marvels
in the air or on board making flying a comfortable way of travel, if you have your head in the clouds, a job in flight
might be for you.

pilot

If you’ve ever dreamed of piloting
a plane, you can probably identify
with the Wright brothers. Wilbur
and Orville desired nothing more
than to prove that a human could fly
in a powered machine. In December
of 1903, they succeeded when their
Wright Flyer took to the skies—for the
first time proving that man could indeed
fly. Only four years had passed from the
time they began studying flight in 1899
until the flight of their first powered
airplane in 1903. They used everything
they learned over that period to fine tune
the Wright Flyer to near perfection. Each
time they flew their machines they were on the
lookout for ways to make improvements.Two years
later, they reached a new milestone with the invention of an
airplane that was much more practical than the original Wright Flyer. These brilliant men provided the process
that is still used in aeronautical science today. It is this process that turned a few minutes of flight in an open-air
flying machine into the ability to fly hundreds of people over the ocean in a jumbo jet.
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Pilots are an essential part of the modern world. Have you ever ordered something online that was made in
another country? Chances are, your item was shipped on a cargo plane and may have flown over oceans before
it made its way to you relatively quickly. Missionary pilots have created a vital link to the outside world for serving
people groups tucked away in remote parts of the earth. Militaries have whole branches devoted to the air,
and other branches of the military use planes as well. Planes are used to attack enemy forces, but also to bring
help to areas that have experienced disaster or drought. Humanitarian aid in the form of medicine and food is
often brought to needy areas by helicopter or plane. Airplanes help us get to wonderful destinations that your
great grandparents would have never even dreamed they would see, and they will get you back home again in
days. Journeys that literally took months a hundred years ago can take just a few days thanks to the airlines that
connect our world.

A Day in the Life . . . of a Military Pilot

Meet Jeff. Jeff has always been fascinated by planes. As a little boy he would beg his parents to
take him to the airshows when they came to town. He was determined to learn how to fly a jet like
the military pilots that amazed the crowds with the roar of an F-18 or the intricate flight patterns
of the stunt jets. He enrolled in the military straight out of high school, hoping that one day he
could be flying at airshows. As he began to serve, though, he discovered that being a pilot in the
air force isn’t about stunts, G-force, and the roar of a powerful jet. Although those things are fun,
Jeff discovered that he loves to help people. Today, they got word that the hurricane that hit the
coast has moved on and they can get in with supplies. His job is to fly across the country and deliver
necessary supplies to the people that were affected by the storm. He heads out to his aircraft to
do a pre-flight check and feels a sense of urgency when he sees pallets of clean water and baby
diapers. He imagines what a father might feel like with no clean water or clean diapers to provide
for the needs of his children. The flight seems long, but when they finally land and
begin to distribute the supplies he is so thankful that
he chose this rewarding career. Being in
the military is a difficult job, but days like
today make him thankful that
he is able to help.

Flight Attendant

If you love traveling but don’t love the idea of actually flying a plane, a career as a flight attendant may be the
ticket for you! These are the smiling faces you see as you walk onto an airplane. They will often welcome you
aboard and help you find your seat if you need assistance. Flight attendants are responsible for the passengers in
the cabin of a commercial flight or a chartered flight. These men and women have special training in safety and
emergency procedures that are necessary in the event of an emergency landing or a crash.
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After a flight attendant welcomes the passengers aboard the plane, they are responsible for many things. Before
the flight can leave the ground, flight attendants do safety demonstrations, make sure that everyone is buckled,
and that the carry-on luggage is properly secured. Once the flight is in the air at cruising altitude, they often
bring drinks, snacks, or meals around to offer to the passengers. For the most part, their job is fun and cheerful,
but occasionally they have to deal with an ornery passenger. That can make their job difficult because they
need to ensure safety and peace in a cabin with a lot of people.
One huge perk as a flight attendant is that you have the opportunity to travel. This career can often afford you
the opportunity to schedule days off when you fly into foreign countries. Doesn’t a free flight for a weekend in
Paris or a week-long vacation in the Caribbean sound exciting? Some airlines even offer family discounts for
members of your family to fly with you for reduced costs, making getaways even more attainable.

Aviation Meteorologist

If you’re interested in working in the airline industry but would prefer to keep your
feet on the ground, you might consider a career as an aviation meteorologist.
These men and women have an important role to play in supporting those
who work in the sky. An aviation meteorologist brings together their
knowledge of aviation (flight and planes) and meteorology (the study of
weather) in a unique and challenging job.
Aviation meteorologists work in an office inside an airport,
closely tracking the weather and providing valuable
weather-related information to pilots and flight
dispatchers. They use many tools, computers, and
weather station information to compile data and
make accurate reports and predictions about
expected weather in a specific area or along
a flight path. The location of clouds, fog,
snow, direction and speed of wind,
as well as storms with any type of
precipitation, are all important factors
that can affect a flight. When a pilot
is warned ahead of time about wind,
rain, or lightning, they are able to make
adjustments in their altitude (height
above the ground), or even their direction,
to fly around potential weather-related issues, and
avoid turbulence (unsteady air).
Aviation meteorology is a high pressure and
challenging career field, but if you have an analytical mind and enjoy working under pressure, this could
be a great fit for you! Airline meteorologists need to have at least a college degree, usually with a major in
meteorology. There is a lot of on-the-job training provided as well. You can find aviation meteorologists working
day and night, keeping up with the airplanes that fly around the clock. If you’re ever on a flight and hear the
captain say, “Please fasten your seatbelts, we’re about to enter an area of turbulence,” you’ll know you have an
aviation meteorologist to thank for that advanced warning.
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NASA

If airplanes fascinate you, the idea of space flight may also
pique your interest. Becoming an airplane pilot is quite a long
process, depending on what level of pilot you hope to be.
But becoming an astronaut is even more rigorous! Before
anyone can even apply to the astronaut program
they must have certain qualifications. A master’s
degree in a STEM related field is required (science,
technology, engineering, or mathematics), along
with two years of relevant professional training or at
least 1,000 hours of piloting a jet. Many astronauts
come from the military. Medical doctors and
osteopathic doctors can also qualify, as well as
those who have completed a test pilot school
program that is recognized nationally. Other
requirements are the ability to pass the rigorous
physical test and the ability and willingness
to learn Russian. In recent years, most NASA
astronauts actually ride on a Russian Soyuz
spacecraft to transport them back and forth to
the International Space Station (ISS). They are
required to learn technical Russian in order to
operate and travel on a Russian ship, as well
as to converse with Russian cosmonauts who
may also be on the ISS. All these requirements
are in place to ensure that the candidates
have the history and education to not only fly
to outer space, but to also contribute to the
process of working on space stations on a
mission.

The selection process for new
astronauts is extensive. Many
people are willing to leave
successful careers for a
shot at traveling to space.
NASA gets thousands
of applications for new
astronauts. As the selection
process moves on, there are
tests, interviews, reference checks, and
medical exams. The men and women who are
generally accepted into the program are much more highly
qualified than the minimum requirements. Once selected as part of
an astronaut class, these men and women undergo extensive training. They learn about survival and they train to
moonwalk, they learn about geology and flight, and they practice skills they will need to work on the International
Space Station (ISS) including robotics and other technical skills.
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A Day in the Life . . . of an Astronaut

Meet Jill. Jill has always loved space and astronauts. She grew up wishing she could live on the
moon. When she graduated, she decided that she would pursue a career at NASA. First ,she joined
the military. She got a degree in computer science and became a military pilot. She excelled at
everything she did, and when she had been in the military for 15 years, she applied to the NASA
astronaut program. The competition was tough—she was one of
18,000 applicants—but she made it in. She trains hard and is
excited to one day maybe fly to the moon or maybe even
to Mars. But for today, she is providing support to an
astronaut already on the ISS. They are troubleshooting
some computer issues and have asked for her help. So
today, instead of traveling to the ISS herself, she
will talk to the astronauts there and try to help
them figure out what is going on with their
computer system. Jill loves her job. There is
always something new and challenging
at NASA, just like there was in the
military.

Today, there are many jobs available in the air. Whether you aspire to work as a pilot, a flight attendant, or an
astronaut, the sky’s the limit when you have a love for flight and you’re willing to work hard. If you feel the Lord
leading you into a career in the air, look into what it costs to get a private pilot’s license. Some countries allow
you to get a student’s licence as young as 16 years old, so do your research and talk to your parents about
starting to save for your training now!

students
It’s time to open up your
student notebooks. (Teachers:
reference the Day at a Glance
for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to
help you complete all the tasks.
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Early Elementary: fascinated, ornery
Upper Elementary: ornery, G-force
Middle School: G-force, altitude
High School: altitude, aeronautical
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Read your recitatio
n
together as a fam
ily.
Complete your co
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page.
Work on your spel
ling
words.
Complete your st
udent
notebook pages.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 MATH Younger students will make paper airplanes
and measure how far they travel. Older students will create a
line graph charting a flight and changes in altitude.

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will read or write safety
brochures that a flight attendant might use. The goal is to be
informative while also entertaining.

PAGE 5 SCIENCE Students will reflect on how different
weather patterns can affect a plane’s flight. Younger students
will cut or draw; older students will conduct research and write
their answers.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS With the resume complete, students
now learn how to prepare for a job interview! Today’s focus is on
proper attire, body language, and confident speech.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary

upper elementary

PaGe
2

PaGe social studies
2 1. The fasten seatbelt light comes on when seatbelts

PaGe
3

social studies

Early Reader
1. d
2. c
3. a
4. b
Early Elementary
1. seatbelt
2. mask
3. exits
4. vest

need to be fastened.
2. There are six exits in all. Two are located in the front,
two are in the back, and there is one over each wing.
3. The life vest inflates, has a whistle, and a light to
attract attention.
4. Always put your mask on first, then assist someone
else.

PaGe
3

language arts
Early Reader
circle: 1, 3, 6, 7
Early Elementary
1, 3, 4, 5, 8
2, 6, 7

PaGe
5
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language arts
1. For an interview, it is best to dress modestly and
professionally.
2. Planning to arrive right on time could easily
lead to being late due to traffic or other
complications. It would be better to arrive a little
early.
3. (Answers will vary)
4. It is ok to ask appropriate questions about the
job during an interview. This would help to show
my interest in the job.

science
1. Aviation meteorologists monitor weather
conditions and provide important information to
pilots and flight dispatchers.
2. They monitor the weather for wind, rain, and
lightning.
3. To avoid bad weather conditions, a pilot can fly
over or around the area.
jobs in the sky
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• ANSWERS•

middle + high school
PaGe
3

PaGe
4

language
Middle School
Answers could include:
1. For an interview, it is best to dress modestly and
professionally.
2. Planning to arrive right on time could easily
lead to being late due to traffic or other
complications. It would be better to arrive a little
early.
3. Yes. Speaking positively about my
accomplishments, stating the facts, and talking
about what I am good at is not automatically
bragging.
4. Positive body language to show in the interview
would include making eye contact, smile, have
an open posture, and sitting with confidence.
5. (Answers will vary)

math

High School only
• Bonus: 33,750 ft (10,287 m)

PaGe
5

High School only
1. Answering honestly is always the better option.
It might even be more difficult to try to come
up with an answer I think they want to hear.
By being myself, I can be more comfortable,
genuine, and know that I did my best.
Dig deeper
• Positives: Remote interviews are more
convenient, can be more comfortable, and can
allow you to interview for a job that is far away.
• Negatives: They can be difficult if you don’t have
good connectivity or a quiet place to set up. You
also lose the in-person aspect, and it could feel
more distant.

science + bible
Middle School
Answers will vary, but may include:
1. Strong winds can affect how the plane is able
to take off and land. Winds also produce
turbulence which is uncomfortable and can be
scary for those on board the airplane.
2. Snow and ice are dangerous for take off and
landing and can affect the speed at which the
plane needs to fly when ice builds up on the
wings.
3. Thunderstorms can cause multiple problems
from lightning strikes, to high winds, and low
visibility. Planes try to avoid thunderstorms by
flying above or around them.
4. Heavy fog can prevent planes from even taking
off due to little or no visibility.
High School only
Dig deeper: Planes are actually built to be able
to take a lightning strike. They are designed to
conduct the electrical current through the plane,
hopefully without causing major damage. If a plane
is suspected of being struck by lightning, it will have
to go through a mandatory inspection for damage.
This can cause delays to further flights and can be
very expensive.
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CAREERS
+TRADES

TODAY’s prayer

18 Lights, Camera, Action!
Thank you, Jesus, for pouring creativity into each one
of us. Thank you for the ability to share it with the
world. Give us wisdom to know how to navigate places
like the internet and the entertainment industry for
your glory.

Fifty years ago, the film, television, and entertainment industry was very different than it is today. Technology for
the entertainment industry has changed rapidly in the last few decades. From silent movies and black and white
televisions with one fuzzy channel to the high definition smorgasbord of entertainment that we are bombarded
with each and every day, the entertainment industry continues to morph and change. At one
time, musicians needed to have a contract with a label to produce music, and news reports
could only be heard from major television networks. Today, with a little bit of technology,
you can produce your own YouTube channel, start an independent news web page, or even
record and produce music videos all with the help of your computer.

Videographer

When the technology for moving pictures was first invented,
expensive, bulky equipment was needed. As late as the early1970s, all full-length movies required a reeled film projector, and for
most, the only way to see a movie was in the movie theatre. When
movies became available to watch on a portable device at home, it
revolutionized the world of entertainment. However, it is safe to say
that those visionaries in the late-1970s and beyond could never in their
wildest dreams have imagined what the film industry would become.
Today, you can stream your favorite movies and shows with the click of a
mouse and create your own video content at the touch of a button.

•
•
•

Thomas Edison asked one of his laboratory staff to build the world’s first motion
picture machine in 1888.
Early films were sometimes colored by hand.
The first social media site was created in 1997.
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While cinematography (the art of photography used in movies) involves more expensive and specialized
equipment, videography can be an exciting hobby or an interesting career choice. Videographers may work
alone, but sometimes they can be found working with a team of sound and lighting professionals or alongside
photographers or other videographers. Because many videographers begin their careers making videos as a
passion and a hobby, they often love their jobs and get excited about buying the newest tools that can make their
work really stand out.
Some videographers work for themselves. They start their own company and offer their work freelance. They may
specialize in weddings, music or sporting events, or in making short videos. Some videographers focus on making
commercials, instructional videos, or promotional videos. Many years ago, you would have had to hire a whole
film crew to make a commercial, and then you would have to pay for it to appear on television. With the advent
of the internet and social media, a single videographer can film a commercial with a small amount of equipment.
The commercial can then be edited and immediately uploaded to social media and webpages. It is becoming
increasingly common for people to hire videographers for their weddings. This allows the family to relive the
special day over and over and share with their children what their wedding day was like.

A Day in the Life . . . of a Videographer

Meet Benjamin. You are not likely to find anyone who is more fun than Ben. As a boy, he was
always the life of the party. The youngest in a big family, he learned to hold his own early in life by
cracking jokes and pulling pranks. His creativity is through the roof! A few years ago he started a
videography business that specialized in promoting companies through advertising campaigns.
As he began to get better and better at it, he branched out. He now has a wealth of experience
under his belt with a competent staff to help him with all his projects. He has done everything from
weddings to promotional videos and photos for city initiatives. Today he is headed out to start
filming for a short movie. He is excited about this new project.
He is looking forward to the added challenge of directing the acting
in addition to shooting the video. His first obstacle though is getting
up before dawn to get an early morning
scene filmed. He realizes that movie
directing isn’t very glamorous as his alarm
goes off at 3:00 am. After a long day of
shooting and re-shooting scenes, he has
a greater appreciation for the work that
film crews and actors do. As he falls into
bed exhausted, he reminds himself that
this short film is only scheduled to shoot
for two weeks. He can do this for two weeks.
In the end, it will all be worth it!
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Large corporations may also employ a videographer to help them shoot advertisements, promotional
segments to use on their social media platforms, or customized training videos for their employees.
These videographers have less creative freedom but more consistent income. They may shoot
advertisements about footwear, training videos showing how to operate equipment, or a promotional
video showing the company volunteering in the community.
Videography is a fast growing and ever-changing industry. There are always new tools and gadgets
in the industry and new ways to engage clients or customers. If you enjoy making videos on a
smartphone or a tablet or like to fly drones around, you might consider a career in videography.

Musician

Have you ever dreamed of standing on a dark stage with a hush of
anticipation hovering over a crowd of adoring fans? The harsh stage
lights flash on and illuminate your face as you wave and invite the people
attending your concert to sing along to their favorite songs. While those
kinds of experiences are nowhere near commonplace today, with the rise
of musical talent shows on TV, many more people get a chance to be
heard on a worldwide stage than ever before. The life of a musician may
sound like a glamorous one, but there is a lot of hard work and sacrifice
that goes into a career in music.
Most musicians begin their career with music as a hobby. Rarely does
a parent put their child in piano lessons thinking that they are going to
be a modern-day Beethoven. Music is part of many people’s lives. You
likely listen to it, sing along with it, create it, or a combination of two
or more of these things. Some musicians who make music their life’s
work spend long days and weeks traveling and touring for concerts.
Other musicians create music in a professional studio setting or
sometimes in their own home studio. Some musicians even end
up teaching music.

ETHICS CHECK
Social media sites can be a wonderful tool to share your creativity
with the world, but be aware that you need to be safe when
you are online. Make sure that you never give out your personal
information online, and that your parents know who you are
communicating with. Even adults need to be careful online. There
are many ways to steal information from someone online, and
that can cause you issues even as an adult.
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Technology today allows musicians to share their music with the world without even going on a long tour.
Musicians will often upload videos of their music to YouTube or other social media sites. This can be a strategic
move for those who do music mostly as a hobby to get their feet wet and try to gain a following without giving
up their other job. While hobby musicians used to have to play gig after gig and club after club hoping to get
a following and a recording deal, today’s musician can harness the power of the internet to help their dreams
become a reality.

Journalist

A journalist is someone who works to compile news information and share it with the public. This information
can be gathered from various sources like eyewitness accounts, the journalists’ own observations of an event
that is happening, or from other media or sources. Not too long ago, the completion of journalism school would
have been required to apply for a job at a news network. While there are many news networks today, there are
even more ways to discover news. Like every other area of media and technology, the way news is presented and
shared is changing rapidly. Journalists can share their work through a media outlet like a TV or radio broadcast,
online, or in print like a newspaper, magazine, or other publication. There are different types of journalism, some
of which include investigative journalism, sports reporting, entertainment journalism, photojournalism, and
broadcast journalism. Strong communication, writing, and people skills are needed for this interesting career.
Journalists are supposed to present a factual and unbiased account of what’s happening. Sometimes the media
has a tendency to shape the way the facts are presented. You can find a website that looks like a credible news
source to support almost any way of thinking. Diversity of opinion is helpful when it makes us think critically, but
we always run the risk of falling into only listening to the people we agree with. We must try to see things from
every angle, thinking critically and impartially, to fully understand each issue.

A Day in the Life . . . of a Journalist

Meet Nathan. He has always been interested in the news. While other kids were excited
for cartoons on the weekend, he enjoyed staying up late to watch the news with his
dad. When he graduated, he began working with a news network as an assistant
and decided that he would like to be a journalist. He didn’t desire to be the anchor
in the studio but a journalist out in the field interviewing people. He loves to report
on difficult topics because he feels like the people he interviews feel heard and
valued by people around the world when they share their stories. After working
for a network for a few years, he decided to become an independent journalist.
He travels the world to share stories of human resilience and strength in the midst of
tragedy. Though he cannot help these people physically, he believes that they feel valued
by him and the world through his stories, and that is of infinite value. Today
he is at home editing his last interview before he publishes it. This
interview with a man in a refugee camp was so heartbreaking, but
he is excited to get it edited and up on his page. Watching the
interview again gives him hope for the man and his family. Maybe
by sharing these stories, he can inspire people to care about and
help the many people in refugee camps around the world.
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Sharing the news can be a challenging job. Staying impartial when you are
interviewing people and meeting their families can make you want to ignore
the facts and focus on feelings. Journalists must navigate whether they should
convey the facts first or if they are going to take the human interest angle. In
journalism, your angle determines how you report. If you are reporting on an
election, you are reporting the facts, but you may also choose
to report on the candidates, their victories or
failures, to try to encourage people to think
like you. Think about a sports reporter. If
you are reporting about a game between
your favorite team and their rival, you
will write about the game
joyfully and full of
hope if your team won.
Another reporter from
the rival city, writing about
the same game, would report
the same scores and the same plays,
but their report might be sad or angry
rather than jubilant. Your perspective
means everything in journalism. It is very
difficult to report the facts and leave your
personal feelings out of it, but a good
journalist does just that.
There are many careers that involve the
spotlight and cameras. It takes humility
to be a well known figure. If you feel Jesus
calling you into one of these careers, ask Him for an extra
measure of humility to help you navigate it well and with integrity.

students
It’s time to open up your
student notebooks. (Teachers:
reference the Day at a Glance
for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to
help you complete all the tasks.
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High School: smorgasbord, cinematography
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PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 MATH Students will count the beats that go with music
notes. Younger students will cut/paste or solve math problems;
older students will create their own musical rhythms.

lights, camera, action!
activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will be a journalist today!
Younger students will choose an event within the family; older
students will choose a current event and also find a way to
broadcast it to family.

PAGE 5 BIBLE First Samuel 16:7b, 1 Peter 1:24-25a, and
Romans 3:23 tell us that the Lord cares about the heart, not
outward appearances. Students and families will read these
verses in light of learning about famous careers and how God
doesn’t care about popularity, but a heart devoted to Him.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS It’s time to practice answering
interview questions! Younger students will answer simple
questions about themselves; older students will answer real jobfocused interview questions.

• ANSWERS•

middle + high school

early reader + Early Elementary
PaGe
4

math

PaGe social studies
2 Middle School

Early Reader
1. Quarter rest (or quarter note)
2. Half note
3. Quarter note (or quarter rest)
4. Whole note
Optional extension activity: 2+4=6

Answers may include: Responsible journalism
involves making sure the information is true, fair,
and not in any way harmful to the people it’s about.
Journalists also have to focus on telling the facts, not
their opinion, admitting when they make a mistake,
and using their information responsibly.

Early Elementary
1. 1+2=3
2. 2+1=3
3. 4+2=6
4. 1+1=2
5. 2+1=3
6. 2+2=4
7. 4+4=8
8. 2+1=3

High School
Answers may include: Responsible journalism
involves making sure the information is true, fair, and
not in any way harmful to the people it’s about. If a
journalist gives inaccurate information that harms
the reputation of their subject, they could be sued for
defamation of character.

PaGe
4

upper elementary
PaGe
4

math
1. (half note) or (half rest), (quarter note) or
(quarter rest), (whole note)
2. (quarter note) or (quarter rest), (quarter note)
or (quarter rest)
3. (quarter note) or (quarter rest), (half note)
or (half rest), (quarter note) or (quarter rest),
(quarter note) or (quarter rest)
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math
Middle School
Answers will vary, but should include:
1. each measure equals 4 counts
2. each measure equals 2 counts
3. each measure equals 3 counts
High School only
4. each measure equals 4 counts
5. each measure equals 2 counts

lights, camera, action!
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• ANSWERS•

middle + high school cont.
PaGe bible
5 High School

Answers could include:
4. God’s word is the only thing that will stand forever.
5. Because we all have sinned, we all need a Savior to cleanse us from those sins.
6. They are not perfect, and what we see on the screen is never the full story. All people have sinned and need God’s forgiveness.

Upper elementary - High school
PaGe math reference chart
4
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TODAY’s prayer

19 unique careers
Thank you, Jesus, that you have made each person
special. Thank you that each unique person has a
path full of opportunities waiting for them. Help us to
see your great diversity in learning about these distinct
and different careers today.

Have you ever thought about what it would be like to have
a truly unique job? Exploration and discovery, riding horses,
taking care of exotic animals, driving trains, or painting faces
are all jobs that sound a little bit like a kid’s wishlist, but each
and every one of them is a real job that people have today.
What would it look like to wake up with the excitement of living
your dream each and every day? To love every minute of your
work where pay is just the cherry on top? Some jobs are so unique
it is a little bit like a dream come true for the people who have
them. Today, you are going to learn about just a few unique career
options, so let’s get started!

Zookeeper

If you love animals, you might like to visit the zoo. But have you ever thought about what
a zookeeper does? The job of a zookeeper is more than just feeding and cleaning up after
animals. These professionals usually have a degree in a branch of animal science and
practical experience in animal care. Many of them have worked in veterinary clinics or wildlife
rehabilitation centers before becoming zookeepers. A zookeeper’s role has changed a lot in
the last several years. Many zookeepers now take a more holistic approach to animal care.

•
•
•

Some unique careers are highly competitive.
Sometimes a career is so one-of-a-kind that you have to make it yourself.
The first public zoo was formed in Paris in the late-18th century.
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ETHICS CHECK
When you are working with animals, they cannot speak
up if they are being mistreated. It is important to make
sure that you treat all of God’s creation with kindness and
compassion. When God put Adam and Eve in the garden,
He said they were to rule over it and to care for it. Caring for
animals is part of God’s plan for humanity.
The first zoos were called menageries and were collections of animals that were often owned
by royalty or people with great wealth. These people sought to show how rich and powerful they
were through their collections of exotic animals. They would buy animals that had been captured
in the wild to add to their collections. There is even evidence that these wealthy individuals hired
people specifically to care for their animals. This was the beginning of the zookeeping profession.
The idea for the modern zoo was first presented over 200 years ago when the private menageries
of French aristocracy were put in a public place. This zoo, called the Ménagerie du Jardin des
Plantes, is still around today! The original public zoos aimed to keep animals in small spaces
so that they could display as many animals as possible. These zoos were originally used for
research purposes. That purpose has not changed, but today zoos have an increasing
focus on creating realistic, natural enclosures for their animals. By keeping animals in
a habitat that is as close to their natural environment as possible, scientists can learn
even more about the behavior, anatomy, life cycle, and food sources of these animals,
among other things. Another primary focus of zoos in today’s world is awareness,
rehabilitation, and animal conservation.

A Day in the Life . . . of a zookeeper

Meet Alice. As a child, she was always curious about animals that were native to
other countries. When she became a teenager she volunteered in a zoology summer
program at her local zoo and fell in love with exotic animals even more. She had no
idea how fascinating they would be up close! The discovery of this passion led her to
pursue an animal science degree while continuing to volunteer in any capacity she could
at the zoo and a local veterinarian clinic. When she graduated from university, she was
recommended for a position as a zookeeper by someone who mentored her through
her volunteer hours at the zoo. Today she is investigating a report that the giraffes have
been acting strange lately. She will spend most of the day observing them to see if there
is anything obvious that might make them act odd and decide if she needs to call the
veterinarian. She will also interview everyone who has worked to care for them in the
last few days. After all of her observations and investigations, she determines that these
animals have just been feeling very overstimulated lately. She is going to recommend
that the zoo limit visitors to that area for the next few days to see if that makes a
difference. She will continue to keep an eye on them and make sure that they are
comfortable and able to live as normal a life as possible for a giraffe in a zoo.
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While it might seem like a grand adventure to chase
down an ostrich and ride it to the zoo, most animals are
not captured in the wild for the purpose of putting on
display these days (though this used to be more
common). Today, the animals in a zoo were most
often born there, or they are sent there as part of
a zoo exchange program to raise awareness about
an animal. Animals in zoos also sometimes end up
there because they have been rescued and are not
able to be released back into the wild. Regardless
of why the animal is brought to a zoo, it is the
zookeeper’s job to take care of that animal.

did you know?

There is some controversy over zoos and
aquariums due to the effects of captivity on
the animal. What do you think? Talk about
it as a family and if you want, look up some
of the controversy. What are the positive
things about zoos? What about negative
things?

Zookeepers are responsible for the care and
feeding of the animals in their charge, but it’s so
much more than that. These professionals become
experts on the natural habitats and behaviors of
the animals in their care. They are responsible for making sure
the animals have engaging things to do: things that resemble what they naturally do in the wild. They manage
the health of the animals and bring in veterinarians when they are sick. They oversee the food and make sure that
the animals are getting fed the right amount and/or are eating the right amount for their size, as well as keep
detailed logs and reports. These people truly have a passion for their jobs and for the animals that they work
with, which is a good thing because it is not traditionally one of the highest paying jobs.

Train Conductor

There are not many things that have the ability to grab
the imagination of a child quite like a train. No
matter how many new and exciting cars you
might see on the freeway, the sight of a
long line of metal cars lumbering along
a track through the wide open prairies
will still probably draw you in every
time. You may find yourself wondering
where the train is going or where it is
coming from and if the cars are loaded
or empty. Railroads connect the east
to the west in the United States and
Canada and made it possible to build
strong, united nations. Although
trains in North America are not used
nearly as much for carrying passengers
anymore, they are still used for carrying
freight. However, in Europe, the number of
passengers using trains as a means of
transportation is growing!
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The conductor on a train has an important job. On a
passenger train, this person checks tickets,
assists passengers, and makes sure that
everyone remains safe on the journey.
Many of their jobs are similar to those
of a flight attendant. One more thing
that a conductor does is announce
stations. When the train is about to
stop, it is the conductor’s job to tell
the passengers the station where they
are about to stop. On a freight train,
the conductor is often responsible for
making sure that cargo is loaded and
unloaded properly, and at the correct
stations.
In order to become a railroad
conductor, you must graduate high
school and complete training either
on the job or at a community college.
Sometimes, certification is
also required, which involves a Federal
Railroad Administration test. In some companies, you must write a test to complete the
training. The railroad job market is a highly competitive place, and many people spend
years trying to get hired by a rail company. Most rail lines pay well and have good
pension packages for retirement as well if you make it your career. Working on a rail
line gives you a chance to travel and see places from a new and exciting perspective.

Explorer

When you hear the word explorer, what do you think of? You might
envision ships crossing the Atlantic Ocean in search of a shorter
route to Asia. Maybe you’re thinking about the Lewis
and Clark expedition across the United States, David
Livingstone’s adventures in Africa, or even charting the
vastness of Antarctica. But did you know that there are
people who still explore the world today?
Explorers today don’t have to leave their families for
years on end to traipse through the jungles and deserts
of Africa with no communication or head to Antarctica
with no real plan but to sail south until they find it.
Satellite phones, GPS (global positioning system),
and airplanes make exploring little known
places more accessible than ever. Easy access
to the internet to publish discoveries generates
excitement for all that the explorer does.
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Although you aren’t likely to see a job posting that says “Now hiring world explorer,” there are many ways you
can explore the world. National Geographic is one organization that sends people on exploratory missions.
Another option for an adventurous person is to start a travel blog. By generating income through blog traffic
and online content, you even have the possibility to fund your travel through this enterprise, given enough time
and followers.

A Day in the Life . . . of a Travel Blogger

Meet Jess. When Jess was five, her parents took her on a trip to a theme park in another state. She
fell in love with every new experience she encountered, and the travel bug bit her badly on that trip!
Every year, she would beg her parents to take her back, and although she did not get a trip every
year, the few times her family went on big trips were the absolute highlight of her childhood. She
loved to experience new cultures, new foods, and new scenery. When she graduated, she decided
to take some time to travel and decide what she wanted to do with her life. She began to write a
blog about her travels, mostly for family and friends, but soon she noticed that there were an awful
lot of people reading her online journal. She started making travel videos of the new and exciting
places she was discovering, and in the process, she found a
way to provide an income for herself with the tool of social
media. Eventually, companies who wanted to sponsor her on
her journeys began contacting her. She had no idea that this
was possible, but started wondering if she could make a living
like this. Today, she is headed on a hike into an area the locals
say has been untouched for over 100 years. Along with her
guides, she will document every step of the way to share with
her followers and sponsors. Who knows? Maybe today she
will stumble across some ancient ruins that will point to a
new discovery!

There are so many unique and interesting careers in the world today. Like Jess, many
people are using their passions to make up new jobs for themselves. If you are a
determined self-starter, you may find a job that is unique to your strengths that will
bring you joy each day!

students
It’s time to open up your
student notebooks. (Teachers:
reference the Day at a Glance
for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to
help you complete all the tasks.
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PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted
activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4 MATH Students will learn how railroads are
constructed and will calculate various equations showing how
many ties to rails there are in a given scenario.

PAGE 2 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will look more closely at
different careers associated with exploration. Younger students
will draw or write; older students will conduct research and fill
out information.

PAGE 5 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will learn a little more
about the career of zookeeping. Younger students will read a
list of tasks and answer questions; older students will conduct
further research and write findings.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS It’s time to flip the script! Students will
be writing their own interview questions today to ask someone
in their family, but will save the questions until the next lesson.

• ANSWERS•

upper elementary

early reader + Early Elementary
PaGe
4

PaGe
5

math

PaGe
4

Early Reader
1. 10
2. 20
3. 15
4. 5
Early Elementary
1. 15
2. 25
3. 40
4. 50

math
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6
12
90
2,500
22

PaGe social studies
5 1. meat mixtures; sometimes the bones; occasionally

they provide
2. when it’s time to weigh the lion, inspect various
parts of its body, draw blood, check the teeth, give
injections, etc.
3. provide bones, hide their food so they have to hunt,
feed them at different times of the day, and even
give them “meat-sicles”

social studies
Early Reader
1. b
2. c
3. a
Early Elementary
1. 3
2. day
3. Training
4. hunt
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• ANSWERS•

middle + high school
PaGe
3

language arts

PaGe
4

math

High School only
1. (answers will vary)
6. In 2017, the Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey
Circus performed its last show after a 146-year run.
This came after many protests, legal battles, loss in
ticket sales, and retiring the elephants from the show in
2016.

High School only
Answers may vary but could include: The candidate
should act professionally and speak clearly and
confidently. They should show interest in the
position, be genuine, and answer the questions
honestly.
Middle School
1. 6
2. 12
3. 92
4. 2,500
5. 22
6. Bonus: 3,200
High School
1. 92
2. 3,200
3. 22
4. 49,000
5. 156.25 miles (251.46 km)

PaGe social studies
5 Middle School

Answers may vary, but could include:
1. Positive: Zoos provide the public with educational
opportunities, provide a safe environment for
endangered or injured animals, and allow people
to have a career in caring for these creatures.
Negative:Animals can sometimes suffer from abuse,
boredom, or stress; animals may not develop the
same natural traits in captivity as they might in the
wild
2. Yes; animals born in captivity only know life in
captivity. They wouldn’t know how to hunt or take
care of themselves on their own.
3. Enrichment opportunities provide the animal with
the chance to think and act the way they would in
the wild, such as hunting for food in the trees, or
attacking prey, or even spending time with other
animals.
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CAREERS
+TRADES

TODAY’s prayer

20 what will you do?
Thank you, Jesus, that you have a plan for each of
our lives. Thank you that you know our talents and
our skills and you fashioned us in a specific way. Help
us to trust you and to follow your plan for our lives,
no matter where it may lead us. Give us hope and
expectation for all the things in store.

Genesis 1:27 tells us that you were made in
the image of God. God is creative, and He
has made you to be creative too. The verses
that we just read show us that God not only
created you before you were born, they also
show us that He knows what you are called
to. He has a plan for your life, and it started
when He knit you together in your mother’s
womb. No baby is an accident from God’s
perspective. Each and every child conceived is
loved and wanted by the God of the universe.
Our key verse for this unit has been Jeremiah
29:11. When we read this verse, we often
have one of two reactions. We either think
that it doesn’t apply to us, or we think that
Before I formed you in the womb I knew you,
if God has plans for our lives, life should be
and before you were born I consecrated you;
easy and painless. However, when Jeremiah
I appointed you a prophet to the nations.
spoke those words in prophecy over the
—Jeremiah 1:5
people of Israel, they were not living the good
life. These words likely didn’t seem like they
applied to them at all. Some of them
may have thought that if it was
true, they shouldn’t be feeling the
way they were. The people
were in captivity. God was
telling them that they would
be there for a while. Yet even though their circumstances didn’t look good at all, He
wanted to send them a message of hope. This hope was for them even in hardship, even in difficult circumstances.
Jesus never promised us a perfect life, or even an easy life, but He is still a good God and can use even hard and
difficult things for His glory.
For you formed my inward parts;
you knitted me together in my mother’s womb.
I praise you, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made.
Wonderful are your works;
my soul knows it very well.
My frame was not hidden from you,
when I was being made in secret,
intricately woven in the depths of the earth.
Your eyes saw my unformed substance;
in your book were written, every one of them,
the days that were formed for me,
when as yet there was none of them.
—Psalm 139:13–16
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“For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the
Lord, “plans for welfare and not for evil, to give you
a future and a hope.”—Jeremiah 29:11

Keeping your eyes on Jesus

Life is full of adventures and surprises. Sometimes we like the surprises that come to us, and sometimes we have
to adapt to circumstances that are less than ideal in our minds. Throughout this unit, we have learned about just
a few of the different paths that people choose to devote their working life to. You might have a very specific goal
in mind even now, or maybe you have no idea what God will lead you into one day, and that’s okay! Many people
choose one career path and later change their minds. Sometimes unexpected things happen in your life that
require you to change directions (such as having children, illness in the family, or something else). For others, life
presents different opportunities that eventually give them the experience they need for the role they feel they were
being prepared for their whole life! Jesus Himself didn’t enter His ministry until He was about 30 years old and
others in the Bible were much older. While God has plans for our lives, He also gives us free will to choose our
path and we can trust that He can use even our mistakes to help prepare us for our future. When we seek Him
first and ask Him to guide us, we can trust that Holy Spirit can use all things for His glory.
While many people love their careers—and it is
valuable to do a job that you love—you can find
joy in any job you choose. Some people enjoy
having a job at a local store, gas station,
or restaurant, where they can interact
with people every day and don’t feel the
pressures of long hours or lots of training.
No matter the job, every person deserves
dignity. Each and every person is valuable
to God, and God can use every role in big
ways. The world often has a tiered approach
to careers, valuing a path based on either
education or salary. However, we serve
a God that views things differently than
man. When you spend your life worrying
about what God thinks instead of what
the word thinks, you might make decisions
that people judge you for and do not
understand. Just like Peter who left the boat
to walk on the water, keep your eyes fixed on
Jesus and He will be faithful!
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ETHICS CHECK
Do you think of some jobs as being better or more important than others? Are
there some jobs you consider to be beneath you? The Bible teaches us to treat
one another the way we want to be treated and to do everything for His glory,
whether that means stitching up a heart as a cardiac surgeon or serving coffee
at the local cafe. How can you shift your perspective about different career
paths in order to treat everyone with respect and value? Why do you think that is
important?
And whatever you do, in word or deed, do everything in the name of the Lord
Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father through him.—Colossians 3:17

Who God Made you to Be

Throughout this unit, we have talked a lot about your identity, your personality, even your giftings and
strengths. Who God made you to be can give you clues about the best job or role for you later in your life.
For example, some people love to just be around large groups of people. As an extrovert, they thrive in busy
and loud environments full of bustling energy. While someone who is an introvert might prefer to work in a
quieter environment where they have less people clamoring for their attention or distracting them from their
work. People who are more Type A like to check off all the boxes and do
things a particular way. They are organized and
focused and often perfectionists. While
people who are more Type B are more
spontaneous and easygoing, they are
open to new experiences and love to
try new things. God may have given you
leadership qualities to help prepare you
for the leadership roles He is going
to give you in your life. Perhaps
He has given you a gift of
encouragement or prophecy
that enables you to speak life
and hope into the lives of those
around you. The more time
you take to understand who
God created you to be and to
develop your strengths and
work on your weaknesses,
the better prepared you will
be for what He is calling you into.
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Just like your interests and skills can develop and even change throughout your life, your personality can too! This
is one of the most exciting things about following Jesus, He can change you from the inside out! The more time
you spend in the presence of God, the more you read your Bible and pray, the more fruit of the Spirit will naturally
flow from you. Isn’t this great news? It isn’t about how hard we work, it isn’t about how early we get up or about
just choosing to do better on our own strength. Instead, through relationship with Jesus, we naturally become
more like Him. As we surrender our lives and hopes and dreams to Him, He can shape them even as He shapes
us into who He created us to be!

extension activity
Did you take the personality test in your student notebooks earlier in this unit? If you didn’t already,
turn back in your books to Lesson 3 and take the online quiz to better understand who you are or
what your gifts are. Keep in mind that God isn’t finished with you yet, and He can continue to mold
you and change you. Take some time to pray together to ask God to teach you more about your
identity in Him, and to also show you the unique gifts He has given you and
how He wants you to use those gifts. If you want, choose to set aside a
specific time in your day to grow in your relationship with Him and
renew your mind with His word and presence.

Expect the Unexpected

What if you went to bed expectant? Imagine if you saw tomorrow as a blank page yet to be written, full of
possibilities and opportunities. This is kind of like your life. Whether you are 5 with no idea what you want to do
or 18 with an iron-clad path in front of you, nothing is certain. Asking just a few adults in your life about their life
stories will likely uncover the truth that very few people’s lives go as they imagined.
When you follow Jesus, instead of this causing anxiety and stress, it can
fill you with hope and excitement. You can trust that even the
mistakes along the way can be redeemed by Him when you are
seeking His heart. Even the rules of this world don’t have to
apply when we serve the God who created it all. God is bigger
than the should haves and the could haves. While the world may
tell you that you need six years of education and four years of
experience to get noticed, God can bring you to the right
place at the right time and bypass it all. The world may
tell you that you have to start your career by a certain age
or else you can never get ahead, but God is the one who
promotes, He is the one who lifts our heads and establishes
the rulers and authorities. Nothing is impossible for our God,
and this is clearly seen in the story of Gather ‘Round itself.
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A Day in the Life . . . of a Visionary Entrepreneur

Meet Rebecca. Well, you kind of already know her. She is the visionary entrepreneur behind
Gather ‘Round Homeschool! Rebecca loves to write and speak, she is passionate about God and
homeschooling, and she always, always has new ideas. Rebecca graduated from high school when
she was just 16 years old. She was driven and determined and there were unlimited possibilities in
front of her. Despite her determination, she felt certain that going to university would be a waste for
her, as her heart’s desire was to have children and homeschool them. Sure, she could do anything,
but she wanted to do what she felt most passionate about: be a mother. When she was just 18,
Rebecca met her husband, she was married when she was 19, and had her first child when she was
20. For a few years, Rebecca was happy. She found herself pregnant again and again and was too
busy to think about anything else.
One day, Rebecca woke up and it seemed like she had missed the boat. She had married young,
she didn’t go to college or university; it was too late for her. For many months, she wrestled with
discontentedness and grieved what she felt she had left behind, until one day she felt like God
asked her to lay it down and choose joy. All the potential she felt within her she poured into her
family instead, choosing to do the best she could with what she had and stop looking to what she
could have had. A few short years later, someone stumbled upon a blog post that she had written
and asked her to write for them. Without striving, without effort, without years of schooling or a
Bachelor’s degree in journalism, marketing, or computer sciences, Rebecca learned how to code in
the late hours of the night. She learned how to market on social media, how to take and edit videos,
and how to write well. It was as though everything that God had put inside of her had an outlet, a
place to grow and develop, without the traditional path that she had expected to take. Surely this
was what she was created for!
Fast forward a few years and Rebecca was praying for direction, desiring to please God with
everything that she did. In that moment, late at night, her journal sitting in front of her, the very idea
of Gather ‘Round Homeschool popped into her head. She spent days with her journal, sketching out
what it could look like and how it would work, even what units she would do. It seemed impossible, it
seemed crazy, she didn’t feel equipped or even know where to start. After a few days of praying and
journaling, she came home and immediately put the call out for a designer to join her and help make
her vision a reality. Today, Gather ‘Round has grown from an idea to an enterprise. Gather ‘Round
went from one writer and designer to an entire team of writers, proofreaders, editors, illustrators, and
designers as well as a customer service team to help reach and support the nearly 50,000 families
who use this curriculum all over the world.
If there is anything that Rebecca has learned, it is to expect the unexpected. She has learned it
isn’t about being equipped by the world’s standards, but rather trusting that God is the one who
qualifies her. She has learned to be content in seasons when she felt frustrated. She has learned how
to run forward and follow Holy Spirit, no matter what the world might think or say. She has learned
that her own ideas of what she should do paled in comparison with the reality of what God had—
whether that was in being a mom singing silly songs with her kids or managing a company with an
international marketplace. Her days now are full of video conference calls, vision casting, writing,
designing, leading, directing, and propelling the people that God brings her into their callings and
destinies for the time that they are with her.
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So what will YOU do? God has knit you together, He has
formed you and called you for His purpose and His will.
A job doesn’t define you. Being the child of the King
of Kings is where you get your value and sense of
who you are. If you follow His leading in your life,
He will lead you on a wild adventure that you might
never have imagined. He is so much wiser and
kinder than we know or have experienced. Ask Him
for wisdom, trusting that He will direct your steps.
When it is time to make decisions,
make them confidently, knowing
that God never wastes a
moment of your life when
you are following His
leading.

students
It’s time to open up your student
notebooks. (Teachers: reference
the Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.) Use the
checklist to help you complete all
the tasks.
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PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 SOCIAL STUDIES Students and families will read

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

together about introverts and extroverts. Younger students
will complete labeling activities; older students will conduct
research and fill out a graphic organizer.
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PAGE 2 ART Students will spend some time reflecting on their

PAGE 5 BIBLE + LANGUAGE ARTS Students will take some

favorite careers in the unit. Younger students will create a
collage of them; older students will create a vision board.

time to interview an adult in their life to ask questions about
their life story and how God has guided them over the years.
Older students can add some of their own.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will get out the interview
questions from the previous lesson and welcome a mock
candidate into the interview.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary

middle + high school

PaGe
4

PaGe social studies
4 Answers could include:

social studies

Introvert: scientist, photographer, veterinarian
Extrovert: teacher, nurse, flight attendant

Introvert
• Characteristics: prefer to work alone in a quiet
place, focus on one task at a time
• Energized by: focusing on what is inside their mind—
ideas, visions, and pictures
• Common career choices: engineer, scientist,
photographer, graphic designer, etc.

upper elementary
PaGe social studies
4 1. Introverts prefer to work alone in a quiet setting.

Extroverts prefer to work and interact more with
other people.
2. An introvert might choose a career in photography,
engineering, or graphic design.
3. An extrovert might choose a career as a teacher,
nurse, or event planner.
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Extrovert
• Characteristics: outgoing, comfortable with other
people, prefer to work in teams,
• Energized by: involvement with other people, many
different activities
• Common career choices: teaching, nursing, event
planning, sales, flight attendant, etc.
• Dig deeper: Ambiverts are those who have both
introverted and extroverted tendencies.
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